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Abstract

The present slndy have been made with a view to find out the changes of various

atmospheric energy components and their fluxes during "cyclone period" as compared to

thm of .'before occurrence.' and '.after landfall" for seven cyclones that occurred in the

Bay of Bengal in the !<1stdecade. Three of them Were pre-monsoon cyclone and lour "f

them were post-monsoon cyclone.

It was found that sensible heat decreased with the increase of height. For most of

the cyclones sensible hem was large during the "cyclone period" compared !o that of

other phases, On the other hand, potential energy increased with the inerea,e of heigh!

and for most of the cyclones it was large in magnitude during "cyclone period", It wa~

observed that latent heat for most of the cyclones increased to initiate the cyclone. Latent

heat was also increased at "after landfall" and wus maximum at the middle troposphere

(500-250 mb). At the lower level, almost no variation was observed for latent beat a!

different phases of the cyclone. Kinetic energy was nearly zero from lower !o middle

troposphere und was increased Irom middle to upper tropm;phere for all three phases. It

wus large at 300-150 mb level. For most of the cyclones kinetic energy wus maximum a!

the initiation of"eycIone period" und ut "ufter landfall".

It was fOl.llldthilt zonal flux ,vas \vcstward{casterly) up to about 700 mh level.

Beyond this lcvcl it wa, eastward('Wes!erly). For most ofthc cyclones the magnitude of

zonal flux was found largc just before starting "cyclone period" and was maximum at

250-150 mb levcl. .'Bcfore occurrence.' and during "cyclonc period'" meridional flux

varied between northward and somhVv"llTd,However, ul "aIler bndral1" for most of thc

cyclones it ""as southward, Its magnimde was large during "qclone period.',

From the energy budget it was found that sensible heat, potential energy, kinetic

energy as well as total energy were large for pre-monsoon cyclones as compared (0 post-

mon,oon cyclones, It was also found that 70nul und meridional fluxes wcrc high in

magnitude for prc-monsoon cyclones thun thal oJ"posl-lnollsoon cycloncs,

ii
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Chapter I Introduction

CHAPTER-l

INTRODUCTION

'1.1 Introduction

One of the greatest problem Bangladesh faces is the frequency of natural

calamities. Among such calamities perhaps the most devastating are cyclones which

visit us once eveJY year or at least every few years. Because of the special

geographical location, Bangladesh is d~astated by natural disasters like tropical

cyclones, nor'westers, tornado, floods etc. Out of these, tropical cyclones are regarded

allthe most deadly among all natural disasters. They bring catastrophic ravages to life

and property as well as to environment. Among all the areas in the world ;rlfccted by

tropical cyclones, the countries along the rim of the Bay of Bengal suffer most and

Bangladesh is the W01lIt sufferer. Among the tropical cyclone forming areas in the

world, the Bay of Bengal is one ofllie most favourable one. Cyckmes forming in the

Bay of Bengal move initially towards west or northwest; at times they recW"VC

forwar:dsnorth and then to the northeast. AA a result, the countries bordering the Bay

of Bengal become very much affected. In order to minimise the future loss of life and

property, proper cyclone disaster management action is an absolute necessity. This, in

tum, requires a better assessment of risks associated with a cyclone. Therefore, an

effective prediction oflropical cyclone is very much essential espccially in rellpectof

its energy and the direction of movement

1.2 Deftnitlon of Cyclone:

Cyclone is an atmoflPhericcirculation in which the winds are rotating in the same

direction as the earth. It is a natural phenomena and is an intense vortex in

atmosphcn:. It is an area of low preSSUl'(:where strong winds blow spirally inward

from all sides. Inward spirals move in anti-elockwise direction in the Northern

hemisphere and in clockwise direction in the Southern hemisphere. Wind does not

reach the center but stops at a di3tance defining the limit of conncction. No cloud

fonn in this central region and no precipitation takes place. Cyclones in the tropical

regions (Eq., _250 N or S) are called tropical cyclones 3lld the cyclones outside the

tropical region are called extra-tropical cyclones. Cyclone has typical lifetimes on the

,



Chapter 1 lnll~duction

order of a few dayg, or almost a couple of weeks. The hori7.ontal dimension is from a

few hundred to a few thousand kilometers.

1.3 Tropical Cyclone:

Tropical cyclones are intense vorncal storms which develop over thc tropical

oceans in regions of very Warnt surface waler. Mathematically. a tropical cyclone CMl

be a.~sumedto be a cylindrical vortex such that

the vorticity[lj,

where V is the velocity and has a fmite value.

Experience has shown thaI onee a tropical cyclone has fOlTDe<1it is a very

persistent phenomenon as long as it remains over the waters of the cyclone regions.

This indicates a fundamental difference between tropical and exlratropical cyclones,

namely, that of their sources of energy. Most exITatropic31c)'clone~ remain for only a

short time at the maximum energy leve~ degenerating ahnost as rapidly as they

formed. This leads one to eonclude that extra tropical cyclones derive their energy

from a source that soon becomes exhausted. The persistence of the tropical cyclones

on a constant energy level for a period of ,everal days indicates that once the cyclone

clrcu1<woDi. induced il in some way maintains its own source of energy. This energy

must be easily utilized once the process is sfartcd. The rapid decay when a cyclone

moves out of the cyclone belts also gives important clucs concerning the nature of the

energy source.

Tropical cyclones are knO'Ml by diffcrent names 10 different parts of the

world. In the Atlantic and eastern pacific they are called ~Hurricanes". In the western

I'acific they arc knO'Ml as "Typhoons" and in the Philippines they are called as

"Bagious~ and 'willy.nilly~ in Australia. In the north Indian ocean they are caned

"Tropical cyclones~. The tropical cyclones are classified by the wind speed, estimated

or observed with the system, as indicated below:

2
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Weather System

Low Pressure

Depression

~ep Depression

Cyclonic Stomt

Severe Cyclonic Storm

Sever Cyclonic Storm with

a core of hurricane

winds/super typhoon,

(Knots)

<17

17-21

28.33

34-47

48.63

~64

Wind Speed

Intr~duction

(KrnIh)

<31

31-49

50-61

62-88

89-117

dl8

I
I
I

I
1.4 Life cycle ofTropleilll Cyclone:

1be life span of Tropical cyclones with a core of hurricane wind average is

about five to six da}'1lfrom the time they form until the time of landfall. The entire life

period of tropical cyclones is divided into four stages. They arc 0) Formativc (ii)

Immature (iii) Mature and (iv) Decaying stage.

Formative stage:

Tropical Stonnll form only in or ncar pre-existing disturbance of wealhcr systems.

In this stage, the pattern is not well defined and cloud bands are poorly organized. No

eye of visible and the wind speed range is 30-50 mph. Surface premm: drops to about

1000 mb. In this stage one or more of the following developments take place:

(a) Unmual falls of pressuce in and around the cenlcr of depending casterly wave.

(b) Asymmetric strengthening of wind and appcarence of gale force in onc sector but

not ofhwricane force.

(cl On ITCZ large elliptical or circular wind circulation develops. Satellite picrnrcs

show isolation of marked cloud mass from oilier nearby cloud areas,

Immature stage:

All thc formative cyclones can not reach the hurricane stage. If intensifieatiOll

takes place, the pressure rapidly drops below 1000 mb. In this stage the wind

increases to hurricane force, usually at a distance of about SO kIn from the cyclone

center and pressure fall increases. When the wind speed reaches the hurricane force, a

tight band form around the eenter. The cloud and rain pattern changes form
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disorganized squalls to narrow organized hands spiralling inward. The eye is usually

visible but ragged and irregular in shape.

Mature stage:

The mature stage occupies the longest part of the cycle and on the average

most often lasts several days. During the mature stage the central wind speed need not

increase and pressure need not fall. But the circulation expands and in moving storms,

cyclone winds may extend several hundreds of kiiometCt"l<from the cenler to the right

of the direction of motion (in northern hemisphere). A well-fanned inner ring of

maximum winds encircles the ~eye~, where pressure stops falling, wind is light,

rainfall ceases and clouds disappear. Even in this stage, the hurricane may undergo

wide fluetuatiOIlll in its intensity; pressure in the center may increase or decrease by as

much as 60 mb in a day. At this stage, heating from convective clouds fwnishes the

largcl<t amount of energy for cyclone maintenance. Wind speed range is betwcen 80-

200 ntIh. The surface preSSIJl'Cis less than 1000 mh. The structure of a mature cyclone

is shown in Fig 1.1.

Decaying stage:

The Iropica1 storms begin to lose their intensity when they move out of the

environment of want! moist tropical air, or move over land or move under an

unfavourable large scale flow aloft, winds normally decrease to 80 kmIh or less within

80 km from the cast, and the weather becomes more gusty and showery. Sometimes

they may recW"VCtowards northeast when they come under the influence of an upper

air westerly trough due to which they may travel to the regions where ocean

temperatures arc cooler. Their final dissipation over ()l;eans seems to ()l;eur when they

mlJ\/e over colder water, or approach within 5" or so of the equator. When the storm

enters the land, it rapidly weakens as the c<mtralpressure is filled up at a rate of aboul

2 mblhr. 'Thi5weakens the radial pressure gradient, and the radius of maximum wind

expands outward The factors that are responsible to weaken thc systcm after entry

over the land arc; (a) dramatic reduction in evaporation, (b) due to GOoier surface

temperatures as the land is cooler than ocean and (c) surfaCl: friction.

,



Chapter 1 !ntroductiClJ1

1.5 Causes ofFonnll.tion of Cyclone:

The earth receives all it!!energy from the sun, The sun wnlrols the global

weather but the phenomena like cyclones an:: localized phenomena and local

pcculiarities are responsible for them.

Solar radiation docs not fall with equal intensity over all part!!of the world. It

is maximum at the earth's equator and minimum ar the pole~. Again different swfaccs

on the earth have got different capacities for emission or absorption of radiation. Thus

the different areas on the earth are heated unequally. This differential heating gives

rise to low and high atmospheric pressure an::ason the earth. Heat expands the air and

it moves upwards making it lighter giving rise to low pressure region. Similarly,

cooling makes air heavy giving rise to high pressure area. Usually low pressure an::as

an:: associated with bad weather and high pressure areas indicatcs good weather.

Though solar energy ultimately controls thc terrestrial weather, certain environmental

conditions mu!lt be required for the development of cyclone~. They arc (1) wann

ocean temperature (2) absence of strong vertical wind shear and (3) presence of a low

pressure region. A tropical storm does not form if the sea temperature is less than 26-

27"C. 11is thought that the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) has gnt to do

something with their formation. The ITeZ (lO"N-IO"S) is the region where winds

from the two hemisphere passes close to the equator. A cyclone deri"vcsit spinning

motion from the rotational motion of the earth called the Coriolis forcc. This force is

virtually zero at the equator. Hence cyclone. do not usually form at the equator, they
an:: formed slightly north or south of the equator to get the ne.:cssary spin. It is

because of the Corioliaforce that winds in a cyclone are anticlockwisc in the northern

hemisphere and clockwise in thc southern hemisphere.

When a low pressure is forml:d air from all directioIlllCOIIvergestowards this

area. This air becomes very moist by rapid evaporation. This phenomenon is called

the "Low level convergence". The eoriolis effect turns the inwming air so that it

spirals inwards and upwards at an increasing rate, causing heavy rain and

thundeflltorms. In the low pressure region itself, air again moves upwards and

diverges. This is called high le,,<:l divergence. The latent heat released by the

COIll1ensationof water vapour warms the air and keeps it IllIstable. It is also thought

that cyclone get energy from this latent heat.

Several theories like wave theory, instability theory etc have been suggested

for the development of cyclone but none have been fmUldentirely satisfactory. Some
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Chapter 1 Introduction

triggering mechanism (upper long waves) in the upper atmO!lpherecould be also
responsible for the formation of cydones.

1.6 How Cyclone Is Formed:

The main stages in the formation of cyclone are shown in Fig 1.2. In rhe initial

stage (upper left), a warm and a cold air mass are present side by side, separated by a

quasi-stationary front. In the next stage (upper right), a wave has formed on the front,

and a center oflow pressure is developing at rhe apex of the wave. This is the nascent

cydone, and the process is commonly called cydogenesis. The young and developing

cyclone is shown in the lower-left diagram. During rhe further development, the cold

front overtakes the warm front and the system is said to occlude; the resulting front

(warm and cold) is called an occlusion. The vertical structures of well-defmed

occlusions arc shown in Fig 1.3. As the occlusion process continues, rhe warm air is

lifted to higher levels and becomes replaced by colder (denser) air. As a result the

cenrer of gravity of the system as a whole is lowered; enormous amounts of potential

energy are freed, and this accounts for the bulk of rhe kinetic energy of rhe wind
system that surrounds the center.

1.6.1 Synoptic scale features favourable for cyclone formation:

(i) Tropical cyclones form from pre-existing disturbances containing abundant
deep convection.

(ii) The pre-existing disturbance should acqUire warm core through the
troposphere.

(iii) Prior to the fonnation, the lower tropospheric vorticity mcreases over a
horiwntaI area of I000-2000 km.

(iv) The vertical wind shear of the horizontal wind (U-eomponent) should be low
in the environment on a large scale.

(v) Fonnation often occurs in conjunciton with an interaction between the

incipient disturbance and an upper tropospheric trough.

(vi) Existance of low level wind surges lhat propagate inward to the center of the
incipient disturbance.

(vii) Appearance of curved banding features in lhe deep convection of the incipient

disturbance is an indication of lhe cyclone development.

.,," '!0;..



Clulpter I lntroducbon

Though lbe above conditions are. in general, required for lbe formation of tropical

cyclone, all cloud clusters do not develop into cyclones. The developing systems

differ from lbe non-developing ones in lbe following respects:

(a) "Ihe wann area at 300 mb and lbe low-level height anomaly are much more

pmnolUlced in lhe developing system.

(b) Existance oflow level wind maximum.

(c) The developing system has an upper level anticyclone while the non-devcloping

does not have il.

(d) Low level easterlies to the north oflbe system should persis!.

(e) Wanner atmosphere over a large horizontal scale about 8° radius in all directions,

({) Large positive zonal shear poleward and negative zonal shear equatorward and

soulberly shear to lbe west and northerly shear to the east. The scale of this shear

pattern is over a 10" latitude.

1.7 Tropical Cyclone Formation and Dt>velopment;

Palment [2J listed lbe following prerequisites for lbe development of an intl'tlse

tropical cyclone:

L Sufficiently large sea or ocean areas wilb Ihe temperature of tlle sea surface so

high (above 26"C to 27"C) that an air mass lifted from the lowest layers of the

atmosphere and expanded adiabatically with condensation remains considerably

warmer than the surrounding undisturbed almosphcre at least up to a level of

about 12 kIn.

2. The value of lbc Coriolis parameter larger than a certain minimum value, lbus

excluding a belt of the width of about 5° to 8° latitude on both sides of the equator.

3. Weak vertical wind shear in the basic cunent, this limiting formation to latitudes

far equatorwards of the subtropical jet stream.

Riehl [3] listed these additional requirements:

4. A pre~xisting low-level disturbance (areas of bad weather and relatively low

pressure).

5. Upper-tropospheric outtlow above the surface disntrbance.

A fully developed tropical cyclone is a warm-cored energy-exporting system,

which Ulmall;' remains intense for many days over the ocean. Essential to this is an

extremely large surface pressure gradient near lbe core of fhe cyclone, sometimes

,
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exceeding 3mb/kIn. Anlhems and Johnllon [4] pointed out, "As Ihe air flows toward

lower pressure, sensible heating serves to raise the equivalent potential temperature
and is a necess.Jry element in the maintenance of convection surrounding the c:ye".

Ultimately, the latent heat release occuling in the air with the higher equivalent

potentiaJ temperature maintains the warm core, baroclinicity and the high efficiency

factors, th\l!jmaking the release of latent heat in Ibis region more effective in the

direct generation of available potential energy. Although the sensible heat generation

i! small, the role of sensible heating in maintaining the core of high equivalent

potential temperature is an essentiaJprocess in the energetics ofhurricancs.

A fully developed hurricanc often excess 100 kin in diameter, and on oc.;asion may

range up to 1500 kin. The surface winds spiral cyclonically inward, becoming nearly

circular around the central eye of the storm. The pressure pattern is that of a closed

cyclonic vonex with central pressure very low, on the order of 90 Omb or less.

Typical cloud patterns display spiraling bands of cumulus and towering

cumulonimb\l!j seperated by bands of relatively clcar sky. The central eye is

essentially cloudless.

1.8 Movement;

Cyclones (including tropical c)'c[ones) move roward tailing pressures, that is

toward upper-tropospheric dlvergence(5J. In a climatological sen~e. this means in thc

gencral direction of the upper tropospheric current in the vicinity of the cyclone.

We, [6] provided statistical confirmation, finding that hurricanes on an average

moved with the mean flow in the 6-12.5 Jan layer in the ring of 200-450 Jan radi\l!j

centered on the individual storm. For our purposes at this stage it stlffices to point out

that mean resultant 200 rob winds tend to paraUel climatologicaJ tropical cyclone
tracks.

1.9 Dissipation;

Hurrican~s dissipate when the supply of sensible heat to the core is cut off,

destroying the gradient of equivalent potential temperature at the surface [7, ll]. This

heat can be efficiently provided only by a unifonnly warm ocean surface. The

circulation weakens rapidly when it moves Hverland, or when a relatively cold or dry
air mass penetrates the core.

8



Chapter I Introduction

1.10 A Clear Picture about Cyclone:

A clear demo1tlltration of a cyclone can be obtained hy knowing a composite

picture from the ocean surface to the upper troposphere.

(a) Pressure:

Tropical cyclones are relatively sma!~ intense low pressure areas having a

more or less circular shape. Within 200 km of the cyclonc center. the pressure field

and its isohlll1l are very nearly circular and symmctric around the eye. The central

pressure of cyclones, however, may be 5% or even 10% below average sea level

pressure. Sea level pressure in the eye below 950 mb of a mature hurricane. The fall

of pressure from the periphery to the center of the storm commonly varies between 20

and 10 mho

(b) Wind fields:

According to the wind dislnbution, two types of cyclone slonns lurvc been

recognized. Tn one type, the concentration of the maximum winds in the region of thc

wall cloud is very pronounced, and may extends only 35-45 km from the center. Tn

another type, hurricanc force wind may extend ahout 100 kIn from thc center.

The extremely high winds of the cyclone reach their maximum intensily near

the center, owing 10 the increasing pressure gradient. As the wind spirals toward the

center it suffers increased deflection and finally travels in a circular path, never quite

reaching lhe cenler. Thus the central region remains relatively calm. To the right of

the direetion of motion of the center, the direction of 'vortex motion and .Icering

eUn'l:nt coincide. On the left-side they are opposite 10 each other. Thus speeds are

abnost invariably higher to !he right than 10 the left of the direction of motion m

moving cyclones.

From the 28 yelll1lstudy of pacific typhoon records [9]iuls feel to the formula

for maximlUll winds [10]

Vm'"'3.35{101o-P,t644 m/scc

where Pc is the central pressure of the cyclone.

MaximIUll wind speed exists just outside the eye at heights from 1 10 3 kIn

above the surface. The region of maximum wind is concentrnted on the right front

9
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quadrant of a tropical cyclone. measured in the direction of drift. Wind speeds in this

region reach valuCll as great as 375 kmJhr.

(c) Cloud pattern:

Cloud photographs obtained from weather satellite have revealed that a

cyclone seedling initially appears as a cluster of rain clouds. A mature cyclone has a

well organized cloud pattern. It is possible to deduce the wind speeds from the size

and degree of organization of this cloud. The clouds, especially at the outer edges,

form long s!reets that spiral inward. The most intense part is situated off center to the

right of the direction of motion, which is towards north-northwest. Usually a central

dot denoting the eye is visible.

(d) Precipitation:

When tropical cyclones become stationary for protracted periods. 500 nun or

more of rainfall may accumulate in one place. Maximum precipitation is concentrated

in a narrow band sUlTOundingthe central core; amounts decrease rapidly toward the

center, which is nonnally rain free. From radar observations it appears that the

precipitation is conc~'tItrated in lines resembling squall lines of Ihe extratropical

cyclones.

1.11 Eye of Cyclone:

When the tropical cyclone intensifies the intennost spiral band tends to reduce

its crossing angle and become a circle. At the end of Ihe band an ",'ewall forms

approximately in the form of an arc of a circle. Gradually this may separate from the

band into a distinct ring or part of a ring with an echoffee (or nearly echofree) area

inside, namely the eye [11,12]

The eye is defined as the following [13]: A poinl in a dense, cold overcast

centered within the curvature of a colder band that curves at least halfway around the

point with a diameter of curvature 1.1I20(one half) latitude or less.

1.12 Eye Fonnation:

Tnmost of the mature hWTicatles. eye formation takes place where the weather

is absent and subsidence is observed. Any theory provided to e"plain the fonnation of

the eye in a hurricane must be able to explain the phenomenon of why the maximum

h,.~
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upwardmodon occurs at ~omedistance from the center of the storm rather than at lhe

center and thc reason for the occurrencc of the subsidence with the eye. Though a

number of theories are formulated, no singlc theory is able to explain both Ute

phenomena.
Different theories and observation lead to the following conceptual modeLof

eye formadon. As a tropical storm intensifies, the air rises in vigorous thunderstorms

and tends to spread out horizontally near the tropopose. As air spreads out aloft, a

positive perturbation pressure at high levels is produced. which accelerates downward

motion next to the convection. With the inducement of subsidence air warms up by

compression andwarm ~cye~is generated.
Weatherford [1.1]invesligated 101 cyclones over the pacific during the period 1980-

84 and his findings about the "eye~of the storms are summarized below:

(i) Basically three shapes of~eye~ walls are observed. They are (a) circular (b)

concentric and (c) elliptical as shown in Fig 1.4.

(ii) The size of the ~eye~varied from 7 to 220 kin in diameter for the typhoons

and the averaged value is 42 km. The measurement of thc diameter may be

classified into 4 groups as: (a) small eycs (0-28 km) (b) medium eyes (28-55

kin) (c) Largeeyes (>55 km) and (d) cyclones exhibiting no eyc. Medium

"eyes" are the most common. It is also noticed that thc intensity of the cyclone

does not determine the size of the eye.
(iii) TIt\: eye contracts while th\: cyclone intensifies and expands at the time of

filling up of the system. There is a period of tim\:, common to the most intensc

cyclones in which the eye reaches a minimum size and remains locked even

though the central pressure continues to fall.

(iv) The initial eye often elliptical and become more circular with intcnsity. Large

chan~s in the elliptical size are typical. Elliptical eyes generally appcared in

the carly stages or late filling stages of the cyclonc. Ellipitical cyes are rarely

found in intens\:stages.
(v) The eye in a cyclone normally develops when the pr\,"sure falls to 980 mb. If

the eye develops at an earLystage (985 mb), the cyclone deepens rapidly and

th\: eye generally is small.
(vi) All the cyclone intensifies, the eyc becomcs smaller and circular and one<;it

obtains its maximum intensity. It usually exhibits thc smallest eye and reaches
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a minimum value. Further intensification may occur, but the eye does not

contract. If at this stage, the pressure falls lower than 945 mb, concentric eyes

form, though it is a rare phenomena.

(vii) During the filling stage, the eye wall generally expands until it is so diffuse

that it can no longer be recognized as an eye. The faster the filling rate the
quicker the eye disappears.

(viii.) The temperature inside the eye is indirectly an indication of tlle force of

vertical motions in tlle eye wall convection, which in tum induces subsidence

Wamllng in the center. The stronger the eye wall convection, the warmer one

would expect the eye temperature to be. The eye temperature not only

increases with lower central pressure but aho with the shape and structure of

the eye. The temperature inside the concentric eye is cooler for the same

intensity than either a circular of an elliptical eye.

1.13 Geographical and seasonal distributions:

Each year about &0tropical cyclones occur over the earth. Of these one half to

two-thirds become hUITicanes.About tow thirds of all cyclones form in the northern

hemisphere (NH). Tropical cyclones do not form in the south Atlantic and eastern

south pacific. They do not form within 4_5" of the equator and only a few fonn

poleward of 22"N. About 65% of tile cyclones fonn in the zone between 10" and 20"

from the equator. The foonation of tropical cyclones in the eastern and western

hemisphere is in the ratio of 2:1. The frequency offonnation is maximum during the

summer to early fall with peak occuring during January to March in the southern

hemisphere (SH) and July to September in the northcm hemisphere, with the

exception of the north Indian ocean.

The long time average of tropical cyclones in the north Indian ocean is about

5.6 per year, which is the least in the world and is about 7% of the global total. Out of

these 6 tropical cyclones, 2-3 intensifYto the severe cyclonic storm stage.

The frequency of tropical cyclones in the Bay of Bengal is more than that in the

Arabian Sea. About 35% of the initial dhturbances reach tropical cyclone strength,

which 45% of these cyclones reach the severe tropical cyclone stage. The seasonal

variation has a bimodal distribution with the primary peak in November and a

secondary peak in May. During the monsoon season, these disturbances form in the

north Bay and generally move westwards.

12
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CHAPTER-2

REVIEW OF THE RELEVANT WORK

Ragbavan et al [ISJ studied the structural feature of a cyclone formed in the Bay

ofBcngal. The cyclonc was formed on 7th November and crossed the coast through thc

northern edge of Sriharikata at about 03 UTe on 14th November 1989. In their study they

found that the cyclone was a small horizontal extent and had small core region. The

pressure gradient in the C(lre probably exceeded I mb/km. After the landfall the system

C(lntinued 10 be a cyclone exhibiting and had eye over land. The cye size remained the

~e and eyewall thickness showed a sharp increase indicative.

Sikka [16] made a study on forecasting the movement of tropical cyclones in the

lndian seas by nondivergent barotropic model. In his study he obtained reasonably good

for=Ls on the movement of tropical stonn by tile barotropic model. In fact such forecasts

when used judiciously along with other aids would improve the operational capability of
the forecasts.

Natarajan and Ramamurthy [17J estimates the central pressure of cyclonic stOlllll;

m the lndian seas. They also obtain the relationship between the minimum central

pressure(po) and the maximum swfacc wind speed (V",) when cyclonic storms are in the

open was. This provid<::da linear regression equation V", ~ 13.4,IP, .p, which was

found 10 be better than Fletcher's [18] formula for ,aIculation of minimum central. preS/lure

for the case of cyclonic storms over the lndian seas for away from the coast.

Ghosh and Roy [19J developed a cyclonic storm wave model to C(lmpute maximum

significant wave heights in deep waters in the Bay of Bengal and Arabian Sea with the help

of swfa~ wind field simulated b}' a cyclonic storm model [20]. By this model one can find

maximum significant wave heights and can be computed objectively I'Iithin 90 percent

accuracy if presllUre and radius of maximum pressurc gradient are known. Speed of the

cyclonic storm can be computed by using the wave model.

Tripathi and Saxena [21] studied ~Vertica1 structure of a Bay of Bengal cyclonic

Slorm~. Most of the existing knowledgc on the structure of hwricanes is derived from data

collected by u.S. research aircraft in the Atlantic and the Pacific. The vertical structure of.)'.
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the stonn il; characterized by a warm core with temperature anoma~es exceeding 8°C

centered around the 250 mb level. There was e\idence of a cold area at 125mb and 100mb

levels where the negative anomalies of temperature were lower than goC and \ess occurred

in the core. The broad features of the vertical structure of the storm were, however, quite

well brought out in the study.

Manda! et aL [22] studied some aspect!! of a Bay of Bengal cyclone occurred on 29

lanuary-4 February, 1987. In their study they showed that

(a) E<J.uatoria1burst band surge from the southern hemisphere into pre-existing low

p!"CllSurearea increased cyclonic shear which led to enhance convection.

(b) New conwetive cloud mass growth observed in the direction of the movement and

before recuning or changing its direction of movement, the spced of movement slow

or it remained stationary fOI same time.

(c) The changes in the shape of cloud pattern are highly correlated with the change in the

direction of movement and gave good signals fOf its movementll.

(d) Defonnation of cloud' pattern towards it!!end suggested it!!increased interaction with

the westerlies and dl'y-eold air penetration into the cloud were leading to its rapid

decay. Low sea swface temperature also might be one of the causes for its rapid

weakening right over the sea.

Das et aI. /23] made a study on the cyclones and depressions over Indian seas and

Indian sub-contincnt during 1987. In tIm study they main1y showed that the structural

features, life time, locatin, formation, landfall, rainfall dimihution, pressure gradient,

damage caused during the five cyclones and depressions of this year.

The same study Wallmade by Gupt.1 et aI. [24] for the year ]989.

A new convection parameterization scheme propoaOOby Emanuel (1991) il; used by

Rao [25] to simulate the evolution of tropical cyclone. The numerical model used for this

study is a 19 level aJcis-syrnmctrie primitive equation, hydrostatic model in a z co-ordinate

system. The vertical domain ranges from 0 to 18 kIn and the horizontal domain ranges up

to 3114 kIn with a resolution of 20 kIn in the central 400 kIn radius and with increasing

radial distance thereafter.
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(i)

(ii)

The evolution of an initially balanced vonex with an initial strength of 9m!sec is

studied. It is mown that Emanuel's convection scheme i, successful in simulating the

development of the initial vortex inll) a mature, inten~e cyclonic ~torm. At the mature stage,

a minimum surface pressure of 930 mb is attained 'Nith the associated low level maximum

tangential wind speed of 70 mlsec. The simulated circulation features at the malW"estage

sho\\' the formation of an intense cyclone.

Two diffen:nt sensimity experiments were perfonned. A set of experiments with the

variation of sea surface temperature (SSn from 300.So to 302"K in steps of o,s"K have

shown that the intensity of model cyclone increases 'Nith the increase of SST. Another set

of experiments with variation of latitude ha.~shown that the cyclonic stann is more intense

at loWe:!"latitudes.

Kelkar [261 showed the impact made by the satellite data in the intensity estimation

and track prediction of tropical cyclones and also reviews the universally applied Dvorak

algorithm for performing tropical cyclone intensity analysis.

Extensive usc of Dvorak'~ intensity estimation scheme has revealed many of its

limitations and elements of subjectivity in the analysis of tropical cyclones over the Arabian

sea and the Bay of Bengal, which like cyclones in other ocean basins, abo exhibit wide

structural variability as seen in the satellite imagery.

Satellite.b;-!;ed cyclone tracking techniques include:

\I.'leof satellite-derived mean wind flow

animation of scqm--nceof satellite images and extrapolation of tlte apparent motion

of the cloud system and

(iii) monitoring changes in the upper level moisture patterns in the water vapour

absOlption ciJannel imagcry,

Satellite-based technique~ on tropical cyclone intensity estimation and track

prediction had led to very significant improvement in disaster warning and consequent

saving of life and property,

Prasad (27]ltas analysed a re\iew of same past and recent developments in c}'\:lone

traek prediction problem by dynamical models. The early attempts aimed at predicting

tropical cyclone motion by using simple barotropic models based on vertically integrated
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vorticity tendency ~quation. Barotropic models are still wed operationally in some centers

due to their simplicity. However, current emphasis ill on advanced primitive equation

models incorporating physical processes, like ctunuhn convection, which are necessary to

account for a major component of the cyclone movement. An important aspect of cyclone

prediction by dynamical models ill prescription of a correctly analysed s}llthetic vortex in

!he initial fields for running a forecast model. Several approaches dONeloped by various

groups for generating synthetic vortex are dilIcussed. Examples of some cases of track

prediction by limited area model in IMD and by global models are illustrated.

Mohanty and Gupta [28] studied deterministic methods for prediction of tropical

cyclone tracks. Their study presents a state of art re\oicw of different objective techniqucs

avaiIablc for tropical cyclone track prediction, A bricf description of current theories of

tropical cyclone motion ill given. Detemrinistic models with statistical and dynamical

methods have been dilIcussed. Recent advanees in the undenrt:anding of cyclone structure

and motion aspecl~ have led to improve prediction of tropieal cyclones. High resolution

Limited Area Models (LAM) as wen as Global Circulation Modds(GCM) are now being

lllled exleruiively by mOllt of the leading operatiOl\ill numerical weather prediction (N\VP)

centers in the world. The major achievements towards improvement of such models have

come from improved horizontal resolution of thc models, inclusion of physical processes,

usc of synthetic and o!her non-conventional data in the data assimilation schemes and
nudging method for initial matching of analysed cyclone centers with corresponding

ObserviiliOflll.

A brief description of further improvement in deterministic approaeh fOf predietion

of tropical cyclone tracks is outlined.

Gupta and mohanty [29] analysed a severe cyclonic storm with a core of hurricane

winds of 4-11 May 1990,which crossed the Indian east coast was one of the most inteJl.'lC

cyclones over the Bay of Bengal region of the north Indian ocean They observed that !he

storm cxhibited Cerlain interesting structural charaeterilltics. The most striking feature

observed was the fOlll1ationof secondary convective rings "'Tapped around the printar}' eye

wall. They found that thc double eyewall structure of thc storm has undergonc a repetitive

eycle characterised by the contraction of the OUlercyewall and the weakening of the inner
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eyewa11during tht: life of the cyclone. These interesting characteristics are observed fOf the

first in the north aspects of double eye wan features, such as, the pos.~ible role of double

cyewall structure on tht: rccurvaturc or turning ofthc stonn and the effect of land obstacle

in the development of a secondary eyewall are discussed.

Fahima Khanarn [1] studied track prediction of tropical cyclones fonned in thc Bay

of Bengal with tht: help of numerical model The governing equation of the model is the

barotropic vorticity equation in x-y-t space. The model area covers 0 to 30N latitude and

70 to lOOE longitude. The horizontal X, y space is equally dMdcd into 25x25 grid points.

Computed extrapolated values of stream function..~are converted into geo-potential and

contours are drawn and then compared with the corresponding actual one. Track of

cyclone is predicted by following thc path of the center which determines the location of

the cyclone at different times.

A large discussion have been made above. The researcher is very much interested to

take up dle present study with respect to the evaluation of atmospheric energy at different

stages of cyclone viz., before cyclone, cyclone period and after landfall. Then it is

interested to make an energy budget of the selected cyclones. It is also interested to show

variation of different components of energy with time and pressure and their fluxes. The

variation of different kind of energy components and their fluxes are very helpful to

understand the comprehensive movement of cyclones in its different stages, specially at the

landfall region.
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CHAPTER-3

MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY

In the present study we have selected seven cyclones OCCll1Tedover Bay of Bengal

in the last decade. Out of these seven cyclones three of them were April-May (pre_

monsoon) cyclone and four of them were November-December (post-monsoon) cyclone.

We have coDected the rawinsonde (RS) data from Bangladesh Meteorological

Department (BMO) at different isobaric levels (1000 mb-1oo mb) for Dhaka and

Chittagong stations. Data were taken at "cyclone period" and for five days of "before

occurence" and for five days of "after landfull". lbroughout the data the variables were

temperature Cf), dew-point temperature (Td), geopotentiaI height (Z) in meter and wind

speed V(rnls) and wind direction a(in degree).

Tropoophe,ic energies and their fluxes are calculated 10 makc an energy budget

and to show the direction of movement of the selected cyclones shown in Table 1.

Tablc I Date of dlfIe:remphases oflbe analyzed cyclones,

n""
Before occurence Cyclone period After landfall

Cyclone I 01.05.90-04.05.90 05.05.90-09.05.90 10.05.90-13.05.90
Cyclone 2 11.12.90-15.12.90 16,12.90-18.12,90 19.12.90-23.12.90
Cyclone 3 20.04.91-24.04.91 25.04.91-30.04.91 01.05.91-05.05.91
Cyclone 4 24.04.94-28.04.94 29.04.94-03.05.94 04.05.94-08.05.94
cyclone 5 16.11.95-20.11.95 21.11.95-25.11.95 26.11.95-30.11.95
Cyclone 6 01.11.96-<l4.11.96 5.11.96-7.11.96 08.11.%-1211.%
Cyclone 7 13.11.96-27.11.% 28.11.96-3.12.96 04.12.96-08.12.96

For each pressure level (1000 mb-lOO mb), atmosphere energy components and

their fluxes are calculated at the study period for each cyclone, using the following
equations:

•
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The sensible hea~ SH= cpT

= O.24(t+273)xlrf callkg

where Cp= specific heat at constant pressun:

= O.24xlO> caVkgI'k

and t is in 'C.

The gravitational potential energy

PE=gZ

= 9.81x Zjoulelkg.

= 2.34352 xZCallkg

Wher" Z is the geopotential in meter andg = 9.8l m tiec-i.

Materials and methodology

(I)

(2)

If L ill the latent heal of condensation and q is specific hwnidity then released heat

in !he atmosphere porumt mass by condensation is

Uf=Lq

The specific humidity q can be determined as follows:

0.62197 e
q"" P-'{1.37803 e'

(3)

(4)

where Ii! is the actulll vapor pressure and P is the atmospheric pressure.

The actual vapor pressure can be calculated by using Clausius-Clapeyron equation

, I I
",(-)=18L( ---)/8.3144
6.11 273 Td

•Where Td is the dew point temperature in K and L is the latent heat.

Now latent heat is a :function oftempe:raturc and is given by

Uf = (597.3-0.566(T-273)} xla' ca/!kg

(S)

.(6)
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Where, T is the temperature of the parcel in oK,

Malerials and m_thodology

(7)

An air parcel acquired kinetic energy when, it is in motion. Where a air parcel of

unit mass moves with a speed of Vcm/sec then

Kinetic energy, KE '" vn
hi the Meteorological observation wind speed is rneasurW in knots. If V is the

magnitude of wind vector, it can be converted into em sec-I as follows:

"'_ lx6080.21xI2x2.54xV _1• ""Jots= em sec
60x6O

= 51.47911V em sec-I

=0.514791 JVm see./

KE '" (5J.47911l VI2 erglgm

'" 0.1325049 V Jouklkg

'" 0.0316543 r eaflkg

(')

(9)

The zonal flux(ZF) of dry static energy(DSE) and moi!ll static energy(MSE) and

meridional flux(MF) of dry static cnergy(DSE) and moist static energy(MSE) are

calculated by using the following equations:

ZFDSE'" (CpT + gz) II

MFDSE = (CpT + gz + Lq) u

ZFMSE = (CpT + gz) v
MFMSE = (CpT + gz + Lq) v

(10)

(ll)

(12)

(13)

where u and v are the wnal and meridional wind componcnlll respectively.

Wind componenlll (zonal and meridional) are obtained as follows:

u=-Vsina

v =-Vcos a
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where V is the magnitude of the wind vector and a is its direction. Since V is in knots, u

and v are cxpressed in mlsec by the following equations

u = _(0.514791J)V sina m sec-I (14)

v = -(O.5147911)Vcosam sec.! (15)

The variation of latent heat content and kinetic cnergy with time were obtained to

sce the changes of energy with time. The variation of these energy fluxes with time were

al.&oobtained to see the direction of movement with time of the cyclone. Next we have

observed the variation of $CIISibleheat, potential energy, latent heat content and kinetic

energy with prcS8Ul'Cat the three phases of cyclone such as before occurence, cyclone

period and after landfall 10 show the vertical profiles of these energies. We have also

calculated the variation of zonal flux of dry static energy and moL~t static energy and

meridional flux of dry static energy and moist static energy to show the vertical prof des

of these fluxes and the direction of movement of the analyzed cyclones.

Then we have calculated the maximum, minimmn and average of the energies

mentioned above and total energy by arithmatic addition. Next we have made an energy

budget to show a comparison of the Sl:VCtlobserved cyclones. We have also calculated

the maximum, minimmn and average of the above mentioned fluxes and have llllIde a

comparison. Next we have also calculated the maximum, minimum and average of the

above mentioned energies for Chittagong and Dhaka station and showed it graphically to

make a comparison between tluIese two stations. Finally, at surface level (1000 mb), the

sensible heat, potential energy, latent heat content, kinetic energy and total energy at

different phases of cyclone i.e .. phase 1 (before occurence), phase 2 (cyclone period) and

phase 3 (after landfall) are calculated. The variation of temperature, wind $peed and wind

direction with time at these three phases are also observed.

The track oflhe analyzed cyclones is shown in Fig. 3.
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Chapter 4
Results and discussion

4.1 Variation of energy with time

4.1.1 Energy Components

4.1.I.(a): Latent Heat Content (LHC):

Cyclone 1

Fig. 4.1 (i.vii) shows the variation of Latent heat content (LHC) with time for

seven cyclones occured:from 1990-1996. From Fig. 4.1{i) for cyclone 1 it is observed that

at toOOmb latent 'heat content was near about the same from lst May to 8 May. It slightly

increased on 9 May and maintained a constant value till 13 May. At 850 mb it decreased

on 2 May and remain constant on 3 May. It again increase<! from 4 May and attlined a

constant value for 5-6 May. It again increased for one day and after 7 of May it decreased

again up to 10 May. From 11 of May it further increased up to 13 May. At 700 mb, 400

mb, 300 mb and 250 mb UlC increased for 2 May and then decreased and remained

constant up to 4 May. AI 500 mb it decreased up to 4 May. After 4 May it again increased

for two days ie. from 5-6 May. On 7 May it further decreased for all levels (700, 400,

300, 250) but on 8 May it again inCIeased. After 8 May it increased with fluctuation up to

13 May. From the above figure (Fig. 4.1(i)] it is observed that latent heat increased at the

time of landfall (1(}.13 May). This was becaUlle during landfall more cloud fonned and

released Latent heat Latent heat content was also large at cyclone period (5-9 May 1990).

Cyclone 2

It is found that UlC was almost constant at 1000 mb-700 mb from 11-16

December for cyclone 2 [Fig. 4.1(ii). It then increased from 16-18 December ie., during

cyclone period. Beyond 18th December it decreased on 19th December and then attained a

COMtantvalue up to 23 December i.e. after landfall At levels 500-250 mb, UlC increased

at first on 12 December and then il decl'Cased on 13 December. It increased on 14

December and they maintained a constant value up to 16th of December. From 16-18

December (i.e., during cyclone period) UlC inereascd for all levels. But for levelll 300

and 250 mb it was very significant. It reached its highest value on Hilt Decentber (i.e., at
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the end of cycl1lne). After llith December it decreased and attained a constant value and

continued up to 23rd of December. Bm at 22 December it sligbtly increased.

Cyclone 3

The variation of Latent heal content (IRC) with time is shown in Fig. 4.I(ili) for

cyclone 3. It is fOlUldthat on 20-23 April, I.HC fluctuated for evesy day. Beyond 23rd

April it remained constant on 29th April, and then slightly decreased on 30 April (i.e., at

the end of cyclone period). After landfall it slightly increased and remained COTllltantvalue

up to 5 May (at the end of landfall). At li50 mb-700 mb it fluctuated every time. At 500

rob eveJY time I.HC increalIed or decrea!led up to 29th April. From 29 April 10 1 May it ,

was almost same and then abruptly decreased on 2 May and then fluctuated. At 400 mb it

is seen that IliC tJuctuated up to 26th April. Beyond 26 April (cyclone period) il increa.'lCd

gradually and then remained constant up to I May (at the end of ~'c1one). During landfall

(2 May) it decreased suddenly and then tluctuated. At 300 mb LHC was maximum on 25

April (i.e, when cyclone is just formed) and lst May (dwing landfall). It is seen that LHC

was maximum for all levels (except 1000 mb and li50 mb) on 25 April (i.e., at the starting

of cyclone) and also two peaks are found on 1 May for levels 300 mb and 250 mb. It is

also observed that I.HC was maximum at levels 500 mb-250 mb i,e. al the middle

troposphere. This Wallbecause middle troposphere is the cloud forming zone.

Cyelone 4

Fig. 4.J(iv) shOWllthe variation oflatent heat content (LHC) with time for cyclone

4. It is found that IRe was almost same for levels 1000 mb.700 mb on 24 April. On 25

April it increased a little bit at 1000 mb and 700 mb but it decreased at li50 mb up to 29

April. Beyond 28 April UIC was almost constant up 10 8 May at levels 1000 mb-700 mb.

At levels 500 mb-.25Omb, UiC Wallfluctuated for first three days (24-26 April). After 26

Apri1 it increased rapidly but on 29 April it decreased shmply. Beyond 30 April it again

increased lip to 2 May and then again decreased up to 5 May. After 5 May it increased and

then decreased up 108 May. From the figure (Fig. 4.I(iv)] it is seen thai at levels (500 mb-

250 mb) UIC was fluctuated i.e. at time to time it increased and decreased. This wall
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because 500 mb-250 mb is the cloud fonning zone and when cloud i~ fonned it increased

and when rainfall occurs it decreased.

Cyclone 5
For cyclonr- 5 the variation of latent heat content with time is shown in Fig. 4.1(v).

It is seen that!.HC was linearly decreased from 16-22 November at 1000 mb and then it

increased from 22.25 November (cyclone period) and then decreased and maintained the

same value at the end of landfall. i.e. up to 30 November. From 16.22 November, it is

seen that for all the levels (except WOO mb) WC was morc or 1= same with time except

18, 19, 21 and 22. On 18th November at 400 mb it increased abruptly and on 19

November it decreased rapidly. On 21-28 at 700 mb and 400 mb it sharply increased and

attained maximwn value on 21 November (at the starting of cyclone) and then decreased

on 22 November. But it is seen that on 22-25 November (cyclone period) LHC was

gradually increased for all the levels and dea-eased on 26 November. Beyond 26

November there was no variation oflliC with time i.e., after landfall (27-30 November) it

was almost same for all the days. From this figurt: it is seen that!.HC gradually inereased

during cyclone period and was maximwn at the starting of cyclooe (21 November) at 700

mb. So we can conclude that for cyclone more cloud is formed al cyclone period and

heavy rainfall OCCIll'S.

Cyclone 6

Fig. 4.I(vi) shows the variation of Latent heat content with time for cyclone 6.

From this figure it is observed thal1atcnt heat content was same on 1-7 November 1996 al

level 1000mb. It slightly decreased on 8 November and continued with tmtaIIflw;tu.iltionup

to 12 Nowmbcr. At 1evc:1850mbit decreased on 1-3 November, then it increased on 4

November and remain constant up to 6 November. After 6 November it dccrcascd slighlly

on 7 November and then increased stightly up to 9 November. Beyond 9 November urc
was almost same for all the days i.e. 9.12 November. At level 700 mb it increased

gradually with time on 1-4 November (before cyclone) and then remain constant for 4-7
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November (cyclone period) and then dl:Creased sharply on 9 November. Beyond 9

November it increased.1igh:tIyup to 11 November.

At 500 mb it increased !tom 1-2 November. But on 3 November it decreased

largely and then remained constant up to 4 November, On 5 November it increased

suddenly and attained maximum value. After 6 November it increased gradually \'<ith

fluctuation up to 11November and then decreased. At 400 mb tHC increased for fIrst two

days and then abmptly decreased on 3rd November. After Jrd November it was almost

constant at the end of landfall i.e, up to 12 November excepl 7 November. On 7

November il slightly increased. At 300 mb LHC gradually decreased with time up 10 4

November (before cyclone). After 4 November it increased gradually up to 7 November

(cyclone period) and then decreased largely on 8 November. After 8 November it was

aImosl same for all the time (i.e., after landfall). AI 250 mb il is seen that LHC decreased

for first two days. Bul!tom 3-7 November (cyclone periodl it increased gradually al timc

to time. On 8 November it decreased abruptly and then increased up 10 11 November and

the decreased.
From the above figure [Fig. 4.I(\oil] it is seen that LHC was same during cyclone

period (5-7 November) for levels 1000 mb-700 mb, But at 700 mb it increased gradually

before cyclone (1-4 November). For level 250 mb LHC increased gradually during <:yI;IOl!e

period On 5 November (at the beginning of cyclone) it was maximum at 500 mb. After

landfall it was morc or less constant with time for all the levels (except 700 mb and SOO

mb).

Cyclone 7
Fig. 4.1(vii) shows that at 1000 mb tHC was almost constant for all the days

(except 5 November) i.e. there was no variation witlt time. At 850 mb it increased for fint

two days (23-24 November 1996), then rcmailled constant up to 26 November and then

decreased up to 29Novcmber
l
But from 29 November 10 4 December tHe increased

gradually with time and then decreased on 5 December. Beyond STh:Cl:mberit was almost

samc. At 700 mb it was almost,constant from 23 November to 1 December 1996. From 2

December it increased with time up 10 6 December. After 6 December it decreased till 8
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December. From 500 mb-300 mb llIC changed with a small fluctuation from 23

November to 30 November. After 30 November it increased gtadually up to 6 December

and then decreased At 250mb it decreased from 23-25, November then it increased from

26-28 November and then decreased up 1030 November, After 30 November it increased

gradua1lywith time "tid attained the maximum value on 3 December ( i,e.. al the end of

cyclone) and then de"reil8ed till 8 December.

From the above figure [Fig. 4.I(i-vii)j il is !«II lhal at 1000 mb there was no

change ofllIe with time. At levels 500-300 mb, llIC increased from 30 November 10 6

December (ie., from cyclone period to landfall) i.e. at that time cloud is fOlmed. It is also

seen thai al 250 mb it was maximum at 3 December (at the end of cyclone).

4.1. t.(b); Kinetic energy (KE);

Cyclone I

Fig. 4.2 (i-vii) ~hows the kinetie energy (KE) variation •••ith time at different

isobaric levels from 11)(:O.1000b. From Fig. 4.2(1) for cyclone I, it is observed that at

levels 1000-400 mb KE was very low (0-0.1) and il wa.. almosl same for all the days i.e.,

there was no variation of KE with time at lower troposphere. AI levels 300-100 rob KE

inereased and fiuctuatw. randomly. For all the levels (exc~t 1000-700 rob) KE increased

on 8 May (at the eml of cyclone). It is secn that at 150 mb upper troposphere) KE was

maximum on 5 May ie. at the starting of cyclone. It is also seen that after 10 May it

decreased for aUthe levels and clO5Cto uro on 13 May.

Cyclone 2

rig. 4.2(ii) shows the variation ofKE with time for cyclone 2. It is observed thai

from Fig ••.2(ii) at levels 1000-700 mb, KE was nearly zero for all the time i.e. at these

levels KE was nol change with time. At levels 500-400 mb it was very low and remained

constant at every time. At levels 300.100 mb it increased and fluctuated due to change of

wind velocity. II is also seen that for 250 mb there """eretwo peaks on 18 December (at the

end of cyclone) and 22 December (aflerIandfall) oocaWleof maximum wind speed.
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Cyclone J

Fig. 4.2(iii) shows the variation of KE "ith time at different iwbaric levels from

1000-100 mb for cyclone 3. It is seen that KE was very low and near about zero for all the

time at levels 1000-400 mb. From 250-100 mb it increased with fluctuation at time 10time.

At 150 rob it is observed that KE gradually increas..d from 23 April 1991 and was

maximum at 25 April (al the starting of cyclone) and then decreased. At the end of landfall

(S May) it decreased to nearly zero for aUthe levels.

Cyclone 4

The variation of kinetic Energy (KE) with time is shollm in fJgUre 4.2(iv) for

cyclone 4. At 1000-850 mb, KE wall zero from 24-29 April 1994 and then increased. At

1QO-100mbKE ;ncreawl and decreased i.e. fluctuated from 24 April - 2 May. On 29

April (when cyclone is started) KE attained maximum value at 500-400 mb and mowed a

sharp peak. After 2 May, KE increased for all the levels and was maximum at 4 May (i.e.,

at the time of landfall) and then decreased. At the lime of landfall (4 May) KE was

maximum for all the levels due to high wind speed and showed a shat'JIpeak.

Cyclone 5

Fig. 4.2(v) shows the variation of ICE with time at different isobaric leveis for

cyclone 5. It is observed that KE was nearly zero for all the time at levels looO-700mb Le.

in the lower uoposphere. For Mt1wo days ICEwas aboul same at level. Soo-10Omb. It

significantly increased from 18-21 November and it alt:tined its highesl value at 20

November (jU!ltbefore cyclone). It is ob'C1VCdthat for all the levels KE decreased at 21

November, then it again increased gradually and it reached ils highesl value at 26

November (dwing landfall). Beyond 26 November it again decreased. Two maximum

peaks arc observed in this study: one was 20 November i.e., just before cyclone and the

other was 26 November i.e., during landfall

32
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CyelL'fie 6

The variation of KE with time is shown in figure 4.2(vi) for cyclone 6. It is seen

that at levels 1000 mb and 850 mb, KE was nearly zero for first three days. Beyond 3

November il increMed gradually a little bil up 10 12 November. At 200mb, all the time, it

increased slightly. At 500-300 mb il fluctuated with time 10 time i.c., at these levels wind

speed changed with time to time. At 25().100 mb KE increased gradually from 1

November and a'lained maximum "I 3 November. Beyond 3 November it de<:reased

(except 250 rob) up to 5 November. After 51-.'overnber it increased lill 8 November and

then decreased. It is seen that dwing cyclone period (5-7 November) KE increased for all

lbe levels (1000-100 mb) and was maximum al 200 mb i.e., at (he upper level of the
troposphL'1"e.

Cyclone 7

The v.:uialion of KE with lime is shown in Fig. 4.2(\ii) for cyclone 7. From this

Fig. il is obserw<! that KE at lower troposphere (1000-700 mb) was minimum and constant

with time. At middle 10 upper troposphere (500-100 rob) it fluctuated. Atlcvels 300-200

mb it is seemthat KE was constanl on 24-26 November themit increased and rcached its

higheS( value at 28 November (at thc starting of cyclone) and lhen decreased up to I

December.

After I December it was almost same. All50mb (upper troposphere) it is observed

that there was large fluctuation in every time. This was because at the upper troposphere

light air was there and every time wind speed changed largely.

l<'romFig. 4.2(i-vii) it is obserw<! that at lower troposphere (1000-700 mb) KE was

very low (ncar about) and was nOl change with time. KE increased from middle to upper
troposphere and changed I'oithtime.

It is seen LlmtKE was maximum at the upper troposphere i.e. 250-100 mb. It i.~

seen that for some cyclone KE was maximum jusl before cyclone, mOSIof the "'Ycloneit

was maximum during cyclone period. For wme cyclone it was maximum at lhe time of
landfall.
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4.1.2 Energy FIlius

4.1.2.(a): 7.onal Flux orDry static Energy (ZFDSE):

Cyclone 1

Fig. 4.3(i-vii) shows the variation of zonal flux of dry static energy (ZFDSE) with

time at different isobaric levels. For cyclone 1 [Fig. 4.3(i)j it is oooervcd thaI al 1000 rob

zona1flux of dry static energy was near aboul zero for first Ihree days i.e. 1-3 May 1990,

then it fluctualed from positive (eastward) 10 negative (westward) and vice-versa. AI 850

mb it was positive (eastward) for all the days excepl on 4-5 May. Only for these two d;Iys

(4-5 May) it was negative (westward). Allevcls 7OQ-IOOmbil was completely POSitive

(eastward) for all the time. AI 70<l-400mb. ZFDSE was same for aU the time. This was

because al these 1~1s there was no change of zonal wind component. At 300 mb and 250

mb it is observed thaI ZFDSE decreased from 2-5 May, but al cyclone period (5-9 May) il

increased duc 10increased zonal wind componenl and then decreased, At 200-100 rob it is

seen thaI ZFDSE increllSCdand decreased with time. This means thaI every time zonal

wind component charged in the upper troposphere. II is also oooerved thaI it was maximum

on 3 May at 100mb and on 5 May (al the starting of cyclone) al J 50 mb, This maximum

ZFDSE means that at the upper troposphere zonal wind componenl was maximum al thaI

day. After 9 May (at the time of landfall) it decreased for all the levels and then remained

constant (i.e., no change of wind speed).

Cyclone 2

Variation of l.OOalflux of dry static energy with time is shown in }"Ig.4.3(ii) for

cyclone 2. It is obBClVCdthaI zonal flux of dry static energy (ZFDSE) fluctuated from

positive (eastward) to negative (westward) and vice-versa alleveJs 1000 rob and 850 rob

from 11-23 December 1990. At 70Omb-400 mb, ZFDSE was near about same for all the

time i e. there was no change of wind speed at these two levels. From level 300-1OOmbit

fluctuated randomly. It is also seen that on 16December (al the starting of cyclone) and 18

December (at the end of cyclone) its intetlllityWllIIhighest at 250 mb.

•
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Cyclone 3

VariatiOt of zonal flwt of dry static energy wifu time is shoM! in Fig. 4.3(iii) for

cyclone 3. From this figurc it L~obsetVCdthai at level 1000 mb, ZFDSE changed from

positive (eastward) to negatIve (westward) and vicc-versa up to 29 April After 29 April it

Wallzero up to 4 May and then turned into negative (westward) on 5 I\.fay. AI 850 mb it

was positive (eastw.ml) and remained constant with time up to 26 April and fuen lurned

into negative (westward) for two da}'!l(27-28 Mil)'). After 29 May il turned into positive

(eastward) and increased slightly. At 700 mb it was positive (eastward) and remained same

up to 26 April, then decreased and turned inlo negative (westward) on 29 Apnl Beyond

29 April it turned into poIlWvc(eastward) and increased gradually up to 5 May. At 500 mb

and 400 mb ZFDSE was same up to 28 April and fum il became minimum on 29 April.

After 29 April it increased gradually up to 5 May. For level 3OQ.-100mb, ZFDSE changed

with time with a small fluctuation. Here it is s~n that al the uppcr lropollpherc (300-100

mb) ZFDSE changed with time due to change of zonal wind component. AI 150 mb it

significantly inc1"C.dSCdfrom 23 April -28 April and was maximum when cyclonc is just

started (i.e" on 25 April).

Cyclone 4

From Fig. 4.3{iv) it is observed thaI at 1000 mb, ZFDSE was nearly zero and

changed a little bit from positive to negative and vice-versa. At 850 mb, fust it decreased

and then turned into negative (westward) up to 2 May. After 2 May il turned into positive

(ea8lward) and increased gradually up to 8 May, At levels 700-100 mb it is observed that

ZFDSE was more or less decreased gradually with time and was minimum on 3 :May (al

the end of cyclone). After 3 May it increased gradually from 3-8 May (i.c. after landfall).

From this ~ [Fig. 4.3(iv)] it is observed that al the time of landfall ZFDSE

increased, This means that during landfall wind speed increased. Al 150 mb it is also

observed thaI on 30 May (cyclone period) ZFDSE was maximum at the upper troposphere
(150mb).

,
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Cyclone 5
Variation of zonal flux of dry static energy with time is ~hown in Fig. 4.3(v) for

'")'clone 5. From Fig. 4.3(v) it i. observed that zonal flux of dry stallCenergy was nearly

same with time at the lower level of the troposphere (1000 mb and 850 mb) i.e., at these

levels wind sp«<! was nearly constant in all time but its direction changed from positive

(eastward) to negative (westward) and vice-versa. At 700 mb, il was nearly zero up to 10

November and then increased up to 22 November (Cyclone period). Beyond 22

November, it gradually decreased y,ith time and attained millimum value at 25 NO\fcn1ber

(at the end of cyclone). After 25 November, it increased gradually up to 30 November. At

500-100 mb it is !\eetl that Z1''DSE increased from 17 November and attained maximwn

value on 20 November (just before cyclone). It is also observed thai for all the l<wcls

ZFDSE was minimum on 25 November (at the end of '")'clone) and it increased gradually

beyond 25 November i.c., during landfall. From this figure it is observed that during

landfall mud speed increased.

Cyclone 6
Fig. 4.3(vi) shows the variation of zonal flux of dry static energy with time at

different isobaric l<wclsfor cyclone 6. Here Z1''DSEf1uctualed from positive (eastward) to

negative (westward) and vice-versa at the lower level of the troposphere (1000-700 mb).

But here the fluctuation was large compared 10 the previo\L~Fig.4.3(i-v). From midillc to

upper troposphere (4OO(l..1OOmb) ZFDSE was completely positive (eastward). It is

observed that al 500 mb, ZfDSE decreased at time to time and then turned into negative

(westward) on 5 Navember (when '")'clone ~. started). Here we have seen that wind

direction before cyclone wa.~opposite to that at cyclone started. After 5 Navembcr it

increased gradually with time up to t2 November. AI tbis level (500 mb) ZFDSE increased

from cyclone period to landfall. At In-.:\s 400 mb and 300 mb it decreased and attllined the

minimum value on 5 November (when cyclone is just slaJ1ed). After 5 November every

time it fluctuated due to change of wind speed. At the upp~'Tl<wclof the troposphere (250-

laO mb) CVl:rytime it fluctuated. 1'his was be.:ause at the upper level there was very

unstable condition and wind speed changed (increa.,ed or decre~scd) and ZFDSE is
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fluctuated. From this figure it is observed that when cyclone is just started (5 November),

ZFDSE Wallminimum for aUthe level (le;vel1000-100 mb).

Cyclone 7
The Variation of zonal flux of dry static energy with time is shown in Fig. 4.3("ii)

fOfcyclone 7. "I1tisfigure is slightly different from the pn.-"Viousflgures. At lI1elower level

of the troposphere (Le., 1000-700 mb), eveI)' time ZFDSE is fluctuated from positive

(ealltward) to negative (westward). But here [Fig. 4.3(vii)j it was completely positive for aD

the leveL- and aU !he days (except 2 December). Here for only one day (2 December)

ZFDSE was negative (westward),at 1000mb. Here it is observed \hat from levels ]000-300

mb, there Wallno signifieant change ofZFDSE. EveI)' time it was near about constant dul'

to less change of wind speed. But at upper level of the troposphere (250-100 mb), ZFDSE

was low from 1-8 December compared to 23-30 November. It is also observed that at 150

mb (upper level of the troposphere) every time it fluctuated largely from 23-30 November.

"I1tiswas due to much change of zonal wind component.
From the above Fig. [Fig. 4,3 (i-vii)] it is concluded that the direction of zonal

fluxes of dry static every changed from positive (eastward) to negative (westward) and

vice-vma at the lower level of the troposphere (i.e., 1000.700 mb). But its value changed

little bit or near about CO/l6lantwith time. 1bis was because of nearly same zonal wind

component at the lower level of the troposphere. From middle to higher level of the

troposphere (500-100 mb), every time ZFDSE was positive (eastward). At these levels

(500-100 mb), ZFDSE was tluctuated at time to time. It is also observed that at the higher

level of the troposphere (250-150 mb)! it fluctuated largely. This was due to !hc large zonal

wind component. It is also observed that for some cyclones, 7..FDSE was maximum at

cyclone period at the higher level of lI1e troposphere and for some cyclones it Wall

maximum just before cyclone (20 November 1995) and minimum just at !he end of

cyclone (25 Nowmber).
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4.1.2.(b): Zonal Flux of Moist Static Energy (ZFMSE):

Fig. 4.4(i-~) shOW!!the variation of zonal flux of moist static energy with lime al

different isobaric levels from 1000-100 mb for seven cyclones. From these figures [Fig.

4.4(i-~)1 it is observed that the pattern ill zonal fluxes of moist static energy (ZFMSE)

was ~imilirrto the grapb patt<:Illof zonal fluxes of dry static energy (ZFM:SE) which is

disclJllsed earlier in the previolJll Fig. 4.3(i-~)]. Here [in figures 4.4(i-~)1 only the

difference in magnitude. This is because moist slatic energy is simply an addition of lalent

heat conlent with dry ~tatieenergy.

4.1.2.(c): Meridional Flux of Dry Static Energy (MFDSE):

Cyclone I

Fig. 4.5(i-~) reprcsentll the variation of meridional till'.: of dry static cnergy

(MFDSE) with time at different isobaric levels from 1000-100 mb for seven c~lones. For

cyclone 1 [Fig. 4.5(i)1, it is observed that from 1000-300 mb meridional tlux of dry static

energy was nearly zero and almO.'ltsame from 1-9 "May1990 i.e., al thaI time there Wll!lno

significanl change of meridional wind component. Bul al 10Gmb and 700mb il changed its

direction from positive (northWiJrd)to negative (southward) and vice-versa, II was positive

from 250-150 mb from 1-9 May (31the end of cyclone period) and its value fluctuated at

lime til lime due 10 changes of meridional wind component. At 100 mb, i.e., at the top of

the troposphere we saw that ev<:rylime there was large fluctuation and it was maximum on

5 May (when cyclone is jlJllt started). At 100 mb it is also observed Ihal il changed its

direction from positive (northward) til negative (southward) and vice-versa It is also scen

that after 9 May (during landfall) meridional flux of dry sIalic energy was negatiw

(southward) for aDthe levels (except 1000mb) from 9-13 May_ Here at cyclone period (5-

9 "May)and after landfall (9-13 May) wind direction was opposite to each other.

Cyclone 2

Fig. 4.5(ii) shows the variation of meridional flux of dry static every (l\.1FDSE)with

lime at different levels for cyclone 2. At 1000 mb, Mrl)SE was complctely ncgative

(southward) at every time i.e. from 11-23 December, 1990 and aU the time ils value did
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not change much. At 8S0 mb and 700 mb it if;fluctuated al time 10 time becausc of change

of meridional wind componenl and ch;mged its direCllOnfrom pOoilivc (northward) 10

negative (southward) and vice-vcrsa. From middle 10 upper Iroposphere (30n.100 mb) il is

observed thai al lime 10 time Ihere was large fluctuation due 10 large changc of meridional

wind eomponml al these levels (300-100 mb) and was ma:illmun at thc eyclonc period

(lS-18 Dec<:mber).

Cyclone 3

From Fig. 4,S(m) it is observed that mcridioIlllIflux of dJ)' SL.1tiCcncrro-' changed

from positive (northward) to negative (southward) and from negative (southward) to

positive (northward) for aUlevels 1000-100 mb from 20-29 April. Bul at 30 April (al the

end of cyclone) it turned into negative (southward) for all kvels excepl 1000 mb, 400 mb

and 100 mb. Beyond 30 May il increased and fluctuated, From Ibis fJ.gllTC.[Fig.4.S(iii)] it

is observed that at 30 April (althe end of cyelonc), l\1FDSE was 7J;rOal 1000 mb. It Wall

maximum al the upper level of the troposphere (100 mb) and was maximum in the

negative direction (southward) allevel 8S0 mb and 700 mb. AI 200 mb (upper level of the

lroposphere) it is seen IIIaI at first l\-1FDSEwas negative (southward) from 21-23 April

then it turned inlo posilive (southward) and increased gradu.lIIy wilh time and attained

maximum value on 29 April (at the lasl of cyclone).

Cyclone 4

Fig. 4.S(iv) shows the variation of meridional flux of dry stalic ~'Very(!I.1FJ)SE)

with lime al differenl kvels for cyclone 4. From this figure it is seen that at 1000mb (lower

level of the lroposphere), MFDSE is fluctuated and turned its direction from positive

(northward) 10negative (JIOuthward)and vice-versa from 24 April to 3 l\.lay 1994, Beyond

3 May (after landfall) il was a1way~posilive (northward) and remained same up 10 7 May

hul il slighlly increased on 8 May. At 8S0 mb and 700 mb it ehangcd its direction from

positive to negative and negative to posilive from 24- April-8 May. At middle 10 upper

troposphere (500-100 mb) il was posilive (northward) fr<Jm24 April-2 May. It is als<>

observed that on 3 May (al the end of cyclone) It mmed mto negailve (soulhward) for all
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the !(lVC! except 150 rob and 100 rob i.e., upper level of the troposphere, Beyond 5 Ivlay it

was completely positive (northward) for all levels (except 700 mb) up to 8 May,

From the above figure [Fig. 4.5(iv)), it is ohserved that for all the levels (wilhout

some exception) the wind Wrcction was negative (southward) at the end of cyclone (3

April) and positive at the end of landfall (6.g May), It is aL«oohllerwd tllat lI..fFDSE"as

maximum for 200 mb at the peak timc of cyclone period (30 April-l May) due to the

higher meridional wind component at Ibis level.

Cyclone 5
From Fig. 4.5(v), it is observed that I\.1FDSEwere positive (oorthward) at leve1.,

7()()mb. -1-00mb, 250 mb and 150 mb whereas it was negative (south"ard) at k.""ls 1000

mb, 850 mb, 500 rob, 4()() mb. 200 rob and 100 ml> fi'om 16-19 November (before

cyclone). It is seen that at cyclone period (21-25 November) its ,'alue abruptly reduccd and

tends 10 nearly zero and continue at the end of landfall (30 November). ThL~eyclonc

(cyclone 5) was an exceptional case eomparcd to other si" cyclones. This wa:; be<:<Juscfor

other Ili"cyclones we saw that al cyclone period, MFDSE was maximum and layer 10 layer

it wall fluctuated. But for tbis cyclone (<;)'clone5), lvlFDSE was minimum at cyclone

period and was nearly same for all lewis. We also observed that there wa.. a common

feature that I\.1FDSEwas roughly negative (southward) at lowcr le,d of Ihe troposphere

(1000-700 mb) and positive (northward) from middle to upper kvd of the troposphere

(500-100 mb). But for this cyclone (cyclone 5) wind direction was randomly chang«! from

layer to layer on 16-19 November (before ~'Yclone)and wa.~positive for all the levels al

cyclone period and after landfall.

C)'done 6
Fig. 4.5(vi) shows the variation of meridional flux of dry static e"-"lY(MfDSE)

with time at different levels for cyclone6. From Fig. 4.5(vi) it is seen that at 1000 mb

MFDSE was negative (southward) and thcn turned into zero on 6 November. Beyond 6

November it again turned 10negative and then maintained a eonstant value. At 850 mb if is

seen that beyond 3 November, MFDSE inereascd gradually in thc negative (southward)
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direction up 10 7 November (al lhe end of cyclone). Then it ~Iightl)' rcducw on 8

November and Ihen maintained a constanl value up 10 12 November (after landfall) due 10

no change of meridional ••••1od component Al 700 mb il increased for firsl two d<lY'l(1-2

November) in the positive direction and then decreased and anained nearly zero on 4

November (iust before cyclone), Bul when cyclone 5tal1ed(on 5 November) it increased in

llie negative (southward) direction and then from day to day it increased wilh f1uclualion

due to change of meridional wind component, At 400 mb it fluctuated in lhe positive and

negative direction from 1-4 November (bero"; cyclone). But at cyclone period (5-7

November) it turned In negative (southward) and remain con51anl 1ltld then (8-12

November) it fluctuated due 10 change oJ ••••1od velocilv. For 300-100 mb il Wdo positive

(northward) up to 7 November (al the end of cyclone). Beyond 7 November (after

landfall) it is seen iliat for aU tlie levels (1000-100 mb) it was completely negative

(!\Outhward)and continued with this negative value with fluctuation up 1012 November.

Here il is seen iliat from middle to upper level (300-100 mb) of the troposphere it was

POSilive(northward) for before cyclone period(I-4 November) and during cyclone period

(5-7 November). But it was cornplc1c1ynegative (southward) for all the kvcls after landfall,

From Fig. 4.5(vii) it is observed that at IO()()mb "MFDSEwas negative (southward)

and fluctuated from 23 -30 November and then turned into positlve (n011hward) and

remained same up 10 3 December (at the end of cyclone period). 11again lumed into

negative direction after landfall and continued with negative value up 10 8 Decomber. At

850 mb it slightly fluctuated and changoo it~ direction from positive to negative and vice-

versa Al 700 mb it is seen that MFDSE wa~ positive (northward) for all lbe time and

remained near about same. It is observed that after 26 November l\.1FDSEincrea,ed in the

positive direction for all the IC"e1s(except 1000 mb and 85() mb) and reached maximum

varne on 28 November (when cvclOlle started) and then decrea",d and Ouclu.lted with

positive sign up to 8 December. At 150 mil (upper level of the troposphere) it is seen thai

MFDSE was highest on 3 December (atlbe end of cyclone period). This was due to the

high \\1od speed during landfall. It is also observed that MJ'DSF. was maximum in the

negative (southward) direction at 500 mb al cyclone period (1 Th:cember).
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4.1.2.(d): Meridional Flux of Moist Static Energy (I\lYMSE):

Cyclone I

Fig. 4.6(i-vii) sho",s the variation of meridional 11u>:of moL~t ~tatic energy

(MFNfSE) with time at differenl isobaric levels from 1000-100 mb fll1" seven cyclones.

From Fig. 4.6(i) it ill seen that at 1000 mb ;l.-fFlvfSEWallnegative on I MilY iIlld then

turned into zero on 2nd :May. It was negative (southward) on 3 May and then positive

(northward) and continued up to 13 May. At 850 mb. it was alwnys positive (northwmd)

except II May. At 700 mb, it changed its Wn:ction from positive (norrhward) to negauve

(southward) and vice-versa. For 400-250 mb it fluctuated in the positive direction up to 9

May (at the end of cyclone). During landfall it changed it~ direction i,e. from positive to

negative and retT',amedsante for all the rest of the time (l 0-13 May). From this figure it is

also seen that MFMSE was maximum at 250 mb on 3 May.

Cyclone 2
The variation of meridional flux of moist static energy (MFMSE) with time at

different isobaric levels is shown in Fig. 4.6(ii) for cyclone 2. From thill figure it is

ob.erved that MThfSE was always negative (southward) at 1000 mb. At 850 mb at first it

was negative (southward) and remain same up to 14 December and then twned from

negative to positive and vice-versa. At 700 mb, Ivitll cla)' to day it tluctualed and changed

its directiun due to the change of wind velocity. At 400 mb it Increased gradually up to 18

December (at the ~'TIdof cyclone period) and then decreased. At 300 mb and 250 mb it i.

seen that day to day variation the fluctuation was 1.1rgedue to large variation of wind

component. From this figure [Fig. 4.6(ii)] it is also seen dial 01118 December (at the end

of cyclone) :Ml'MSE inere~ed for aU the levels in the positive direction except 1000 mb

and 850 mb and was maximum for 250 mb. This was due to the higher wind component at

this level.

Cyclolle J
Fig. 4.6[iii) ~howsthe variation of meridional flux of moist static energy (l1..fFMSE)

with timc for cyclone 3. From dns figure it i~ observed that the gr'ph pattern was almost
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same a.. tbe meridional flux of dry static energy (I\tlFMSE) which is diSCll.sedearlier [Fig.

4.S(iii)j. This was because meridional flux of moist static energy i, simply an addition of

latent heat content with meridional flux of dl)' slatic energy, Hert only the difference is that

in tbu preVIous figure [Fig. 4.5(iii)j flux is maximwn at the upper level (100 mb) of the

trO]XlSpherebut here flux is maximum at the middle ofthe troposphere (I.e. ,at 250 mb).

Cyclone 4

From Fig, 4,6(iv) it is observed lhat at 1000 mb, with day to day !'vfFMSE

fluctuated slightly and changed its direction from positive (northward) to negative

(southward) and vice-versa up to 3 May (at the end of cyclone period). Beyond 3 1I.--Iayit

remained same up to 7 May due to nOchange of wind ,peed after landf:ill. At 850 mb, all

the time it fluctuated. At 700 mb, most of the rime the flll" was negative (southward). For

500-250 mb, MFMSE was positive (northward) aucl increased up to I May (at the peak

rime of cyclone period) l\fFMSE decreased and negative (southward) for all the levels.

Beyond 3 may it agatll increased (except 700 mb) due to inerca.~ing",lid speed after

landfall.

Cyclone 5

Fig. 4.6(v) shows the variation of meridional flux of moist static cnergy (MFMSE)

with timc for cyclone 5. From this figure it is obS~'1VCdthat the paucm is same a. that of

meridional flux of dry .btic energy which is discussed earlier in figure 4,5(v). Thc only

diff~rencc was in magnitude.

Cyclone 6
From fig. 4.6(vi) it is observed that at fir:it (hefore occurrence) foc m""t of the

level MFMSE was positive {northward}. When cyclone is formed (S November) for most

of the [evel it turned into negative (southward) and increased in the negative direction.

Beyond 7 November (at the end of cyclone) for all the levels l\fFMSE was n~gati",c

(southward) and fluctuated.
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Cyclone 7

Fig, 4.6(vii) shows the variation of meridioll~lflux of moist St.ltiCenergy (MFMSE)

with time for cyclone 7. From lhis figure it is obsc::rvcdlhal al 1000 mb. I\IFMSE wa.~

always negative (except) December) and slightly fluctualed. At 850 mb, il fluetualed and

changed ils direction at different time but at the peak time of cyclone (30 1':ovember I

December) it W.1S positive (northward). Al 700 mb MFIIi.1SEwas always posilive

(northward). At 500-250 mb, il is seen thaI from 26 November il increased and attained

ma:.imum intensity when cyclone is started i,e.. on 28 ~"vcmber. 11is also observed lhal al

the peak time of cyclone (1 December) it was maximum in the negalive (southward)

direction at 500 mb.
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4.2 Atmm;pheric Energy at Different Isobaric Levels

4.2.1. Cyclone I
A ~yclone named cyclone I is formed in the Bay of Bengal from 5 May 1990 to 9

May 19'90 is explained in this section. 'Ibis period is called ~cyclone period". To ob=ve its

prc-condition, energy ~~calculated from 1 May 1990 10 4 May 1990 and litis period is

caned ~bcfore occurrencen• To observe the post condition of the observed cyclone, em;rgy

is abo calculated from 10 1\1ay 1990 to 13 J\.fay 1990, This period is caDed after

landfall.Thc PlO'-"'menlof this cyclone is shoWTtin Fig. 3.

4.2.1(a). Energy eomponenb:

Sensible Heat (SH):
Fig. 5.1.1(a-c} shows the variation of Sensible heat al difterent isobaric level in

different phases (before occurrence, cyclone period and after landfall) of a cyclone

occurring from 5.5.90 109.5.90. From Lhcsefig it is observed that s~"Tl.>ibJeheat decreased

with dc<:reasing pressure i.e. witlt increasing height. This is duc to llw decrease of

temperature with the increase of height. It is also observed that thc sensible heat on 9.5.90

was low compared to the other days at 300 mb - 100mb, This is due to the decrease of

temperature at the end (9.5.90) of the cyclone period. It is also secn that at Ille end of the

landfall (13.5.94) sensible heal was lowest. This was due 10the heavy rainfall.

Pol.cntial Energy (PE):
Fig. 5.1.2(a..;;) shows the variation of potential energy at different isobaric level in

diff~t phases of a cyclone occurring from 5.590 to 9.5.90. 11 l~ seen that potential

energy increased linearly with increasing heighl (pressure decreased),

There is no day to day '\I3IUtionof PE before occurrence. At cyclone period [Fig.

5.1.2(b)] it is seen that at 300mb _ 100mb potential energy slightly decreased, This was du~

to the slightly decrease of gcopolential height allhese lewis.
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U1t.enl Heal CODtenl.(LHC);

The variation of Latent heat contenl at different isobaric level is shomn in Fig.

5.1.3(a-~). From l'ig. 5.1.3(a) it is seen Ihat before occurrence IRe lluctuated for all the

days al all the level~with an exception of 4.5.90. At that day il \Va.'!almosl constanl up to

400 mb and lhcn slightly increased. Al 400 mb on 1.5.90 lhc LHC was ma;umum.

From Fig. S.l.3(b) it is seen thaI Lalenl heal content was ailnosl constant from

1000 mb - 700 mb for all days with an exception of 7.5.90. 1l is also seen lhat al the peak

time oflhe ~'Ydone(7.5.90] LHC was unstable and maintained a zig7.l1g Palh up 10400 mb

and lhen decreased s1ightly. Beyond 700 mb for fll"3ttwo days of lhe cyclone period

[5.5.90-6.5.90) LHC increased up to 400 mb and then decreased slighlly. After 700 mb

for the \a:;l two dayg of cyclone period [8.5.90-9.5.90] LHC d~crcased up 10 500 mb and

lhen in~rC3/;ed.

Tlle variation of Latent heal conlcnl after landfaU [10.5.90 - 13.5.')0 J is shown ill

Fig. 5.1.3(c). It is seen lh~l for ~n the days Laten! he~t contenl was conslant from lOOO mb

to 850 mh 1'.1111an exception on 10.5.90. At 700 mb it increased for alllhe days. Beyond

700mb for 13.5.90 it increased linearly up 10300mb and then decreased at 250mb. At the

\/Crybeginning of land faU [10.5.90] after 700mb it remains near about conslanl up to

400mb and then fluctuale. After 700mb for 11.5.90 and 12.5.90 it incrcased and lhen

deereased al 250 mho

From these figures [Fig. 5.1.3(a-c)] it is ohserved lhat L'tent heot conlenl increased

.11middlc troposphere (i.e. 700mb - 300mb) due to more mOlsture. This is lhc eloud-

fonning region and in this zone water vapor condensed release lalenl heat. It was ol~osc~'TI

that LHC is mm..imumlifter landfall.

Kinetic Energy (KE):

Fig. 5.L4(a-c} shows the variation of kinetic energy varia!ion at different isobaric

level. From this figure it is seen that KE was near about zero for all the phase~ (Bcfore

oceUlT~'TICC,cyclone period and iller landfall) 01 J 000 mb and then inereased linearly up 10

200mb and lhen decreased for 1.5.90, 2.5.90, 7.5.90 and )3.5.90 (at the end of the

cyclone). But for other days il increased linearly excepl for 5.5.90 and 6.5.90 (at the
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cyclone period). It i. seen that hE was large at tile early cyclone period [Fig. 5.1.4(b)J

compared with that at the end of cyclone period. After landfall the amount of KE was

smaller than that of cyclone period or beforc occurrence.

4.2.1(b). Energy IlUl"es:

Zoual Flux of Dry Static Energy (ZFDSE):

Zonal flm.:of day static energy (ZFDSE) at different isobaric level i~shown in Fig

5,1.5(a-c). Before occurrence (1.5.90-4.5.90) it i, seen that ZFDSE W"' ncar about zero at
1000mb and then increased as pressure decreased. But at 4th May (jll,t before cyclonc

period) it IVasnegative (westward) from 1000 mb to 700 mb. After 700mb it turned into

positive (Eastward) and then increased linearly with the same sign up to the top of the
troposphere.

At cyclone period [Fig. 5.I.5(b») it is obscrved that for fin:! two days al 1000 mb

and 850 mb ZfDSE was negative (westward) and for nil other days it was positive

(enstward). 1t is seen that ZFOSE increased linearly with heighl ,lnd attained maximum

value al150 mb at the very beginning of the cyclone period (5.5.90 and 6.5.90) and thell

de=a.~cd at 100 mb. At 7th May it increased up 1020ll mb and th~n decrea~ed at 150 mb.

II increased again al 100 mb. So we can ~ay that at cycion~ period ZFDSE was very
unstable condition.

After landfall [Fig, S.I.5(c)] it is seen lhat at 1000 mb n.DSE was negative

(westward). Beyond 1000 mb il turned to positive (eastward) and increa~ed up to 2110mb

and then decreased with the samc sign on 10.5.90 (just at the time of L1ndfall).We saw

that afkr landfall for 2nd day (11.5.90) it wa.~almost zero at 100 mb. Thi!i is an indication

of no wind at that level. It is also seen !hat on 12.5.90 and 13.5.90 at lOll mb it was
negative (westward).

From the above figure [Fig. 5.Uta-c)] i! is observed thaI at lhe lower level of the

troposphere (1000 mb) ZFDSE was ncar about zero and beyond 1000 mb il incrensed

linearly due to the increase of geopo!Csitialheight. It is aLsoseen that at cyclonc period and

after landfall al 1000 mb it was ncg.1tive(wc.<twal'd).Aflerthat it was positive (eastward)

and at !he end of landfall it was again negative (westward).
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During cyclone period it is oblierved tlla! at 150mb ZFDSE wa~ maximum and

shoW!!two peaks. This was due 10the increase of zonal wind component at 150 mb.

Zonal F1U); of Moist Static Energy (ZFMSE):

Zonal flux of moist static energy (ZFMSE) at different phases (before occurrence,

cyclone period and after landfall) is shown in Fig. 5.1.6(3-C). From these fIgUre it is seen

that ZFMSE was negative (westward) for aU the phases at 1000 mb and lhen inc1'<:ascd

with increasing height (as pressure decreased). It is also seen tllat the increasing rale of

ZFMSE was the same as that ofZFDSE which Walldiscussed eadi<:r[Fig. 5.1.5(a-c)]. This

is because moisl static energy is simply an addition of latent heat content with dry static

energy. Dut at cyclone period on 9th May, ZFMSE increased up 10 400 mb, then

decreased al 300 mb and then increased again al 250 mb. ntis instability was due to the

change of zonal wind compon<:nt. It L, also seen that ZFM:SE was maximum at early

cyclone period (6th May) al 250 mb (i.e., upper level nfthe troposphere).

Meridional Flux ornry Stallc Energy (MFDSE):

Fig. 5.1.7(a-e) shows the MFDSE at different isobaric level. Before occurrence it is

seen that on first May MFDSE was negative (southward) at 1000 mb and Ihm it turned

inlo positive (northward) and fluctuated at layer 10 layer maintaining a rigzag path. On 2nd

May, it wa., nea[ about 7-"roup to 400 mb and Ih~'TIincreased and tluetuated. On 3rd May,

it was positive (northward) al 1000 mb-8oo mb. Bevond 850 mb it was negative

(southward) at 700 mb - 500 mb due to the change of wind dir<:etion.Afler 500 rub it was

zero up to 300 mb and then increased to the pollitive (northward) direction up 10 150 mb

and then decreased 10 the negative (southward) at 100 mb. On 4th May il j~~e<:nthaI

lvlFDSE increased linearly up to 150 mb and then dccrea.s<:d10 negalive (southward)

direction al100 mb.

At cyclone period [Fig. 5.\.7(b)] layer to layer variation of ~SE for all the days

was synunctric. It was fluetualed and increased from 1000 mb-150 mb. B~"yond150 mb, it

is seen thai at the VCT)" beginning of the cyclone (5th May) it increased abruptly al 100 mb.
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But fm: all other days it decreased al JOnmh II is ,,1<0seen thar Oil 7"9May it decreased to
the negative (wuthwMd) direelioo.

Ailer landfall it is observed that at 1000 mb I\1FDSE was p,*,itive (northward) and

thlm lurned into negative (southwMd) for all the days with "n exception of 11th May. On

11th May it was p<:Jsitive(northwMd) up to 500 mb. Beyond 500 mb for all the days it was

negative (southward) and increased to the negative direetioo up 10 the lop of the

troposphere. II is also seen Tltatat 11th May it was zero al 100 mb. Thig was because

meridional ••••'ind eompom:nl was zero "I that leveL

From Fig. [5.1.7(a-cl] il is obscrve<l that before occurrence and during cyclone

period MFDSE WJ.' poSlllvc (northward) for aUThe<laysand levels witb an exception of

3rd May at 100 l'Jb, AtJOO mb level it was negative (southwar<l).But after landfall it was

in reverse ehm:aelerisTie~ie" it was negative (southward) and changes it~<lirectionwith an

exception of llth May. AlllTh May it is secn that MFDSE was positive up to 500 mb and

then turned into negative (southward). It is also <een that MFDSE was m:lXimumal 100

mb during cyclone period. This shows Ihat WII1dvelocity was maximum at the top of lhe

troposphere.

Meridional }<'IuxorMoist Static Energy(MFMSE):

Meridional flux of most static energy ~ISE) at different isobaric levels is shown

in Fig. 5.1.8(a-c). Defore OCl:urrenceil is seen ThaIon Ist /vby it was negative (southward)

at 1000 mb and then il increased and fluctuated with posilive direction. On 2nd l\1ay, il

was near aboUIzero at 1000 mb an<lthen increa~ed slightly at 850 mb. Beyond 850 mb il

w,,~again nearly zero up 10300 mb and then increa<ed at 250 mb. At 700 mb and 500 mb

it was southward. On 3rd Mav MFl\fSE was fluctuated bolh in positive and negative

direction On 4th May il was nearly zero up to 400 mb. Beyond 400 mb it increased and

then decreased.

At ey~lone period fm: all the days MFMSE is flu~tuated at layer to layer due to the

change oflhe direction of wind component. But this fluctuation was S)wmetrie for all the

day•. Here it is also seen that it was increased up 10300 mb amI then decm •..••d.
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After landfall [Fig. 5.1.8(e)1 it is seen thaI graph pattern was same wilh that of Fig.

5,1.7(c) which i.s discussed earlier. 1bis i.s be\:ausc moist stal;c energy is an addition of

latent heal content with dl)' static enCTgy.

From the above figure [Fig. 5,1.8(a-c)] we observed that at cyclone period MFMSE

at 100 mb was pmitive at lhe beginning of cydone, lhen became 7.eroduring cyclone due

to the absence of....md componenT. On 8.5,90 it was negative al 250 mh. After J.1rnlfallit

was more or less negative (southward) from 85() mb-500 mb, Beyond 500 mb it lVas

complelely negative for all !he days and increased up 10 250 mb. It i.s al,o seen lhal

MFMSE was maximum at upper levels for all the days. This was because maximum cloud

is formed at lhe upper levels and relea.<cdlatent heal so inneased moist static ellCTgy.

Hence it is also saw lhal the direction of meridional wind component was reversed betwcen
cyclone pcriod and aner landfall.



Chapter ,1 R.,"lt, and Discussion

4.2.2. Cyclone 2

Cyclone 2 (lC(;UJedduring the period 16-18 Decembcr 1990. To observe its ~bcfore

occ=lIce" alld ~after landfall" conditions, data were analy~cd j;-om 11December 1990 to

23 December 1990. The track of this C)'c1oneis shown in Fig. 3.

4.2.2. (a) Energy romponenb:

Sensible Heat (SH):

Fig, 5.2.1(a-c) shows the variation of sensible heat (SH) at different isobaric levels.

From these figure it illobseIV:d that sensible heat decreased with the increase of height i.c.

as pressure decre~sed. It ill seen that day to day variation for all the levels was symmcnic

with some exceptioll. At cyelone period [Fig. 5.2.I(bl] it ill ob,crved that at the beginning

of cyclone (16.12.90) at 300 mb sensible heat decreased abruptly. Thi~ ill due to the large

decrease oftcmperature at that level. After landfall [Fig. 5.2.1(c)j il i, "'ell lhal al 200 mb

sensible heat increased morc for 21.12.90 compared to the other day. TItis ill becallS<:of

increasing temperature oomparoo to the other day.

We know sensible heat is the produCIof specific heal al cOllSlalltpre'lSUJe,Cp with

temp=ture, T (ie., CpT), From the above fIguce we observed that sensible heat was

maximum at 1000 mb Le., at the lower level of the troposphere and minimum at 100 mb

i.e. al the upper level of the troposphere. This is becallS<:the earth surface rcccives solar

energy from the sun and becomes heatoo. The layt-'Tof 1000 mb is very close 10 the earth

sunacc compared 10Ihe other layer. And for this reason temperature is maximum at 1000

mb. So sensible hcat was maximum al 1000 mb and then decreased linearly as the height

increases from til<:earth surfaec.

Potelltial Energy (PE):

The variation of Potential energy at different isobaric 1ev<:lsi~"hown in Fig.

5.2 2(a-c). Here for all phases (before occum:ncc, cyclonc period and aftcr landfall) Il i,

scen that polential energy increased linearly as pr~-ssurcdecreased. Thi" linear incrc""ed

Wall due to the increase of goopolenlial height. Here for al1ph""e day 10 day variatioll wa.~

symmcnic and the valUelIwere almost same at a1Ileveis, For lhis reasoll at aU levels, the
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poinl8 owrlap each other. II is also observed lha~ before occurrence, al cyclone period and

after landfall there was approximately no change of potential energy. BUI for all phases

potential ~nergy increased as pre.ssW'edecreased. It was about zero at 1000 mb i.e. at lower

lwei of the troposphere and maximum at 100 mb i.c, al upper level oflhc lroposph"""e.

Latent Heat Content (LHC):

Fig. 5.2.3(a-c) shows the variation of latent heat cOnlellt at different isobaric lwels.

Beforc occurrencc al 1000 mb-700 mb latenl heat content wa~ almost samc. Beyond 700

mb if increased slightly at 500 mb;md maintained the SIlll1Cvalue up to 300 mb CXCCplII

and 13 December 1990.. At 250 mb for allllle days it decreased exeepl on 15Dec. 1990,

At eyclon~ period it inerea'!ed slightly up to 40rlmb. From 300 mh 10250 mb U1C

inerea.ed abruptly on 18,12,90.. TItis was due 10thc more cloud formation, At 250 mb il

dccrca~ed but for 18.12.90 latent heJt conlenl increased. This indicates lhat more cloud

e:mled at the upper 1~"VC1on 18Dec. 1990.

From Fig. 5.2.3(c) it is seen thaI LHC is flllCtumcdfor aUthe days and le\feL~and it

was maximum between 500 mb-300 mb.

From the above figures (Figli. 5.2.3(a-c)] it is observed that latcnt heat content

increased from 700 mb-300 mb for before occurrencc and after landf.111.It increased

because this is the cloud fonning region (700 mb-300 mil) and released 1Jtenl heal. But at

cyclone period it was maximum at 300 mb and 250 mb for 18.12.90. This means that at

the cnd of the cyclone period (18.12.90) more cloud is formed and rain occur;.

Kinetic Energy (KE):

The variation of kinetic energy at different I50llmic le~"e1liis shOl"n in 1'ig. 5.2.4(a-

c). It is seen that at 1000 mb-700 mb KE. was nearly zero. After 700 mb it increased up

to ISO mb and then decreased at 100 mb. At cyclonc period it is also seen that at the

~ginning of the cyclone (16.12.90) it increased from 1000 mb 10 250 mb and then

fluctuated. This means that at cyclone period the weather was very utl.'ltablcand the wind

velocity randomly changed. Al cyclone period and after landfall we Obilerved that from
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middle to upper level of the troposphere (without 100 mb) KE Wasmaximum. 111isis due

to the increase of wind velocity ill these regiOll.

4.2.2. (b) Energy fluxes:

Zollal Flux of Dry Static Energy (ZFDSE):

Fig. 5.2.5{a-c) sbowRtbe vallation of ronal flux of dry static energy (ZFDSE) at

di!I~rcnt ~~obariclevels. Here it is observed that for before occurrence. cyclone period

Zl'TISE was almost zero and negative (westward) at 1000 mb-850 mb, After 850 mb it

in~reascd more or leS/llinearly in the positive (eastward) direction. AI cyclone period [Fig.

5.2. 5(b)J. It is !lCCntJut from 300 mb 10 I ()(lmb for Jll tbe days it increJsed and decrea-«ed

from layer to layer. This is due to the randomness of the wind velocity from middle to the

upper level of the troposphere.

After landfall ZFDSE increilSed lineJrly up to 200 mb except 20.12.90, At this day

it Waspulsating in nJtun: above 300 mb. Beyond 200 mb it (Iecreased,

From the above figure [Fig. 5.2.5(a-c)] il is ob.erwd thaI ZFDSE was maximum

between 250 mb-150 mb. Here it is also ""en tbat al 1000 mb ZFDSE WilS7.eTO and

negative (westward) for before oecurrence and at cyclone period. nut after landfall at

1000 mb it was completely positive (eastward). Here we observed that near about the

surface layer (l000 mb) \\ind direction was opposile at cyclone period and after landfall.

Zonal Flulf of Moist Static Energy (ZFMSE):

Fig. 5.2.6(a-c) shoW!lthe variation of 2Qnalflu\: of moist slatic energy (ZFt>.ISE)at

different isobaric levels. Before occurrence [Fig. 5.2.6(a)] it was zero and negative

(westward) at 1000 mb and 850 mb. Beyond 850 mb it increased up to 300 mb, then

dccrca.ed Jt 250 mb with an exception of 11.12.90. At 11.l2.90 it in~r~ascd for 250 mb.

At cyclone period [Fig. 5.2.6(b)] ZF1I.fSEwas neg.1live(wc::stward)al1000 mb for

all the days. AI the end of the cyclone period (18.12.90) it was also negative (westward)

for 850 mb. Then for aUthe days il twncd inlo positive (eastward) and increa.ed linearly

with the SJme .ign up to 250 mb.
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After landfall [Fig. 5,2.6(c)] it is seen thai al1000 mb-850 mb ZFlvISE was nearly

zero and positive (eastward). After 850 mb il increased up to 300 mb for all Ihe day.~.AI

250 rob it decreased for 19-20, Decemher but increased for 21.23 December. Il is ,'lCen

that at 1000 mb ZFMSE was zero and negative (westward) for before occurrence and

positive (eastward) for after landfall. But at cyclone period (Fig. 5.2.6(b)] at 1000 mb,

ZFlvISE was completely negative (westward) for all days. Here althe sur£1Celevel (1000

mb) wind direetion was opposite bei\vecn cyclone period and after landfall. It i, also

observed thaI at 250 mb ZFMSE was more or less decreascll for before occurrence and

afler landfall. But at cyolone period it increased at 250 mb for all days. TIUsis due to the

more cloud fonnalion at that level at cyclone period. H is Seen that at 250 mb for cyclone

period ZFMSE was maximum at J8,12,9(l because of 70na[ wind component was

maximum at that day.

Meridional Flu:!:nfDI)' Static Energy (MFDSF.):

Meridional flux of dry static energy (MFDSE) al different isobaric levels is mown

in Fig. 5.2.7(a-c), Before occurrence [Fig. 5.2.7(a)J at 1000 mb-700 mb, MFDSE was

zero and negative (southward) for aUthe days. Beyond 700 mb il was fluctuated up to 100

mb due to the randomness of wind speed and dil"ction,

At C)'c1onept.-.,;od[Fig. 5.2.7(b)] at 1000 mb ;\IFDSE was negative (southward)

for aU the days. At 850 mb il increasoo (except 18.12.90) to the positive (northward)

dircction at 850 mb. But On 18.12.90 it increased in the negative (southward) direction at

850 mb. Beyond 850 mb it increased in the positive (northward) direction and increased

linearly up 10200 mb, then decreased. For other day", beyond 700 mb it increa.'lCdlinearly

up to 200 mb and then decTCiL'led.

After landfall [Fig. 5.2,7(c)]lVlFDSE Wascompletely negative (southward) at 1000

mb-700 mb. For 20.12.90 thi3 negative value exL~L~up to 300 mb and then increased 10the

pomtive (northward) direction. Beyond 700 mb il was posilive (northward) for aU Ihe ll.:ly!l

{excepl23.12.90) and exists near about conslant up to 150 mb. After 150 mb it increased

at 100mb excepl 20.12.90 and 23.12.90,
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.From thc above figure [Fig. 5.2. 7(a-c)} it i~observed that at WOOmb IvIFDSF.was

neg;mvc (southward) at cyclone period and this negative value was higher for after landfall.

Thi~ means that aftcr landfall wind velocity was larger compared to cyclone period. Herc

we also observed that both for cyclone period and after landfall it was ncar about ''''me or

symmetric at middlc troposphere (500-250 mb) and maximum a( upper troposphere (200

mb and 100mb). This higherva[ue was due to the high ,~ind velocity.

Meridional FluK of Moist Static Energy (MFMSE):

Fig. 5.2.8(a-c) shows the vari.:ltion of meridional fluxes of moist sialic energy

(MFMSE) at different isobaric 1~'Vt1ls.Here we obsmled that before OCCllITenceand cyclone

period the pattern Wassame as Fig. 5.2.7(a-b) which Wa.,discussed earlier. This is becall&c

MFMSE ill simply an addition of latent con1cnt with MFDSE But after landfall (Fig.

5.1.8(c)) it is seen that 1I.1FMSEwas negativo (southv.'ard) for all the days up 10 700 mb.

Boyond 700 mb it was both in direclion (northward and southward). It j" nuctualed due to

tbe change of wind velocity.

From lhe above figures [Figs. 5.2.S(a-c)] it is S\;en that MFMSE "as high at 150

mb, This was because in this region more cloud is formed and release latent heal. It is also

observed that at 250 mb if was maximmn af 18.12.90, This wa., due to the higher wind

speed at that day i.e. al the end of the cyclone (18.11.90).
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4.2.3 cyclone 3

Cyelone 3 formed during the period 25-30 Aplil 1991. To obs~'T\...e its "before

oeeurenee' and "after landfall' conditions, dala were analYl~d from 20 April to 5 May

1991. Ihe track oftltis cyclone is sho"lJ in Fig. 3.

4.2.3 (a): energy components

SEnsible beat (SH):

I'ig 5.3.I(a-e) mows tile vllfialion of sensible heat (SH) with pre."urc at different

phases of eyelOlleoeeunng from 25-30 April 1991. from these figures il is observed that

al day to day there was almost no change of SH i,e.• the day to day variation of SH was

very little. But it is observed that SH decreased with decreasing pressure i.e., increasing

heigh!. It is also ,)bserved that SH was maximum at 1000 mb, TIti" IVas due to the

maximum temperature at the earth surface. The magnirude of SH at different phases was

almost same.

Potential energy (PE):

The variation of Potential en~rgy (PE) al ,!lfferent lsobarie levels at diffcr~nt

phases of cyclon~ is mown in figure 5.3.2(a-<:).From this figur~. it is ob.erve<llhat PE at

each phase ~oin~ide for different days, There Wa.'lno change of PE at day to day. Bul PE

linearly increased with decreasing pressure and was maximum al lhe top of lhe

troposphere. Potential energy was maximum at tile upper level of/he tropo~phere because

goopotential height is bigher at the top of the troposphere. The pattern of PE at different

phases was very similar.

Latent hnt content (LHC):

The variation of latent heat content (LHC) at different isobaric lewis i. shown in

figure 5.3.3 (a-e). From these figures it is observed lhal LHC changed at day to day and

layer to layer. Before occurence (Fig, 5,3.3(a») il is .een thaI from 1000 mb-700 mb at

first U-IC increased and tIIen decreased. Between 700 mb-300 mb, IRe gradually

increased. Beyond 300 mb it is slightly decreased for an the days except 20" April. On

20"' April UIC fluctuated and fimn 300 mb 10 250 mb il increased abruptly.
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At cyclone period [Fig. 5.3.6(b)), Zf1I..lSEincreased linearly up to 300 mb and

then it was nearly constant in magnitude But •• the initiation of cyclone period (25'"

April) it increased gradually up to 200 mb and altained maximum value at 200 mb.

After landfall [Fig. 5.3.6(c)], it i. seen that at 1000 mb, Z.FMSE \Va. either zero or

slightly negative (westward) and then gradually increalled up to 500 mb. Beyond 500 mb

it increased with fluctuation.

From the above figures [Fig. 5.3.6(a-e)j, it ~~oh.'-"r'ied that, ZFMSF. linearly

increased at cyclone period But after landfall ZFMSE increased gradually up to 500 mb

and then increased with fluetuation. This fluctuation was due to the change of wind

velocity during landfall.

Meridional nux of dry static energy (MFDSE):

Fig 5.3.7(a-c) shows the variation of meridional tlux of dry static energy

(MFDSE) from 20 April-5 May for isobMic levels 1000 mb-toO mb. Before occurence

[Fig.5.3.7(a)J, it is observed thaI at 1000 mb MFDSE wa. poSiloVC(northward) with a

small value for all the days. At 850 mb, it .lightly increased and then decrea.ed in the

negative (southward) direction. At 500 mb, it is observed that IVIFDSE\Vascompletely

negative (southward) for all the days. Beyond 500 mb, MFDSE increased gradually in the

positive (northward) direction up to 200 mh and then de~reased at 150 mhoAt 100 mb it

turned into negative (southward) direction and attained maximum value. Beyond 500 mb,

on 21.22 Aptll, it was negative (southward) and maintained a constant value with the

same sign up to 200 mb. At 150 mb it mrncd into positive and increased abruptly and

showed a sharp peak at thi~ level (150 mb). On 23«1Apri~ it was nearly constant from

300-200 mb with negative sign. Beyond 200 mb it mrned into positive (northward) and

increascd up to 100 mb. On 24 April i.•.. althe initiation of cyclone period it fluctuatcd

due to tile cllange of wind speed beyond 500 mb.

At cyclon. pcriod [Fig. 5.3.7(b»), it i. seen that at 1000 mb, MH)SE Wa..po.itive

for 25.27 April It was negative for 28-29 April and was zero for 30 April. At thc

initiation of cyclone (25 April). it was positive (nrlrthward) at 1000 mb. then it turned

into negative "Outhward and maintained a constant value mth the sam. dircelion np to

250 mb. At 200 mb it mrned into northward and increased. At 150-10 mb it decr.ased
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abruptly and goes 10zero due 10the absence of wind spew. On 261,Apri~ it was zero up

to 300 mb and then increased gradually. On 27'" April it wa. nearly zero up to 500 mb

and then gradually increased. On 28'" April, it gradually increased with a small

flueruation. On 29'" April it incre:ased linearly up to 200 mb and then decreased. At the

end of cyclone (30 April), it is ob.erved that MFDSE was negative (southward) for all

isobaric levels except 400 and }oo mb and rrurintained almost a con~tant value. At 100

mb it turned into po.itive (northward) and attainw the maximum value at cyclone period.

Meridional flux of dry static energy after landfall is shOIVllin Fig 5.3.7(c). On I~

May, at first it was po.itive (northward) and increased. At 700 mb it was zero due to

ab.ence of wind speed. Beyond 700 [nh it turned into negative (southward) and gradually

incrcasod with the samc .ign up to 250 mb. Beyond 250 mb it ch~nged its direction and

became positive (northward) ~t 150 mb and show a peale At 2"" )\-Iay, at first it was

positive (northward), and then turned into negative (.outhward) and increased at 700 mb.

From 500-300 mb it wa. nearly constant witb the same sign. Beyond 300 mb it turncl!

into positive (northward) and increasel! abruptly at 250 mb. Thi~wa. because winl! speed

suddenly increased during landfall at thi. level. Bcvond 250 mb it decreased with

flucnJation. On 3" may it fluctuated in hoth positive and negative direction. llris

fluctuation was due to the change of wind "]>eedand direction during landfall. On 4'"

May, at flTBtit was positive (northward) and then turned into negatiVl: (,outhward) and

maintained a constant value with the same sign from 700-250 mb. Beyond 250 mb it

tumed into positive (n<>rtllward)and increased abruplly M 200 mb and then decreased.

From the above figures [Fig. 5.3.7(a-c)] it is observel! tha~ for before occurence

and after landfall meridional fluxe. of dry static energy was positive (northward) for all

the days at 1000 mb but after landfall the valu~ ",as slightly grcater than before

occurcncc. This was due to the high wind speed during landfall. But at cyclone period, it
was either zcro or positive (northward) or neg.ltive (southward) at 1000 mb. Defore

occurenec and after landfall peaks are found at 150 mb but at cyclonc period such peaks

are not observed. At cyclone period it is observcd that MFDSE gradually increased for

most of the days. From thi~figures it is also ob"l'lrvedthat .MFDSE is decreased for all the

days at the top of the troposphcre i.e., at 100 mb (\\Iithout 26 and 30 April). At cyclone

period it is also ob~erved thaI at the end oftbe cyclonc (3()'hApril), lVfFDSEwas negative
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(southward) for all the levels and was nearly constant It turned into positive (northward)

at 100 mb and anained the highest value. Thi. was because wind .peed was high at the

end of cyclone period.

Meridional flUl: of moist static energy (MFMSE):

Figure 5.3.8(a-c) represents the variation of meridional fiuxc, of moist slatie

energy (MFMSE) at di1ferent isobaric l~vels, at different phases of the analyzed cyclone.

Before occurence, it is observed that on 20th April, at firs! it was positive (northward) and

then turned into negative (southward), and continued with the same sign up to 400 mb.

Beyond 400 mb it tlJrned into positive (northward) due 10 change of wind direction.

Beyond 850 mb it turned into negative (southward) for all the days. For 21-22 April, it

was nearly constant from 700-300 mb due to negligible change of wind speed.I'or 23-24

April, it was fluctuated,

At cyclone period [Fig. 5.3.8(b»), it is observed that the graph pattern was similar

to that of meridional flux of dty stalie energy which i~ disclJS.oo earlier [Fig. 5.3.7(b)].

Hen: the only difference was in magnitude. Another change i. observed on 301ll April. On

30th April, at the upper level of the troposphere MFMSE was constant in the negative

(southward) dir~ction due to no change of wind ~peed at these level..

After landfall [Fig. 5.3.8(c)), it is observed that at 1000 mb, lvlFl\lSE was positive

(northward) for all the day~. At 850 mb it slightly increased. Beyond R50mb it decreased

for all the days and tlJrned into negative (southward) From 7OQ-300mb it wa~ constant

with the ~ame sign due to no change of wind speed. But for 1" and 2M May ie., during

landfall it is fluctuated due to change of wind speed and direction and attained tile

maximum value at 100 mb.

From the above figures IFig. 5.3,8(a-c)j, it is .ccn lhat at cyclone period ~1FM$E
was positive (northward) for most of thc days and increased gradually from lower to the
upper level of the troposphere. But during landfall, we observed the rc••.•.'fSe
characteristics i.e., from 700-300 mb, MFMSE was completely negative (soutlll','ard). It is
al.w observed that during landfall (200 !\-fay) I\.-lFlVISF.changed its direction (i.e., from
positive to negative) and increased abruptly at 250 rob
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4.2.4. C}'done 4

A cyclone formed in the Bay of Bengal from 29 April 1994 to 3 May 1994.is

explained in tbis Hcclion. This period is caned "cyclone period', To observe its pre-

condition, energy is calculaled from 24 April 1994 to 28 April 1994 and lhis p.:riod is

called "before occurrence". To observe the post-condition of lhe observed cyclone,

energy is also calculaled from 4 May 1994 10 8 May 1994. This period i., called "after

landfall". The track of this cyclone is sho","nin Fig. 3.

4.2.4.(a) Energy mmp<ments

Sensible heat (SH):

Fig 5.4. J (a-c) shows the variation ofsensible heat (SH) at different isobaric levels

for before oceurcnce, cyclone period and after landfall. From the.'ll.'figures it is seen that

at day to day there was no change of SH. But at layer to layer SH heat changC'sand the
changes were symmetric for all the days. II is also observed lbal SH decreased linearly as

pressure decreased. This was because temperature was maximum at the earth swfacc.

Potential energy (PE):

The varialion of potential eocrgy (PE) at different isobaric levels is sbown in Fig

5.4.2(a"c). II is obscrved that at day to day there was no significant change of potenlial

~'tlcrgy.But at layer to layer PE ~hanged. From this figures [Fig. SA,2(a-c)], it is fOW1d

that at 1000 mr, PE wns nearly zero for nil the phases i.e., before occuren~e, cyclone

l"'riod and after landfall. Beyond 1000 mb. it increased linearly a. pressure de~reascd nnd

attained maximum v.due at 100 mb i.e.• al the top of the troposphere. Potentin! energy

was maximum at 100 mb because gwpotential height wa. highest at 1his level.

Latent heal content (LHC):

Fig. 5.4.3 (a-<;) shows the Varialion of latent beat conlenl (Ure") at different

isobaric levels from 1000 mb-100 mb at differenl pbases of cyclone i.e., before

occurenee, cyclone period and after landfnll. Al before o~curence [Fig. 5.4.3(a)], it is

seen that from 1000-700 mb, LHe \Vasalmosl same for all the days (exeepl n'h April).

Beyond 700 mb il is flu~tunted due 10 the formation of cloud. II is also seen that al the
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Chapter 4 R"u1l, and Discussion

initiation of cydone ie., On 28"' April, mc increased linearly from 850-250 mb. This

wa~ because more cloud is fmmedjust before the formation of cydone.

At cyclone period [Fig. 5.4.3{h)], it is observed that LHC Wa" constant for all the

day, and maintained their constant value up to 250 mb. Beyond 250 mb it increased

abruptly and wa~maximum at 100 mb. It is also seen that, no cloud is formed from lower

to middle troposphere i.e.. from tOOO-250mb and more cloud i. formed from middle to

upper troposphere i.e., from 250-100 mh.

After landfall [Fig. 5.4.3(c)j, it is ohserved that UiC was almost same at layer 10

layer for all the days (except 8'h May). On ga. May i,~" at the <molof tandfall, LHC

fluctuated from layer 10 layer. This was because doud is fonned and rainfall occurs at tbe

end of landfall.

Kinetic energy (KE):

Fig. 5..•..•(a-e) sboWl!tbe variation of kinetic energy (KE) at different isobaric

levels. From the above figure it is S<;<:T\ that, for before occurence [Fig. 5.4.4(a}J, ICEwas

nearly zeru for all the days from 1000-850 mh. Beyond 850 mb, ICElinearly increa,co.1up

to 300 mh. At 300-200 mb, ICEwas almost same and then decl'<'ased.

AI cyclone period [Fig. 5.4.4{h}j, ICEwas nearly zero for all the day, from 1000-

500 mb. Beyond 500 mh, ICE linearly increased up to 200 mb and then decreased. It is

also seen that at the end of cyclone (3mMay), KE was nearly zero for all the levels.

After landfall [Fig. 5.4.4(c)j, KE was nearly zero for all the days from 1000-850

mb. Beyond g50 mb, KE gradually increased for all th~ days up to .•DOrnb (except 8"'

May) and tllen almost constant up to 200 mb. Beyond 200 mb, KE decreased for all the

days. At the end of landfall i.e., On 8'" May, it is seen that ICE linearly increased from

layer to layer and attained maximum value at 250 mb. After 250 mh, ICE decreased

linearly and a sharp peak was found al 250 mb.

From lite above figure [Fig. 5.4.4(a-c)), it is observed ilial KE was nearly zero al

lhe lower troposphere. KE gradually increased at ilie middle troposphere and then

decreased from upper to the top of the troposphere. At beforc occurcnce, it is secn that

ICEgradually increased up to 300 mb and after landfall it increased up to 400 mh. Bul at
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Chapter 4 Results and Di,eussioll

cyclonc period, KE gradually increased up to 200 mb and three peaks were observed at

this level.

4.2A (b); Energy fluxes

Zonal nUll:of dry ~tatic energy (ZFDSE):

Fig. 5A.5(a-e) shows the variation of wnal fluxes of dl). static energy (ZFDSE) at

different isobaric levels. Before oeeurenee it is found that ZFDSE ",as positive

(eastward) on 2411>of April whereas it was negative (westward) On 25_28" of April at

1000 mb. Beyond 1000 rob it wrncd into positive (eastward) and linearly increased up to

300 mb for all the days. Beyond 300 mb ZFDSE decreased.

At cyclone period [Fig. 5A.5(b)), it is scen that ZFDSE was negative (westward)

for all the days (except 3edMay) from 1000-850 mb. Beyond 850 mb, on 29 April to I"

May, it turned into positive (eastward) and increascd linc3rly up to 250 mb and then

remain constant up to 150 mb and then decreased at 100 mb. On 2"" J\..layit was negativc

(we.tward) fTOm1000-500 mb. Above 500 mb it ttuned into positive and gradually

increased up to 250 mb and then rClfUlinconotant. At the end of cyclone i.e., on 3,4 "1ay,

it was completely po.itive (eastward) with a lower value and at laycr to layer there was

no change of ZOllalflu.x of dry static energy. lltis means that at the end of cyclone lhe

weather remained calm.

After landfall [Fig. 5.4.5(c)), it is seen tltat at 1000 mb ZFDSE was nearly zero

and negative (westward). After 1000 mb, it turned inlo pOoilive(eastward) for all the days

and increased linearly with thc same sign up to 400 mb. Bcyond 400 mb, ZFDSE

decreased gradually up to 100 mb.

From thc above figure [Fig. 5A.5(a-c)), it is observed that, for hef"re oc.:urcncc

and after landfall ZFDSE was very low al 1000 mb, but at cyclone period tbis low valuc

exi.l up 10 700 mb. For all lbe three pha~eo there was a common feature tllat at frrst it

incrca~cd lincarly. For bcfore occurenee 11increased up to 300 mb and for after landfall it

increa~ed up to 400 mb and then decreased gradually for both pbases (i.c., before

occurence and after landfall). Bul at cyclone period, zonal fluxes of dry static energy

reached their bighest value and remain ooru;tant up to 150 mh and thcn dccreaocd at 100

mb.
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Zonal nux of moist static energy (ZFMSE):

Fig. 5.4.6(a.c) shows the variation of zonal flux of moist static energy al different

isobaric levels at different phases of the studied cyclone. From the above figure it is

observed lhat the graph pattern gave the same variation as that of zonal flux of dry slatic

energy which is di.cll.'lscd earliQr [Fig. 5.4.5(a-c)j. There Wa, only difference in

magnitude. 111iswas because zuna! flux of moist slatic energy is simp!.•.an ~ddition of

latent heat content with zonal fluxes of dty _,tatieenergy.

Meridional nUl of dry static energy (MFDSE);

Meridional flux of dry slatic energy (MFDSE) at different isobaric levcls i~ ~holVl1

m Fig 5A.7(a_c). It is observed that, before occurence [Fig. 5A..7(a)1, !"ll'DSE was

positive (northward) on 24.25 of April and it was negative (southward) On 27,28 of April

at 1000 mb. It is also seen that MFDSE {\ueUiatcd for aU the d,w~ from po~itive

(nonhward) 10 negative (southward) and viee-vcrsa at 1000.400 mb. lleyond 400 mb it

turned into positive (except 24 April) and grJduJlly increased and att.lined the highest

value at 200 mb on 27-28 April and at ISO mb on 24-25 APli!. At 100 mh for all the days
it decreased.

At cyclone period [Fig. 5.4.7(b)], it showed that. al 1000 mb !l.IFDSE wa.,

negative (somhwJl"d) for all the days except 1" May. But al 850 mil it was negative

(southward) for all the days e.xcept 30'b April. Beyond 850 mh it mmed into positive

(nonhwMd) for all the days (e:l:eepl Jt tile end of cyclone i.e., on 3,d :'vlJy) and from layer

to layer if increased linearly due to the linear increase of meridional wind component. II

attained the highest valUe at 200 mb. Beyond 200 mb it deereJsed. Il is also observed thJt

Jt the end of cyclone, for moot of the levels (1000-250 mb) fllL\ direction WJS opposite
(southward) compared to the other cyclone days.

After landfall [Fig. 5.4.7(e»), it i~ found that, at 1000 mb MFDSE was positive

(n0l1hwMd) for all the days. Beyond 850 mh it turned into negative (southward) al 700

mb for all the days except 8"' May i.e., al the end of landfall. Beyond 700 mb il is

observed thJt !\-1FDSEincrea&ed linearly up 10250 mb on 6.gthMay and then decreased.

But at the initiation of landfall i.e., on 4-5 May, il is found tiLlt MFDSE was negalive
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Chapler 4 R~~ullsand Discl",ion

(southward) and remain constant from 7()()...•00 mb. Beyond .•00 mb it turned into

positive (northward) and increased linearly wilh the ,arne sign up 10 150 mb on 4" May

and then decreased and again turned into negaliw (southwnrd) at 100 mho !lui on 511>

l\.:L1y,il turned into po,itive (northward) heyond 400 mb and then fluctuated due 10 the

change of wind velocity during landfall,

From the above figure [Fig. 5.4.7(a-e)j, it is observed thaI. at 1000 mb flux

direction was opposite to each other hetween cyclone pcriod and after landfall. It is also

observed that for before occurence and after landfall flux is f1uctuatcd due 10 the change

of wind velocity hut al cyclone period there was no ,uch fluctuation. It increased linearly

from layer to layer up to the upper level of the tropOliphere (i,e .. up to 200 mb). At

cyclone period it is seen thaI atlhe initiation of cyclone period and at the cnd of cyclone

period flux direction wa~ oppo,ite 10 each other i.e., when one positive (northward) the

other is negative (southward) Jnd vlCe-\:ersa.

Meridional flux of moM static energy (MFMSE):

:Fig. 5.4.8(a..,;) shows the -variation of meridional flux of moist slatic energy at

different isoharic IcvEls from 1000-250 mb, At layer 10layer it gave Ih~ samc variation all

th.at of mcridional fluxes of dry static energy which is di,eussed earlier [Fig. 5.4. 7(a+c)].

H~ only Ihe differ~"llcein magnitude. Because moist sialic energy i~ simply an addition

of latent heat content with the dry static encrgy.

'"
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4.2.5 Cyclone::;

Cyclone 5 occured during the period 21 November 1995 10 25 November

1995. To obllerve ils ~before occurence" and ~after landfall" conditions, dala were

analyzed from 16 November 1995 10 30 November J 995, The !rack of the observed

cyclone is sho',l,n in Fig. 3.

4.2.5 (a): Energy components

Sensible heat (SH):

Fig. S.S.l(a-c) shows the varialion of sensible heal (SH) at differenl isobaric

levels al differenl phases of cyclone 5. It is seen thai at day to day Ihere was no

significant change observed for SH. Bul at layer to layer SH decreased linearly and

was minimum allhe top of the lroposphere i.e.. at 100 mb. 'this was due 10 the lower

lemperature at the upper tropospher~,

Potential energ~' (PE):

Thc varialion of polential energy (PE) at different isobaric levels at differenl

phases of cyclone is shown in Fig. 5.5.2(a-c). II is seen thai PE was minimum (near

about zero) al the surface level i.e., at 1000 mb and increased gradually as prcs8ure

decreased. II is also observed that P.E attained maximum value at Ihe top of the

tropo~phere (i.e., at 100 mb) because of higher geopotential heighl at Ihis level.

Latent heat content (LHC):

Lalent beat content (Ure) varialion al differenl i80baric Icvcl, al different

phases of cyclone 5 is shown in Fig. 5.5.3(a-c). Before occurcncc [Fig. 5,5.3(~)] il i.~

seen thaI, from .1000-700 mb, there was no change of LHC for all the days (i.".,

16.11.95-20.11.95). Al 500 mb LHC decreased slightly (excepl 18.11.95) and then

remained conslant up to 300 mb. At 250 mb LHC slightly increased for all fh" days. It

is al80 seen that at 250 mb U-IC increased abruptly at the initiation of cyclone i.e., on

20.11.95

During cyclone penod [Fig, 5.5.3(b)] it is seen that for all the day.~ (e,~cepl

21.11.95) the:re was no observed change oflRC from 1000-300 mb. At lh" 81ar1ingof

cyclone i.e., on 21.11.95 it i8 observed lhal LHC fluctu.l1ed due 10 cloud formation It

is also obllcrved that at middle troposphere i.e. at 250 mb LHC wa~ maximum at the

starting of cyclone (i.e" at 21.11.95) and al the end of cyclone.(i.e" on 25.11.95).
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After landfall [Fig. 5,5.3(c)J it is seen that from 1000-300 mb levels there was

no change ofLHC for all the days (except 27.11.95). On 27.11.95 from layer to la}er

LHC tluctuated. At 250 mb LHC increased abruptly for all lite days (except 26.11.95)

and the value was also same for all the days. From this figure [Fig, 5.5.3(a-c»), it is

observed that there wa.' a common fealllre that at 250 mb for all the days (except 23,

2-1and 26 November) lliC increased and attained maximum value. This was because

middle troposphere is the cloud forming zone.

Kinetic energ)' (KE):

Fig. 5.5A(a-c) shows kinetic energy (KE) variation at different isobaric lewls

at different phases of cyclone 5. From the!ICfigures it is observed that at before

occur("1lce[fig. 5.5.4{al) KE was nearly zero from 1000-700 mb. Beyond 700 mb KE

increa!ICdgradually for aU the days and attained maximum ..•.alue at 200 mb i.e., at the

upper level of the troposphere. Beyond 200 mb KE decreased again.

At cyclone period [Fig. 5,5.4(b)J KE was near about zero from 1000-850 mh,

Beyond 850 mb KE increased gradually for al1 the days and attained maximum value

at 200 mb and then decreased. But at the starting of cyclone i.e., on 21.11.95 th"TC

was difr~-rentfeature. It is observed that after 850 mb, KE increased linearly from

layer to la.•.er and attained mmmnum value at 250 mb. Beyond 250 mb KE was nearly

~ame.
fig, 5.5..+(e) shows lhe .•.ariation of KE at different isobalic le.•.els after

landfall. U is se"" thaI KE was nearly l<'ro from 1000-850 mb. Beyond 850 mb KE

increased gradually from layer to layer (except 26 and 28 Kov.) up to 200 mb and

then decreased. On 26 and 28 Nov. it is observed that from layer to laver KE

fluctuated due to thc randonmess of wind speed. It is also observed that at the starting

of landlJIl i.e., On 26.11.95 KE was maximum at 250 mb dw to higher wind speed

during landfall. From Fig. 5.5.4(a-<:) it is seen that KE was nearly zero allhe lower

level of the InJposphere (i.e" lOOO-700mb), it increased gradually from middle 10

upper level of the troposphere (700-200 mb) and then decreased and was minimum at

lhe top of the troposphere i.e., at 100 mb.

4.2.5 (b): Energ)-' fluxes

ZonlllfluJI: of dry static energy (ZFDSE):

.I1t••variation of zonal flux of dry static energy (ZFDSE) at different isobaric

levels is shown in Fig. 5,5.5(a-c). Here il is observed that al befOl'e occurence [Fig.
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5.5.5(a)] ZFDSE Wasnegative (westward) for all the <laysfrom 1000-850 mb. Beyond

850 mb ZFDSE turned into positive (eastward) direclion and increased gradually from

layer to layer and was maximum at 200 mb. Beyond 200 mb it decreased again.

Al cyclone period [Fig. 5,5.5(b)] it is seen that al 1000 mb ZrnSE was

posilive (eastward) on nand 2+ Nov, 1995 and it wn, negative (we,lward) on 21, 23

and 25 Nov, 1995. At 850 mb it wns pnsitive (eastward) for allihe ll.1ySexeepl althe

end of cyclone ,i.e., 25 Nov.) Beyond 850 mb, it iner~ased grndually and attnined

maximum value at ISOmb and then decreased at 100 mb. Al th~ end of eycloll~ (25"

Nov.) it lSseell\hat ZFDSE was negative (westward) from 1000-300 mhoBeyond 300

mb it turned into positive (~astward) and was zero at 250 mb, After 250 mh il

increased gradually in thc positive dircclillI\ and was maximum at roo mb.

After landfall [Fig. 5.5.5(e)], it is seen that ZFDSE was posili~e (eastward) f",

alllhe days (ex,ept 29 Nov.) at 1000 mb. At 850 mb ZFOSE was negalive (westward)

for all the days (except 26 Nov.). Beyond 850 mb it fumed inlo pm;itive and increased

gradually from layer to Inyer up to 150 mb. At 100 mb ZFDSE decreased for all the

days. At the initiation of landlall i.e., on 26 Nov. it is observed that ZFDSE was

always positive (easlward) from 10()()..100mb md was fluctualed due to change of

wind speed. At the end of landfall (i.e., on 30 Nov.) ZFDSE was eOnslant from 300-

150 mb due 10 no change of wind speed. From }"ig. 5.5.5(a-c) il is observed that

ZI'DSE was ll~gative (w~stward) at 1000 mb for before oceurcnce, ZFDSF. was

posilive (eastw<ll"d)al 1000 mb for after landfall. \I is seen that wind direction was

opposite at 1000 mb for before o<:cunmce and after landfalL But at eycloll~ p~riod

ZFDSE was lxlth positive (eastward) and n~gative(westward) at 1000 mb. It is also

observed thaI at 100 mb Z}TISE decreased for all the days (exccpl on 21~ Nov.) due

to decrease of wind 'P~ed. BUI al the starling of cyclone i.~.. On 21" Nov. ZFDSE

increased up 10 100 mb due to increase of wind speed.

Zonal flux of moist stlttie energ)' (Z}'MSE):

The varialion of zonal flux of moisl static energy (ZFlvlSE) at different

isob.1rie levels is shown in Fig. 5.5.6(a-e). Here il is seen that the graph par/em was

same as that ofZFDSE which was discussed earlier in Fig. 5,5.5(a-c). Here only tlte

difference was in magnitude, Thi:;was because ZFMSE is simply nn addition oflalent

heal content with ZFDSE. H~re it is seen tb.:Jtthe pres.~ure levd wa<;only up to 2S0

mh -ntis was because beyond 250 mb due point temperature was not found. So it was
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nol pos.ib[e 10 calculate latent heat content beyond 250 mb. 'fiu:reforc ZFMSE i.

observed only up to 250 mb lew!.

Meridional JlllXof dry .tati, energy (MFDSE):

The variation of meridional f111Xof dry static energy (MFDSE) is shown In

Fig. 5.5.7(a-e). Here before occurcncc (Fig. 5.5.7(a)1 it is seen Ihat at day to day the

valialion of graph palt~lll was same. But at every layer IVlI'DSE was cbang.;d and

lTl.lintained a zig-rug path due to change of wind speed and direction. It is also

oh>erv>:dthat at the initiation of cyclone i.e., on 20m Nov., at layer to Llyer there was

no change ofMFDSE due to no ehange of wind speed.

At cyclone period [Fig. 5.5.7(b)] it i~ ~een that MFDSE was negative

(southward) for all the d.1YS(except 24 Nov.) fj'om 1000-700 mb. Beyond 700 mb it

lUmcd into positiw (northward) for all the days (except 21~ Nov.) and then increased

gradually up to 200 mb. Beyond 200 mb ~SE decreased for all the days.

After landtilIl [Fig. 5.5.7(c)] it is seen th.11from 1000-300 mb MFDSE was

negative (,outhward) for all the days (except 26 Nov.) Beyond 300 mb it turned into

posilive (northward) for all the days and increased up fo 200 mb. Bcyond 200 mb

iVll'DSE decreased, It i.1ab;o observed lhat at the starting of landfal1 i.e., on 26 Nov.

MFDSE was always positiw (northward) and fluctuated due 10change of meridional

wind componcnt During landfall (26 Nov.) :MFDSEwas maximum at 250 mb due to

higher wind specd at this level From Fig. 5.5.7(a-c), it is observ>:dthaI flu:. direction

was oppo.sile for before occurence mtd aflcr landfall al lOll mb. BUIal cyclone period

flux direction was both nOl1hwardand southward at 100 mb.

Meridional nux of moist ~ta{k energy (MFMSE):

Eg. S,S.R(a_c)shows the VJliation of meridional flux of moist static energy

(MFMSE) at different i~obaric tc,,<:[s,Here il is seen that tIlCgraph pal1cm was game

a.' that of variation of mcridi()nal flu,<e. of dry static energy (1.-fFDSE) which i.

dl'KI",cd ",,,.licJ'm Fig. 5,5,7(a_c). Hcre only tlle difference WaSin magnitude. II is

also observed lhat the pl'e"urc level was only up to 250 mb. lhis was becall.'e beyond

250 mb due point temperalure is not found.
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4.2.6. Cyclone 6

In tltis section a n'don~ is described from November J, 1996 to November 12,

1996. Among the~~days, actual ~cyclone period" wa~November S-7, 1996. To observe its

pre-condition, energy is calculated from I November to 4 November 1996, and this period

is called "before OCCWTence".To observe the post-condition of the observed cyclone,

energ\' is also calculated frorn 8 November 1996 to 12 November 1996. Trus plJIiod is

called :after landfall". The track of this cyclone i, mown in Fig. 3.

-4.2.6.(a): ~;nergy components

Sensible Heat (SH):

Fig. 5,6.1{a-c) mows the variation of sen.~ibleheat (SH) at differenTiwbaric levels.

from these figures il is S~en that """,,ible heaTdecreased linearly as heighTincreased (i.e.,

pressure decrea,>ed).It is observed Ihat for all Thelevels Ihere was no uay Today variation

and the graph pall~m was same as before OeeWTeneeand after landfall. II is 8ee1lThat

sensible beat was maximum at 1000 mb i.e., near to the earth surta~. This was du~ to the
ma:illnum temperaTureal the ~ar1hsurfac~.

I'ot{'olla. energy (PE):

Variation POlential ~n~rgy al differeD! isobarie levels is shown in Fig. S.6.2(a_c).

H~re it ISs~~n fhal poTentialenergy increased lin~arly with inereasing height (i.e., pressure

deere"sed) for before OCCUlTenC~,cyclone period and after landfall. It is aL'lOseen thar all

graph panems were almost same. This wa~ be<:ausepoTential L'llergy is the product of

acceleration du~ to gra\ity and geopotenlial height. At :I ~ertain level for all the days

geopotential hdght was more or less sam~. For this reason for all the levels day 10 day

variation was symmetric and the graph pattern was sam~, After landfalllFig. S.6.2(c)j, af

SOD mb on 12 November it is obset'Vl:dthat there is an abrupt increase of potenTialenergy.

'ntis increase was due 10the sudden increase of gcopotential height on that day compared
to the other day.

'"
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Lawn! Heat COIMnt (LHCl:

Fig. 5.6.3(a.c) shows the variation oflat~nt heat content (UK) at different iwbaric

levels. Before oeewrenee [Fig. 5.6.3(al] it is seen that on first November from WOOmb.

700 mb, LHC de<:reased.Beyond 700 mb it incrcasw linearly. On 2nd November, LHC

decreased at 1000 m1r850 mb. Beyond 850 mb it increased line.rly up to 400 mb and then

decreased. On 3rd and 4th November. it incr~ased up to 700 mb. After 700 mb it

decreased abruptly at 500 mb and Ihm remained constant up to 300 mb After 300 mb it

slightly increased at 250 mb.

Al cyclone period [l'ig. 5.6.3(b)] lalent heat content (LHC) inerea!!Cdslightly from 1000

mb.700 mb for aUthe days. AI the beginning of cyclone day (5.11.96) it increased from

1000 mb and attained maximwn value at 500 mb. Beyond 500 mb il decreased amuptly at

400 mb and then inerc.1Sedslightly up to 250 mb. At 6.11.96.7.11.96 the graph pattern

was g.1mefor aUthe kvels. AI the!ICtwo da'" there wos a very' un.,L1htccondition. At firsl it

increased up to 700 mb, then decreased al 500 mb and remainod constanl up to 400 mb.

Beyond 400 mb it inorea£cdal 300 mb and thcn decreased at 250 mb.

After landfall [Ng. 5.6.3(cl] it is seen that at first latent heat content was unchanged

at 1000 mb.8S0 mb for all the d")"l. Then it decreased at 700 mb witb tbe e"oeption of

8.11.96. At that day (8.lI.96) it increased at 700 mb and then decreased at 500 mb. It

deore'.'I<:dfor aUtlle days al 400mb. Beyond 400 mb it remain unchanged up to 250 mb.

From the .hove figures [Figs. 5.6.3(a-c)] it i, seen that al cyclone period. at Ihe

1x:l9rnringof cyclone (5.11.96) it was maximum at 500 mb due to more latent heat

released. At cyclolle period it L~also seen that at 6.11.96-7. I1.96 there was a very unstable

conditioll. At first it increased, then decreased then remain unclmngcd again increased, at

last it decreased. Latent heat content increased when cloud is formed and decreased due to

the incursion for more water "liapor.After landfall it is also obserwd thaI for aU the daY"

there was no change of lalent heal content beyond 400mb. This wa., due to the lack of

cloud f"lTlIationor there was no incursion of watet' vapor at thC8eregions.
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Kinetic Energy (K}:):

Fig. 5.6.4(a->:)shows the variation oninetic energy (KE) at different isobaric levels

at before occurrence, cyclone period and after landfill. It i~ Seen that before occurrence

kinetic energy was near about zero for all the days at 1000 mb-850 mh. Beyond 850 mb

KE increased up to 200 mb and then decreased.

At cyclone period, KE was near awut same for all the d~ up tn 400 mb. Beyond

400 mb, at the beginning of cyclone d.1y(5.11.96) h,E. increased abruptly at 300 mb and

then decreased. Beyond -1-00mb, at the 2nd day of cyclone it incrc.ascd up to 250 mb and

then decreased. Beyond 400mb at the end of cyclone day (7.11.96) wind is changing at

layer to layer. II increased abluptly at 300 mb. Ihen decreased at 250 mh. It ag.1inincreased

at 200 mb and allained maximum vaiue. BeYond200 mb it decreased at highcr levels.

After landfall [Fig. 5,6.4(e)] it i.~seen thm at firs!, KE was nearly zero al 1000 mb

and then incrCilllCdup to 150 mb for all the days and the'f\ decreased at 100 mb. It l'l al.'lo

observed that after landfallKE wa£ma.ximwnat 200 mb jusl after landfall (8, 11.96) due to

Ihe maxirnwn wind ~peed.

From the above figures [Figs. 5.6.4(a-<o)1it is obserwd that KE was higher in Ihe

region 300 mb-150 mb than the other level. It is al~o seen thaI at cyclone period [Fig.

5.6.4(b}J there w~rc two peaks i.e., maximum KE al 300 mh and 200 mb due 10 the

maxirnwn wind at the end of cyclone day (7.11.96) compared to the other day.

4.2.6.(b): Energy Fluxes

Zonal Flux orDry Statk Energy (ZFDSE):

Zonal flux of dry static energy (ZFDSE) al different i8ob.arielevcL~is shown in Fig.

5.6,5(a-c). Before occurrence [Fig. 5.6.4(a)] it is seen Ihat for all the days (exeepl 2nd

November), al first ZFDSE was negative (westward) up 10700 mb. Hut al 2nd Novcmber

it wa~ negative (westward) rmly at 850 mb. Beyond 700 mb for all the daY' ZFDSE was

positive (eastward) and then increased with the same sign up 10 200 mb duc to the increa~c

of zonal wind componcnt. For ill the days except 4 11.%, beyond 200 mb il decrea~cd at

100mb.

-,
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AI cyclone p.mod [Fig. 5.6.4(b)1 it is observed that for fiNt day of cyclone

(5.11.96) ZFDSE was negative (we~tward) af 1000 mb and maintained the same sign up to

500 mb. For 2nd day ot cyclone (6.11.96) it attained ncar about zero at 850 rob and then

negative (we!ltward) al 700 mb. At the end of cyclone day (7.11.96), ZFDSE was positive

(eastward) for 1000 mb and then decreased at 850 mb and attained the negative value

(westward). Beyond 500 mb for the first day of cyclone (5.11.96) il increased up to 300

mb and then decreased at 250 mb. After 250mb it remain unchangoo up to 150 mb due 10

no change of zonal wind componenl. Beyond 1SOmb it decreru<cdand attained zero at 100

mh.. B~,?>'ond700 mb, for the 2nd day of cyclone (6.11.96) it increased linearly up to 250

mb and then decrea~ed. At the end of cyclone day (7,11.%), beyond 850 mb it increased

linearly up to 300 mb and then decreased at 250 mb due to the decrease of wn.11wind

component. Mer 250 rob it again increased and attained the ma.ximumvalue at 200 mb

and then decreased.

fig. 5.6. 5(c) shows the zonal flu.,,;of dry static cnergy (ZFDSE) at different isobaric

level~ f"r arkr bndfaU. Here it is observed that al lOOOmb-850 mb on 8.11.96 and

11.l 1.96 7FDSE WaSnegative (westward). Beyond 850 mb for aU the d.1ys, it increased

up to 150 mb and then decreased.

From fhe above figures [Figs. 5.6.5(a-c)] it is .'!em that at 1000 mb, before

m:currence and cyclone period, ZFDSE was negative (westward) except at 2.11.96 (for

bcfore occurrence) and at 7.11.96 (al cyclone period). But after landfall, al 1000 mb il was

pOIIitive(ea~tward) for most of rhe d.1Ys.At cyclone period il is seen tft.1!ZFDSE was

maximum at 300 mb and 200 mb Jt Ihe end of cyclone (7.11.96) due 10 the mJximum

wind ,peed. It i, also observed fhal for all the phases [bdore occurrence, cyclone period

and after landfall] beyond 150 mb ZFDSE decreased for alllhe days.

:UlOalFlux of Moist Static Energy (ZFMSE):

Zonal flux of mo~~1static enc:-gy(ZFMSE) at different isobaric level~ is shown in

ligurc 5.G.6(a-c). Before occurrence [Fig. 5.6.6(a)1 for ar the days with the exception of

2nd November. 7.FMSE was ncg.11ivc(wesllvard) al 1000 mb and remain unchanged up to

700 lObwith the same sign. Beyond 700 mb it increa!ledlinearly up to 250 mb.
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At cyclone period [Fig. 5.6.6(b)j it is seen that at Iho beginning of c)-'clnne

(5,11.95), ZF!l.ISEwas negative (westward) at 1000 mh-500 mb. Beyond 500 mb it turned

into positive (eastward) and inerea..ed up to 300 mb and lhen decreased a little al 250 mb.

At the 2nd day of cycl<rne(6.11.96), at 1000 mb and 700 rnb it was negative (westward)

and at 850 mb it was positive (eastward) and nCar about zero. Beyond 700 mb it turned

inl0 positive and increased linearly as pressure decreased, At the end of cyclone day

(7.11.96), at 1000 mb it was positive (eashliard), lhen turned into negative (westward) at

850 mb. Beyond 850 mb it again turned to positive and increased linearly up 10 30n mb.

then decreased a litde at 250 mb.

After landlali [Fig, 5.6.6(e)J it i.'I seen Ihat at 1000 mb, lFl\lSE was negative

(westward) at 1000 mb-850 rnb on 8.11.96 and 11.11.96. Beyond 850 mb fur all the days

(~eept 11.11.96) it increased Iinearlv up to 250 mb. At 11.11.96 it was Ouctuated due to

change of wind velocity.

Meridional FluJ: ofD", Static EnergJ-' (MFDSE):

Fig. 5.6.7(a-e) shows the variation of meridional flu."of dry stalic energy (l\1FDSE)

at different isobaric level,. Before occurrence [Fig. 5.6.7(a)] it ~, seen that MFDSE was

negative (westwacd) at 1000 mb-700 mb. Beyond 700 mb it turned into positive (eastward)

and increased more or less linearly. Beyond 150mil i! de<:reascd.

At cyclone period [Fig. 5,6.7(b)], MFDSI'; was negative (southward) at 1000 mb-

500 mb al the beginning of cyclone day (5.11.96). Beyond 500 mb it turned into positive

(northward) and increased up to 300 mb and then deerellSed, On 6.11.96 NIFDSE wa.'

negative (southward) at JOOOmb, then turned into positive and attained zero at 850mb. At

700 mb it ag.rin turned into negative (southward) and then turned into positive (northward)

and increased linearly up to 250 mb, then decreased. At the cnd of cydone d.1Y(7.11 ,%) it

Waspositive (northward) at 1000 mb and then turned inlo negative (southward) at 850 mb.

Beyond 850 mb it again became positive (norlhward) and inerea.'ed ",ith the same sign up

to 300 mb, then fluctuated due to change of meridional wind component.
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Aftcr landfall [Fig, 5.6.7(c)J it is SCCnthat i\IFDSE was negativc (soulhward) al

1000 mh.850 mb on 8.11,% and I LlI.96. Beyond 850 mb it turncd into positive

(nortlm'ard) and increased lor aUthe days up to 150 mb and thcn decreased. T1is allO secn

thai at 11.11.96 it was flucrnated due 10change nfmeridional wind component.

MeridJonal Flux ofMoJst Static Energy (MFj\{SE):

II.leridiona; flu"" of mOISIsialic encrgy (MFMSE) al different i~obm:ic levels is

shown in Fig. 5.6.8(a-c). Before occurrence [Fig. 5.6.8(a)J it is s~n Ihal "n 1.11.% at

1000 mb-850 mh. MFMSE was zero, then il slightly increased at 700 mh. Bey'>nd 700 mb

it mmed 10 negative (soulhward) and increased IVilh the same sign up 10 300mb. Then

turned inlo positivc al 250 mb. On 2nd November il wa~ fluctuated both in posilive

(northward) and negative (southward) diTCcliondue to change of meridional wind

component and at lasl il tends to zero al 250 mh. On 3.11.96 il L, seen thalll.-JFM:SEwas

zero at 1000 mb.850 mb, then increased abruptly al 700 mb and turned into negative

(.~oulhward) at 500 mh. Beyond 500 mh it again lumcd inlo posilive (nr:>rthward)and

increased \Viththe same sign, attained Ihe maximum value at 250 mhoOn 4,11.96 :\IFMSE

was zero at 1000 nlb-700 mb and lhen increased linearly up 1" 250 mb.

At cyclone period [Fig. 5.6.8(b)J M1;MSE was lero and neg.1tivo(';0ulhward) for

aUthe days at 1000 mh. Beyond 1000 mb it inoTCOLICdin Ihe negative direchon al ~51lmb.

111enremain ncar about unchanged wilh the same sign in Ihe region 8'Oml'o-40Ilmb.

Bqond 400 mb it turned inl0 positiv~ (northward) and increased. But at the end of

cyclone (7, 11.96) it lends 107.eroal 250 mb.

After landfall [Fig. 5.6,8(e)J it is seen that for aUthe day, :\'fl-'MSEwas negalive al

toOOmb and then inerealled in the negative (southward) dirc~tion up to 701lmb. Beyond

700 mb ilremain unchanged up 10400 mh and then dooreased wilh the same sign up 10

250 mb exceplll ,11.96. On 11.11.96 il turned into positive (northward) at 250 mb.

From the above discussion it is ob'e1vcd thai before occurrenOe meridional flme,

ofmoisl slatic energy Wasposilive (northward) for all the days (except some region).md it

Was complelely negative (southward) for after landfall. BU! al cyclone period [Fig.

'"
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5.6.8(bl] I\tFMSE was neg:lIivc up to.wo mb for aU the days and then lUmcd into positive
direction,
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4.2.7. Cyclone 7

A cyclone formed in the Bay of Bengal from 28 Nov. 1996 to 3 Dec. 1996 is

explained in thi~ section. This period is caUed ~cyclone period". To ob~erve its pre-

condition, energy is calculated from 23 Nov. 19961027 Nov, 1996, and th.i>period is

called ~1x:foreoccurrence". To observe the posl condition of the observed cyclone, energy

is also calculated from 4 Dec, 1996 10 8 Dec. 1996 TItis period is called "after landfaU".

The movCfficntof this cyclone i~ shoWllin Fig. 3,

4.2.7.(a): Energy components

SensIble Heat (SH):

Fig. S.7.1(a-c) shows the variation of sensible heat (SH) at different isobaric levels

for three phas~ of the analyzed cyclone. From these figures it is seen that sensible heat

decreased as pressllrt decreased, It is also ob~ervcd thaI SH wai rnamnum al 1000 mb

(near 10 the swface) due to maximum temperarnre at the carth gUlfacc compared to the

other level.

Potential Energy (pF:):

TIle variation ofPotentia\ omergy(PE) at different isobaric levels at different phases

of cyclone occurring 28.11.96-03.12.96 is shOM!in Fig. S.7,2(a-c), From these figures il is

~(lCll that PE increased lincmiy as height increased (i.e. pre.sw-e d"",r",,~ed). There is a

linear relationship between potential encrgy and geopotential height (2). It i. seen that the

aJDOlllllof }'E al aUpha'le~wa~ same and there was no day to day varialion in each phase.

II is also observro that for all the phases (before occurrence, cyclone period and after

landfall) it was maximum at thc upper level oflhe lmpo'phere. 11lere i_~no effecl of PE on

Ihe eyelo:le,

Latent Heat Content (LHC):

Fig. 5.7.3(a-c) show:s!hc !alcnl heal conlenl (LHe) variation of c\'c\onc at different

phases (Before occum:nce, cyclone periml and after landfall) of a cyclone. BetOre

occurrence [Fig. 5,7.3(a)), al 1000 mb we Wa~same for all the days, then it decreased

'"
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up to 700 mb. Beyond 700 mb at 23.11.96 and 25.11.96 it iocrea.'<Cdwith J fluctuation

and finally decreased at 250mb. For 24.11.96 Jod 26.11.96 after 700 mb it increased

gradually up to 250 rob. Beyond 700 mb for ju~t beforc cyclone (27.11.96) it Wal;

approximately constant up to 300 mb, then there ",as sudden increa,e Jt 250 mh and

attained maximwn value.

At cyclone period [Fig. 5.7.3(b)] J.HC was same for all the days at 1000 mb then

slightly decreased (without 3.12.96) at 850 mb. In the region 850 rnb-400 mb l.HC wa.~

almost constant. Beyond 400 rnb it increased for aUthe days except 3rd day of cyclone. On

29.11.96 it decrc;)Scdat 250 mb. At the end of cyclone (3.12.96) tHe inereMed gradll.'illy

up to 700 mb and then decreased at 500 mb. Beyond 500 mb it ag.1inincrc;)Sed linearly

and attained th~ highest value at 250 mb (middlc of the troposphere).

After landfall [Fig. 5.7.3(e)] it is seen lhat I.He w,s increased and decrcased nature

with a fluctuation. At 500 mb we observed that it dcerca,ed for all the days. Tbis was due

to the no cloud formation. Latent heat content is the indication of the cloud formation.

From the above figures [Fig. 5.7.3(a-c)] it is observed that just before C)'clone

(27.11.96) LHC w;)Smaximwn at 250 mb because then more cloud is formed at that level.

At thc cnd of cyclone (3.12.96) it is also seen that LIIC gradually increased (without

500mb) and attained maximum value at tb. middle of the troposphere (250 mb). TIllS is

the cloud trimming zone and released latent heat at the level.

Kinetic Energy (KE):

Fig. 5.7.4(a-c) shows the variation of kin.tic energy (KE) at different isobaric

levels. From Fig. 5.7.4(a) it is seen that for aU the days KE was a!m(JMzero from 1000

mb-850 mb :md then increased linearly up to 200 mb. Beyond 200 mb it decreased and

attained minimum value at 100 mh.

At cyclone period [Fig, 5.7.4(b)] KE was almost zcro ,t 1000 mb-850 mb for aU

the days and tbell increased up to 200 mb. 11decreased for aUtli. days beyond 200 mb. It

i, a)'o seen that at the middle of the tropo'phere (400 mb-150 mb) KE wa.~ large

compared to the other level.
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After landfall {Fig. 5.7.4(e)] it is .een tltnt KE increased with a fluctuation fium

1000 mb up to 200 mb for aUday. (without 7.12.96) and then decreased. But for 7.12,96

it increased up to 150 mb and thm decreascd.

From the above figures [Figs. 5,7.4(a-c)] it is seen that KE. Wa, large in the region

400 mb-150 mb for all the phases compared to the other level. Kinetic energy incr~ased

linearly at 1000 mb.200 mb for before occurrence and cyclone period. It is also seen that

at cyclone period KE wns maximum at 200 mb because of higher wind speed at thc

beginning of cyclone (28.11.96). It is also observed that fOf all the pha~C8 (before

occurrence, cyclone period, and after landfall) there was a eonunon fcatufe that beyond

200 mb KE decreased (except 7.12.96).

4.2.7.(b): Energy nuxcs

Zonal Flux of Dry Static Energy (ZFDSJ<:):

Fig. 7.5 (a-c) shows the variation of 7.onal nuxe, of dry stalic energy (ZFDSE) at

differCllt isobaric levels at different phases (before oe~urrcncc, cyclon~ period aml aft~r

landfall) of a cyclonc occuroo on 28.11.96.3.l2.96. For all the phase> (Fig. 5.7.5(a-c)]

graph panem was nearly same (with some e:.:ceplion) i.e .. from 1000 mb-200 mb it

increased as pressure decTca->edi.e., height increased, Beyond 200 mb for aU the phaoo" it

decreased due to d~Cfcase of zonal ",ind component at the upper levcl of the troposphere.

Before occll1Tence and after landfall, at 1000 mb ZEDSE was posim-c (~aslWard) for aU

the days. But at cyclone period it was positive and negatiw at 1000 mb. It is seen that on

30.11,96-2.12,96 it fluctuated and maintained with a zig-rug path. This n:vc~kd lhat ~l the

midtime of cyclon~ (30.11.%-2.12.96) the weather was very unstable i.e., layer to lay~'1"

wind velocity was changing, It is also ob'~rved th~t at 200 mb ZFDSE was maximum at

the starting of the eyelone (28.11.96) compared to tlte other day. TIllS mealt.'l that at that

day zonal wind component was highest at 200 mb.

Zonal Flux of Moist static energy (ZFMSE):

Zonal flux of moi~t static energy (ZFMSE) at different isobaric levels al different

pltast:S i.e. before oc~urren~e, cyclone period and after landfall is shown in rigs. 5,7.6(a-c).

•
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For all thc phascs [Fig. 5.7.6(a-c)] it is soon that ZFI\ISE increasc-dlincal1yfrom 1000 mb-

250 mb. But after landfall [Fig. 5.7.6(c)] it is also sccn that on 5.12.96-7.12.96 it increased
with a fluctuation and maintained a zig-zug path. 'TIliswas due to the change of lanai wind

componenl al lay",,"to layer.

Before OCCUfTenceand at cyclone period [Fig. 5.7.6(a-b)] Ihe graph pattern was

symmetric, The only difference wa.>that before occurrencc day to day variation at every

layer was ncarly same or clooe to each other. But at cyclone period day to day varialion at

every layer was largc. Before occurrence and lifter landfall, at 1000 mb it was positive

(eastw;u-d). But at cyclone period for two days (28. J L% and 30.11,96) it was positive

(ea~tward) and for ""0 days (29.11.96 and 1.12.96) it was zero and at the end of cyclone

(2.1296-3.12.96) il was negative (westward) at 1000 mb, Ibis reve~lcd that at the end of

cyclone (2.12.96-3.12.96) ?.onalwind component ehangL"SiI, direction al the surface level

(i,e. at 1000mb).

Meridional Flux ofD!)' Static Energy (MFDSE):

Fig. S.7.7(a-c) shows the variation of meridional tJuxcs of dry static energy

(MFDSE) at different isobaric levels. Before occurrence [Fig. 5.7,7(al] it i, .'AA-"tlthai for

all the days (23.11.96-27.11.96) MFOSE fluctuated at each level holh in positive

(northw.rrd) and ncgative (soulhward) direction. This was du~ 10 [he ehange of Ilfind

velocity al eaeh Icvel for alllhe days. 11is also seCn thaI at 25.11.96 il was ncarly constant

for 400 mb-200 mhoThis revealed that in this region there was a steam' wind at thaI day.

At cyclone period [Fig. 5.7.7(a)J it is seen that at 1000 mb, from the beginning of

cyclone (28.11.96.30.ll.96) it was negative (southward), theTIOn 1.12.% it was positive

(northward). At the end ofeycJonc (3.12.96) it WaSZero. From 1000 mb-700 mb, MFDSE

increased gradually for all the days. BL'Yond700 mb at 28.1 1.96 it increased linearly up to

300 mb and theTIdecreased gradually up to 150 mb. AI 100 mb it tumcd into negative

(southward). Beyond 700 mb, on 29.11.96 il incrcased up to 300 mb and then decreased

On 3.12.96 it increased up 10 150 mb. There l' an interesting maner on 29.11.96 and

3.12.% in cyclonc period in the region 300 mb-lOO mb. In this region when onc increased
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t11en the other deere~sed. At the middle period of the cyclone 00.11.96-2.12.96) it

incrca,ed ",th J fluctuation bolh in direction (northwJrd and southw~rd) up to 150mb and

then decreased both in direction [northward and southward) at 100 mb.

After landfall [Fig. 5.7.7(c)I it is seen thm al 1000mb for all the d.1Y'/l.1FDSEwas

negative (SOuthw;lrd). It increased to the positive (northward) direction for all the days

except at the end of landfall (8.12.96). On 8.12.96 it wa~ negative (southward) up 10 500

mh, then it increased linearly up to 200mb and then d~creased. At the starting oj" landfall

(4.12.96) i\1FDSE increased linearly up to 300 mb Jnd t11ende~reascd up 10 150 mh. At

100 O1bil changed ils direction from POSitlve10n~gative.

Meridional Flux ufMoi.t Static Energy ~1l<'MSE):

Fig. 5.7.8(a-c) shows the vJriation of meridional flux of moist statie L'TICrgy

(1-1FlIASE)at different isob~ri~ levels for before lIccu!Tt'nce. cyclonc period and after

landtan. Before occurrence [Fig. 5.7.8(a)] the graph pattern was ~am~ as Fig. 5.7.7(a)

which is discussed ~arlier. This was because lVlFl\,ISEis simply an ad{l!lionof l~tent heat

content with MFDSE.

Al eyclonc pcnod [Fig. 5.7.8(b»), l\1FMSF. al 1000 mb WJSnegative (,oulhward)

tor all the days except 1.12.96. Then it increa~ed linearly to thc po~iliw direction as

pressure dccn::a,ed (height increased) up to 300 mb. But ~I 500 mh and 400 mb for

1.12.8.96 and 2.12.96 it was negative (southward) due to the change of wind direction and

then tend to pO.ilive (northward) direction. II is also seen that at 250mb for all the days

LVIF1vfSEdecreased siightly.

After landfall it is seen that at 1000 mb for aU the d.lYSMFMSE wa~ negative

(southward) and then turned into positive and increased linearly up 10250 mh.

From the ~bove figures [Figs, 5.7.H(a-c)j it is observed that at cyclone period

MI'1vISEwas maximum at starting of cyclone (28,11.96) al 300 mb compared 10the other

days. This was due to the high wind ~pccd at that day. It is a1soob,crvcd that at 250 mb

!vfr'MSE decreased slightly at cyclone period but after landfall it increa,ed.
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4.3 Energy and .•.ariables at different cyclonic l'hll.,es

The encrgv and variables of the studied cyclones are analyzed at Ihl'ir dilfcn:nt

phases named Phase I(Bcfore occurrence), Phase 2(CycJonc period) and PIlJlIe 3(After

landfall).

4.3.1 Cyclone 1

Cyclone I is occurred from 5 I'.lay to 9 :Vlay1990 ovcr the Bay of Bengal. lls

eoergy and variables arc discussed here.

4.3.1 (a): Energy components at different phases

Sensible heat (SIt):

Fig. 6.I(a) shows the varialion of sensible heat (SH) al different phases of a

sludied cyclone 1. It is seen that at phase] (before occurrence) SH was It>wbut al phase

2 (cyclone peri"';) SH was high. TIris was due to the increase of temperature at cyclone

period. But at phase 3 (aftl'r landtall) SH was again low and near about the same as phase

L

Potential energy (PE):

FIg. 6.1(b) mows the variation of Potential energy (PE) at different phases of

cyclone I. It is seen that PE was ma:l:imumal cyclone period (phase 2). This was because

at cyclone period there e:l:isledvery low pressure and for this reason geopotential height

increased.

Latent heat content (LHC):

lbe varialion of Lalenl heat eonlent (LHe) al different phases of cycione I is

shown in Fig. 6.1(1'). It is observed Ihal I.RC was same at phase I and phase 2. But at

phase 3 (after landfall) tHe increased. This was because at this pha,c morc cloud is

fanned and released latent heat that increased Ihe magnitude of [atenl heat content.

Kinetic energy (KE):

Tbe variation of kinetic energy (KE) al differenl phases of cyclone 1 is shown in

Fig. 6.1(d). AI phase I (before occurrence) KE is higher than al phase 3, 'This was

bccause at phase 1 low pressure is just fonned and wind speed increased a lirtlc bit. But at
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phJse 2 (cyclone period) KE was maximum compared to phJse I and phas~ 3. This

~ignifies the maximum wind speed at eyclOll~period,

Total energy (fE):

Fig. 6.I(e) shows the variation of IOlalenergy (TE) at diff<:rcntphaseg of ey~lone

1. It is seen that the total energy wa~ maximum al cyclone period (ph;lS~2). Because at

cyclnne period '!rnsibk heat, potential energy and kinetic energy wa~ maximum

compared to before OCCWTeneeand after landfall.

4.3.1 (b): Variables at different phases

Temperature:

Time-temperature graph is shown in Fig. G.1(f), It is observed thM al phJ.~e 1 the

temperature was very uru;table i.e., .11 time to time lemperature fluCUIMed.Bul at phase 2

(cyclone period), at first it increased abruptly and then maintained near about a constant

value. Scnsibl~ heal was maximum at this phase beeaus~ "f increase in temperature. Al

phase 3 it is slightly increased on 12, May 1990 and then decreased,

Wind spct'd:

nle variation of wind speed with tim~ i~ shov.n in Fig. 6.J(g) It is seen that at

phase 1 wind speed decreased on rdMay 1990 and then it increased up to 40thMay 1990

and again decreased on 5'" May 1990. But at phas~ 2 (cyclone period) wind speed

increased and attained maximum value on 6" May and then decreased gradually. At

phase 3 it increa.~edat the time oflandfaH and th~'fldecrea,ed at the end of landfall. From

this figure [Fig. 6.1 (g)J, it is ,een that at these three phaBe!>there were three peah. But at

eyclone period (phase 2) the peak w", maximum. For this rca'''n "C observed thaI Kr,

was maximum at this stage.

Wind diI'('ction:

Time-wind direction graph at different phases "flhe studied cyclone I is sho"n in

Fig. 6.1(h). At pllJse 1 (1-4 MiJy, 1990) i.e.. before occurrence, on 2,d May wind

direclion wag nOl'\\'esterly (180-90), on 3'" !\1ay it WaBnoreastcrly (180-270) and on 4'"
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May it was nOlWeslCrly(180-90). At phas~ 2 (S-9 :\!a).' 1990) i.e., cyclone period, on S'h

May wind direction was norea.terly (180-270), on 6"' May it WasnOlwe.terly (1SQ..9{1),

on fh May il was noreastcrly (lSO-270), 00 8"'May il was OOlwesterly(l80-90) and al

the ~nd ofeyclone i.e" on 9"' May il wa, again norea,leriy (lSD-nO). Al phose 3 (10-13

Nov) i.e., during landfall wind direction w", southward (norlherly).

4.3.2 Cyclone 2

Cyclone 2 is oceurred from 16 December 1o 18 December 1990 over Ihe Bay "f

Bengal. Its energy and variables arc discussed here,

4,3.2 (a): Energy components al different phases

Sensible heat (SII):

Figure 6.2(a) shows the variation of sensible heal (SH) at different phases of a

.tudied cyclone 2, l! is seen that al phase 2 (cyclone period) SIr was ma.l.;mum compared

to ph.:JseI and phase 2. This was because at c~'clonepenod temperature inel'ea!lCdand so

sensible heat increased But at phase 3 SH was minimum. This was because after landfall

heavy rainfall occurred and temperature decrcased so sensible hc:Jtdecreased.

Potential energ.v (FE):

The variation of potenlial energy (PE) at diffe",nl pha,es of cyclone 2 is shown in

Fig. 6.2(b). From this figure it is seen thm PE was very high al phase l(before

occurrence). This was bccaus~ just before cyclone low pressure i, fonne,l and

geopot~nlial height (z) increased so increased potential energy.

Kinetic energy (K~;);

Fig. 6.2(e) shows the variation of l..inetie energy (KE) at dlfferenl phases of

cyclone 2. It is obs~rved tho'llteE was low 0'11 the very beginmng of cyclone i,e,. at phase

I. Then il increased and attained maX-imumvalue al cyclone period (phase 2). AI eyclone

period wind sp~ed was maximum and for this KE attained ma:Wnum value. Then it

decreased at phase 3 but it was higher 1han pha,e 1. This was hecause up to that time

(during landfall) there eX-istssome wind speed.
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Chapter 4

Latent heat content (LEe):

The variation of latent heat conlent (LHC) at differ<mt phme~ of cyclone 2 is

shown in Fig. 6.2(d). At phase 2 (cyclone period) LHC was higher than ~t ph~.e I (before

oecuJTcnc~) and ~l pha..~ 3 (during landfall). h i. 'een lhat at pha'e :2 temperalure

increased due 10release oflalcnt heat and as a r~sult LHC increased.

T(ltal energy (rE);

The variation oftolal energy (TE) at different phases ofcyc1one:2 is shown in Fig.

6,2(c). From this figur~ it is obs~Twd that total en~Tg)-'was minimum after landfall (pha",

3) and m;v,.imumat cyclone period (phosc 2). After I~ndfnll tOlal en~rgy wa, minimum

b<,-..;aus~of minimum sensible hcal and minimum lalont heat contenl at this stag~. Al

cyclone period total energy was maximum because at lhi, ,t~ge ~II the "'lerg)-'

comp'ments were maximum except potenti~1energy

4.3.2 (b): Variables at different phases

TEmperature;

nl~v~riation of temperature with time ot different phose, of ".clon~ 2 i, ,hm"ll
in Fig. 6.2(t). At ph•.,e I, temp"r.lure incre~sed on 12 D~e. 1990 .nd then decreased. At

phase 2 (cyclone period), at fir~t tcmperalllre inorco,eoi then ucoreased and Dgain

increascd. At this stag~ more Qr less temperature inerc:,scd Duting i:mdf.11temperature

increased on 20 Dec., then decreased and attained minimum valuc al the end of landLll1
(23l)ec.l990),

Wind speed:

rig. 6.2(g) ,how. Ihe val'iati'lll of wind ",pe~<lwilh lime 01 Jiffercnt pha,~s "f

cyclone 2. n is s~~nthai at pha", 1 and phose :2\\-'indspeed was nC,lrabout ,arne and the

variation was not so diffcr. After landfall (pha~ 3), it is observed thai on 11 Dec. 1991l

wind speed increased abruplly and reached 10the maximum value and then reduced to the

same value as befON(phase 2).
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\Viml dir~rtion:

Fig. 6.2(h) .,how", Time"wind direction graph at difter""l pha,~., or ~vclonc 2,

From Ihis gr.lph it is scen lhat al phas~ I, (11-15 Dec J990) on ]2~ n~c, wind (Iirection

was ;"utheaster!y (2io-360). lhen from 12-14 Dec, wind dif~cti"n wa, Jl0I1h",ard i,e.

southerly (360) Jnd on IS" Dec. i.e, al lhe iniliation of ~ycIone \,ind dlfCction wa~

ca'tw<lrd i.~..WC,I~rJy(90). At phase 2 (l6-1 ~ Dec, 1990) i.e . cyclone period, [or .111the

limc wind directi'lIl \ViiS~asl\Vard i.e" we,!crly (90), At phJ~~ 3 (19-23 Dec 1990) i,e"

aller land£lIJ wind dir~elion 1-'.,1Snorthward ["'ulb~r1y ('1(,0)].

4.3.4 C}'c1(ln~3

Cyclone 3 i~occulTed [rom 25 Aplil to 30 April 1991 over the nay of Dcngal. It,
energy and vMiabl~s are discus.'cd here.

4.3,3 (a): Energy components at different phases

&nsiblc heat (Sin:

Fig. 6.3(a) shows lhe variation ofsensibIc heat (SH) at diflerenl pitas,;, of C\cl()n~

3. h i~ob.erved ill"1SH was low al pha.c I an(l phase 2 and itw"s "car ahout thc ,"1lI~.

Bul al phasc .1 (afio, landfall) it wa. ma~imum compJl'ed 10plia.e 1 :md ph,,,c 2. This

Wa, because aller Ia"dfall latent heal reJea~ed and /01' lhis lcmperalul'~ increased so SII
incrca.~d.

Potentia! enc~y (PE):

TIle varialion of potenlial energy (PEl ,It difkrcnl pha~e, of cl'CJ"ne J i, shown in

Fig, G..l(lt). From lhis fi6'llre il i. ,een lilal ltd"," cydone (phase 1) PE i.' slightly lughel

tha" :It philse J (aileI' IandblJ). 'I'h" i, hccall'e jn,1 befor~ cydone (pha.e 1) .1 1,,1'

pressure is formed and geopolcnrial height in~rcascd and w 1'E mcrea~ed. BUl at eydollc

period (phasc 2) PE was ma.\imllm dllc 10 the maximum incrca,c ofgcopOlcnliai height.

Latl'lIllleat eOlltent (LHC):

Fig. 6.3{c) sh()ws the variation of laknt hoal conlcnt (UIe) at diDcront pha~c. of
cyclone 3. Al plLl'e 1 tHe was very Iv", due 10n() [mmatiotl of dou,t. But al ph:"o ~

'"
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(cyclonc period) and phm;e 3 (after Landfall)lliC was very high and ncar about the same

(at pwse 3 it was slightly high). This high value of LHC was an indication of more cloud

formation at cyclone period and after landfall.

Kinetic energy (KE):

The variation of kinetic energy (KE) at different phases of c.vcl0lle 3 is shown in

Fig. 6.3(d). From this figure it is ohserved that KE Was low at phase] and phase 2. Bm at

phase 3 KE was maximum due to high wind sp~d.

Tolal energy (TE):

The variation of lotal energy at different phases of cyclone J is sho\\on in Fig.

6.3(1'). At phase I (before occurrence) tolal energy was very low due to the IOlwr energy

components at tltis phase. At phase 2 and phase 3 total energy was high and was

ma"imum al piusI' 3. TIlls Was because different energy components were maximum

(except PEl at phase 3,

4.3.3 (b): Variables at different phases

Temperature:

The variation of temperature with time at different phmles of cyclone J is shown

in Fig. 6.3(f). From tlris figure it is observed that at phase I, phase 2 and phase 3 the

variation oftemperarure with time was near about the same. But on 24 April 1991 the

temperature was slightly low and on 5thMay 1991 the temperarure was slightly high. At

phase 3 lhis slightly high temperature was the result of high sensible heat at this phase,

Wind speed:

Fig. 6.3{g) shows the vanation of wind speed •••'ith time at different phases of

cvclone 3. It is observed that wind speed at different phases ch.1l1gcdwith time and

maintained a rig-rug path. Here at time to time wind speed increased and decreased so

that the weather was vcrv unstable. It is also observed that after landfall (phase 3) wind

speed increased and attained maximum value Oil 4.5 l\1ay 1991. This w~lSwhy KE was

maximum after landfall.
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()~~llll'Ctlfi'om ~5-_,()'\priI1991. AI ph,,,~ 1 (2n-~4 AJll'i11991) i,~.. h~rol'~o~~urr~I1l'''.
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4.JA Cydonl'./

Cyc1om'./ i~"~,'unwl from 29 April 10J ,\1.1" 1')94 OI'Cr tIw Bal' "f Ikllg;ll, II"

4.3,4 (a): Energy components at different phases

Srll,ihlr hrat (SH):

i"ig. 6.4(J) <;hol" thc val"llllion or ~en,;bk h~at (~rf) Jl (li(ri;r~Jll~l di(f~r~JlI

phJ'~,\ or~.I'don~ 4. From lhi~ figur~ il i.1oh~~",~d thallr(Jllll'h,lS~ I 10pb,1SCJ wn.'lhk

heal incr~Jsed grJdu;l1JyJnd it lVa~rnJximul1lat plws~.' L"" "tkT lJn<lbl1. ;\1 ph".\c J SH

IV"' TlIaximumbee,lu-,~at th;~pl,"~c lemp~l'.1nll~wa, IllJ>:;I1lIiIll.

Potrnti,,1 flll'rgy (P~:):

rhe variJlion or potcnl;Ji en~rgy (1'1:.)v11l'i"lion,It dilT~1ent phJ,~s of eyd [)n~.• is
shown ][]Fig. (i,4(b). Fmm phJ'~

th,lt al phasc I 1'10Iva, ma\illlUm
1 10phJsr 3. PF' i~grJdually deer(;'I,~d. II j~()1"~rved

Thi."W.1Sb~eJuscjusl hclOlC,'yd"ne (plw,~ l)" lo\\'
prcssule i.~formed, .,0 gcopotential h~ight (7) ill~rCa~ed,This incrc"~c of gcopotcIl1;,,1
height increJs~d I'F.Jl this phJ,c,

LJll'llt hral contrnt (Ll IC):

Fig. (,..•(l) ~ho\V~the v,lriJtinn of btCITlh~:,I ~ont.;JTI(U lC) "I dill~, ,'llI pi","", of
c.vcl()n~4, fkl~ il T.,sc,'n lhJI IJIC lO~"';';ISl'dgl,,,ln;,n, ,md "llain~<lllla\ill"lIll l"'llll~JI. .
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phase 3. At this phase more cloud fonned and released more laterl! heat ~o that LHe

illcreased. As a rc.ult heavy raillfall occur during l~ndf.11l.

Kinetic energy (KE):

Variation of kinetic energy (KE) at different pha~es of cyclone of i~ shown in Fig.

6.4(d). Here KE wa~ high at phase .1campared to pha~e 2. TItis was hecame at phase .1

timt before occurreoce) a low pressure is fonned and strong willd was blowing. Rut it is

observed that at pha.e 3 (after landfall) KE was maximum again due to high wind speed.

Total energy (TE):

TIle variation of total energy al different phases of cyclone 4 i~ shoMi in Fig.

6.4(e). Here it is seen th.:lt total energy was low at phase 1. Al phase 2. it increaJIed and

attained maximum value at phase 3. TItismaximum lotal energy at phase 3 was due to the

maximum energy components (except PEl at this phase.

4.3.4 (b): Variables at different phases

Temperature:

Fig. 6.4({) shows timc-temperature graph. At phase 1 it is seen that, at first

temperature illcreased and then decreased. Similarly at phase 2, at fir.l lemperature

increased and then decreased But al phase 3, temperature increased and became

maximum and then maintained a constant valuc. Due to this increase in temperature

sellsiblc heat was maximum at this phase (phase 3).

Wind speed:

The variatiOll of wind speed at different phases of cyclone 4 is shown in Fig.

6.4(g). At phase 1 for first three days (24-26 April) wind speed wag near about the same.

Beyond that (i.e., after 26 April) every day wind speed changed i.e., increased or

decreased. At the end of phase 3 (8 May 1994) it is observed fhat wind speed increased

abruptly and was maximum. For that KE was maximum al phase 3.

'"
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\Vind direction:

Time-wind direction graph at different phJses of c~'clone 4 occurcll from 29

April.) May is shown in Fig. 6.4(h). It is observed that at pha~c 1 (2+-28 April), on 2+-26

April wind dircction was nnreaslerly (170-180). on 27 April it was southwesterlv (90.0),

on 28 April wind direction was southeasterly (270-360). At phase 2 (29 April-3 May) i.e.,

cyclone period, on 29 April wind direction was noreaslerly (270-.180). on 30 April it was

southwcslcrly (90-0), On ," May wind direction Was nOlWeslcrly (9IH80). on 2ndMay il

was soulhwcsterly (90-0), and al the end of cydone i,c., on 3'0 M~y wind direclioll was

soulhcasterly (270-360). At pha.~e 3 (4-8 May) i.e.. during land£111it i~ "hs<:rved 111.11

wind direction wa, southward i.e.. northerly (180).

4.3.5 Cyclonr 5

Cyclone 5 is occulTCdfrom 21 },"ovt:mbcr1025 Novcm"er 1995 over thc Bay of

Bcng~l, Its energy and vanablcs are discus~cd here.

4.3.5 (a): Energy components at different phases

Sensiblr heat (SII):

Fig. 6.5(a) shows the variation ohcu,jhle heat (SH) at dift'-'rcnt pha,~, of cvclllne

5. It i., "Me:rvt:d lhat at ph,lSC 1 (bt:fore occurence) SH Wa.• high compared 10 tht: olher

two phases i.e., phase 2 (cyclone p<lriod)and pha.<e3 (during ianllfall). TItis wa, hecause

just before cyclone atmospheric temperature incrca~ed that incr~ased Sf:! at b~rore
cyclone,

Potflltial ellerg}':

The variallon of potential energy at different phas~5 of cyclone 5 i~ shown in Fig.

6.5(b). Here it is seen that at phase 2 (cyclone period) and phase 3 (during landfall) PE

was high compared to phase' (before rlCCurence). 1'his high PE wa, due to higher

geopolential height at these WiO phases (i,e .. phase 2 and phase 3).
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Lat<'nt h~at content (LHC):

The v.mJtion of latent hcat content (LHC) at difrcr~nt phJses of cyclone 5 i.

shown in Figure 6.5(e). Here it L~seen thJt al phase I (before occurcnce) LHC wa,

maximum compared to phailC2 and phase 3. Here at phase I temperature WJShigh, W

more water evaporate and then eondcn~cd and released morc 1Jtcnt h~JL llris is why at

pha~~ I LHC was high.

Kinetic enrrgy (KE):

Fig. 6.5(d) show~ lh~ variation of kinetic energy (KE) al differ~llt pha~~ of

cyclone 5. It is secn that at pha~e J (bcfore occurence) KE wa~ minimum due to lower

wind speed. BUI al phase 2 i,e.. at eyclonc pcriod KE increascd and attaincd maximum

valuc ai phase 3 i.e., during landfall. Here we ob,erved thJI during l.wdfa!l KE \Va,

maximum due 10higher wind ~pced

Total energ)' (TE):

The variation of total encrgy at differ~nt ph"s~, (If cyclo(l~ 5 i, ,hown in Fig.

6.5(e). Here wc observed that Jt phasc I (before occurenee) tot~l ~n~rgy was lrigh

compared to phas~ 2 and phase 3. The effect of "Gnsible heat is much morc on IOl.a1

energy. Here wc ,,;'served dIal at pha~e 1 SH was higher. \Ve al~o ob~cr\'ed lhal LHe wa.

also higher al phase I. So total energy was maximum at pha~e 1. It l' also observed tbat

during landfall (phasc 3) total energy minimum due to lower SH and LHC.

4.3.5 (b): Variables at dffferent phases

Temperaturt':

The variation of temperature with time at differenl phase. of cycloue 5 is sho\\n

in Fig. 6,5(f). From this figure it is observed that at phase 1 (16-20 Nov.) on 16-18 Nov.

1995 temperature was near aboul the same. On 18-19 Nov, temperJlure decreased

abrnplly. At phase 2 (21-25 Nov,) i.e., at eyclone period, it is '1centhat at the initiation of

cyclone (2ot~ Nov.) temperature incrcJscd abruptly and then increased gradually up to

24L~Nov. At the end of cyclone i.e.. at 25'" Nov. kmperature decrea,ed abruptly. Al

phase 3 (26-30 Nov.) i.e., during landfall lemp'~rature decrea,ed,
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Wind speed:

Fig, 6.5(g) shows the vari3tion or wind speed with time at difterent ph3ses of

cyclonc 5. At pha~e I (16-20 Nov. 1995) I.e" before occurencc wind .~peed fluctuated

from \6-19 Nov. At !he initiation of cyclone (20-21 Nov.) wind speed increased abruptly,

At phase 2 (21-25 Nov.) i,e" during cyclone wind 'peed decreased 0112nd and 3'" dav

(I.e., 22-23 Nov.) and then increased gr3dll<ll1yup to 26,1,Novemher i e.. d",ing landf.ll1.

At phase 3 (26-30 NOll,) i.c., afier landfall I,;nd 'peed decrcased on 27-28 No\'. and thcn

increascd and aUained maximum value at the end of landfall.

Wind dircctirm:

FIg, 6.5(h) shows lime-wind direction graph at ditferent phascs of eydone 5

oeeuring on 21-25 November 1995. It is ohsen'cd that m ph~"e 1 (16-20 Nov,). on 16-17

Nov. wmd direction was eastw~rd i.e.. westerl" (90), on 18-20 "Tov. ,t wa, southwc'lerly

(90-0), Al phase 2 (21-25 /'-.'ov,)i,e" at ~,'clone period, on 21" 010\. I,;ml ,hrection wa,

same as before i.e., southwesterly (90-0), On thc 2"" day of cyclone i.e.. on 22'" Nov.

wind direction incrcased abruplly and the direction was >alllhcasterlv (270-360). On 23m

Nov. win(1 direction was norwesterly (180-90) "nd Oll :N'I, >-lov.wllld (lirection again

incrC<lsedahruptly and the direction was again as hefore (21 Nov.) i.c, sO)ulhca~terly

(270-360). At the end of cydonc i.e., on 25 No\'. wind direction decreased ahmptlv and

the direction \Vas southwesterly (90-0). At phage 3 (26-30 Xov.) i.c.. during I;mdf:,n, on

26'" Nov, wind direction was noreastcrly (180-270), on 27-28 Nov. !llC"dinTI,,,n wa•

•outhcasterly (270-360). 00 29"' Nov ",ind direction wa~ "oulhwcslcrty (90-0) ami 01thc

cnd of !Jndfall i.e., on 30" Nov. ",ind direction was "'utheasterly (270.360), From Ihe

above figure [Fig. 6.5(hl], it is observed that at plw;c 2 i.e., at cvdone perwd, at day to

day the wind direction changcd i.e., during eydone lhe wealher \Vaswry unslable.

4.3.6 Cydont' 6

Cyclone 6 is occurred fi'om 5 November to 7 'Jowmi'lc,' 19% ovcr the Bay of

Bengal. It. energy and variables arc discu"ed herc.

'"
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4.3.6 (a): Energy components at different phases

S~n~lblt' heat (SH):

Fig. 6.6(a) S:10WSthe valiation of ~cnsihk heat (SH) at different ph.1~e~of ~ydone

6. It is ohserved that at phase I (before occurrencc) am! phJse 3 (after landfall) ."en~ihlc

he~t wa~ ncar ahout ,arnc. But at pha>c 2 (cydone ]Xriod) '~n,ihle hear IVa, ma'l:irn"lll

tlt.m the olher rwo phases, 'Iltis Wa, due to the higher atmo~pherie kmperJrure ar ~.I'c1on~

p~riod

Potential energ~' (PE):

llte variation of potenlial encrgy (PE) v~riation at different phn.~e~of eydonc 6 is

~hown in Fig, 6.6(b). From this figure, it is observed Ihal PE wa, higlKr al ph."e 3 (aflcr

landfall) than Jt phase I (before occurrence) and Jr phJ~e 2 (eyclolle period). Her~ dUling

IJndlilll, 10\~ pressure slightly iner~3~cd ar rh~ ~llrface level th~t iner~ns~d gco-potenrial

h~ight. So PE iner~",ed at the time oflandtall.

Latent heat c"nt~nt (LHe):

Fig. 6.6(e) shmvs the variation oflalent h~al content (LHe) at diff~rent phn~,,, of

cyclone 6. Here il is seen thaI LHe: IVa, higher al phase 2 (cyclone peri(ld) than at phase I

(before occulTence). This \Vas because at cyclone pc"!'i",!tmnp~ralure wa" higll, wat~r

cvaporate So water vapor go lifted upward and tilen condcm.~d and ,c1eased lat~nr heat.

At cyclone period more cloud fonned thaI rckns"d latent heat. So LHC Wa, higher al

cyclone period than the other two phases.

Kinetic rnergy (KE);

'Ine variation of kinetic energy (KE) at diJfcrmt pha,e.' of cyclone 6 is shown in

Fig. (,.6(d), It is found that KE WJSnearly zero at phase 1 (before occlJn'ence). 111i"W3.~

because. beforc occurrence the wcather \VaScalm i.e. there WJS no flow or wind. Al

phasc 2 (cyclone period) KF. slightly increil"ed, Thi" Wa" heCall"c wind speed incre~sed

slightly at cyclonc f,eriod, But at pha~c 3 (during landfall) KE Wil' maximum due to the

high wind speed during landfall.
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Total energy (IE):

Fig. 6.6(c) shoW!;the variation of lOlaI ~'Ilcrgy(lE) al diffcrenl plla~e, of c\donc

6. Jj is scen lilal 101011energy was slightly grcUler at phase I (before oeculTc"11cc)lh"" Ul

phase ~~(after landfall). ]Jul during cyclone period (phase 2) lolal cnergv was maximum.

Tlll~ wa. due to lhe maximum sen<ih1eh~al and lalenl heal content al ~ycl"n~ p~riod.

4.3.6 (b): Variables at different phases

Trmperature:

Tim~-temperalllr~ graph al different phascs of ~yc1r>n~6 is sho\'TI in Fig, 6.6(1).

At phas~ 1 (1-4 Nov.) i.e., before OCGurr~ncctemperatll1"~was n~ar about same at first

1lrrce days (l-J Nov.) bul at lhe inilialion of cyclone i.~., -I'"No\'. temp~rature increas~d

abruptly. At phase 2 (5-7 Nov.) i.e., at ~yclone pcriod kmpcralure was maximum and

remained constant. This was because at cyclon~ period sensible heat was maximum. At

phase 3 (8-12 Nov.) i.e., during landfall, it is observed that from d.1y to day temperalur~

decrcnscd grndually,

Wind speed:

Fig. 6,6(g) <hows lime-wind ~pced graph al diflerenl phase~ of C)clone 6. At

phasc I (l-,J. Nov.) it is ob~~rved that wind speed fluctu.1Icd. Al pha~G2 (;-7 Nov.) i.c., al

cyclone pcriod I'.ind speed was higher for first day of cyclonc (5'~ Nov.) compared to the

other two da}"s(6-7 Nov.) Al phal;e 3 (&-12Nov.) il is observed that wind speed merca,ed

gradually up 1" IO'~Nov. II is alsu observed thal wind spccd wns maximum at phase J for

9", \0'" nnd 12'" Nov. For lhis reason ~ \'ias maximum Oilthi~ phase i.e.. during lnndfalL

Wind direction:

rime-wind direction graph at diilerenr phasc. of cyclone (, occuning On ;-7

Novembcr is shown in Fig, 6.6(h). It is seen that at phase 1 (1-4 Nov,) on 2,d Novcmhcr

wind direction wa~ southeastcd)' (270-360) and at rhe initinlion of cyclone i.c., on 3-4

Nov. wind direction was eastward i.e.. we~1crly(90). Ar phase 2 (5-7 Nov.) i.c., cycl"ne

period, on 5-6 Nov. wind direc1ion n;ma;ned ~amc i,c.. wcstcrly (90) :IS lhal of lhe

lllitialion of cyclone (3-4 Nov.) and atlhe end of eydonc i.G" on 7thNo\-'. it is seen lhal
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wind directioll Wallsoutheasterly (270-360). At pha,e 3 (8-12 Nov.), 0[1 gth t-:ov. wind
direction was southwesterly (90-0), on 9-10 Nov. it wa~ southeasterly (270"360). On II

Nov. wind ditection was southwesterlv (9<l-O) and on 12 Nov. Ivind dircetlOn Ivas allain

southeasterly (270- 3(0).

4.3.7 Cyclone 7

Cyclone 7 is occurred from 28 Nuvcmher to J Decemher 1996 over thc Bay of

BengaL Il~ energy and variables are di~e\l!;.~edhefC.

4.3.7 (a): Energy components at different phases

Sensiblc hcal (Sll):

Fig. 6.7(a) ~hows the variation of sensible b""t (SH) at different phases of eyclonc

7. It is obs<..'fVedthat at phase 1 (before occurence) SH was slightly higher than al phase 2

(cyclone period). TIti~ i~ because temperature wa~ slightly higher at th~ initiation of

cyclone.

Potential enerl(Y (Pl~):

The variation of potential energy (PE) at different phase~ of cyclone 7 is .hown in

Fig. 6.7(11).Here PE IVa.,maximum at phase 1 (b,'f(}r~ occurence), lItis was becall~e

geopotential height \Vas maximum at thi.~ phase due t<1tlw high~r temperJture at the

initiatioll of cyclone.

Latent heat content (LHC):

The variation of latent heal content (LHC) at different ph",e~ of cyclone 7 is

~h"'~n in Fig. 6,7(c). H~..-eit is seen lh.ll at ph:ls~ 3 (aner landfall) LIrC was greater than

phase 1 and phase 2. Becau~c during landfall more cloud formcd that relea~ed latent he,ll

and rainfall OCCUl"ll,

Kinetic cnergy (KE):

The variation of kinetic energy (KE) at diffcr~llt phJses of cyclone 7 is shown in

Fig. 6.7(d). It i, .~howedthat at pha~e 1 (bcfor~ occurcnce) KE was higher than at phasc 2

, 184
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(cyclone period). But it is ohserved that at pha'c 3 (during lamJ(;I1l)KE wm. nl.1x;mum.

This WJSbecJuse during landfall wind speeu was high that increased KE.

Total (>nergy (fE):
lne variation of Iota1energy (TE) nt different pha<c~ of cyclone 7 i~,ho\Vtt in Fig.

6.7(e). Here it is s~en that Jt phase 1 (before occurcnc~) total ~nergy Iva, a tirt1~ bit

greJter than at phas~ 2 (cyclone ptJriod). This was beea\lS~ at the init;Jtion of cyclone

tempcralU1"~was higher that increa.~ed SH Jnd PE and so increased total energy at phasc

L
4.3.7 (b): variables at different phases

Tempnature:
Time-tempcratur~ graph at different phases of cyclone 7 i~ ~hown in Fig. 6.7(1).

Here it i,"bserved thilt at phase I (23-27 Nov,) i.e.. before oeeurencc. at first temperature

decreased from 23-25 Nov. But iIt the ;nitimion of cyclone l.C., on 26-27 Nov,

temperature increased slightly. At phase 2 (28 Nov-3 Dec.) l.C., at cyclon~ p<.-"Tiod

temperature remained constant for Jirsl two d:I}Sof cyclon~ (28-29 Nov.) then decrcm,ed

on 30 Nov. Beyond 30 November tempcratule increas~d gr4dually lip to 4'b nce. i.e.. i1t

th~ ~nd of cyclon~. Al phase 3 (4-8 Dec) i.~" during 1.lndran t~mpcrature deercased

gradually.

Wind speed:
Fig. 6,7(g) ,how, timc-wind spccd graph at differenl phases of eydollc 7. At

phase I (23-27 Nov.) i.e., before occurcnec it is observed thaI wind speed fluctualcd i.e ..

at day to <laywind speed chanl,'Cd. At pha,e 2 (28 Nov.-3 Dcc.) wind speed was ncarly

same for all thc days except 2,d D~c. But at pha,c 3 (4-9 Dec.) i.e. during landfall wind

speed increased gradually and attain~d th~ highcst value on 6th Dee For this reason.

during landfall KE increased.

\Vind direction:
Fig. 6.7(h) show, time-v,lnd direction grilph at different phases of cydone 7

()ccUling on 28th November-3'd December 1996. From this figur~ il if; observed thaI, at

,eo
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phase I (23-27 f>.:ov.) i.e., befMe occurencc. On 23m Nov. ",ind direction was

southeasterly (270-360), on 24-26 November wind directirm Was noreasterl\' (270-180)

and at the initiation of cyclone, wind direction was southeasterly (270-360). At phase 2

(28 Nov.-3Dec.) i.e., at cyclone period, on 28-30 Nov. wind direction remained ~amc i.e.,

'IOutheasterly (270-360) as that of the initiation of cyc1on~. On 1-2 Dec. wind direction

wa~ 1l0lWe~terly(180-90) and at the end of cyclone period wind dir~ction was norca'ter1y

(180-270). At phase 3 (4-8 Dec.) wind direction \~as wut!l~astcrly (270-360).
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Chapter 5

CHAPTER-5

Energy Budget

In this chapter energy budget for all thc analyzed 7 cyclones is discussed. Thc

energy calculated at Ihe station Dhaka is compared with thm al the station Chillagong.

Fig. 7.J sh"Wl;energy budgel of sensibk heat (SH) for .~'Voocyclones. From thi,

figure it i. se~'TIlhaloul of this ,even cyclones maximwn value of SH was occured during

cvclone 4 which occured on 29.4.94-3.5.94, 1bi, maximum SH signlfics Ihal atmospheric

temperature was maximum during cyclone 4 compared to the other cyclonc. Thc

minimum value of SH was occured during cyclone 2 (on 16.12,90-18.12.90). This

minimum SH meilnSlhat at that time atmospheric temperature Wa, low during cyclone 2

compared 10 the olher cyclone. The average SH was linle hit high during cyclone 4 while

it wa~ low during cyclonc 2.

Fig. 7.2 shOlv!;cncrgy budget of potential energy (PE) for scvcn cvclonc. From

this scven cyclooe it is observed that PE wa, ma:-:imum dunng cyclone] which occured

on 5.5,90-9.5.90, This maximum PE signilies the highest geopotenlial hcight during

cyclonc L PE was minimum dwing cyclone 2 which occurcd on IG.12,90-18.12.90. TIle

average potential energy was al~o high in cyclone 1. From Fig, 6,2, it is :lhooobservcd

thaI I.:E was ncarly same from cyclonc 2 - cyclone 7. Till' Was "cc,,,",c gcopotcnlial

height was nearly same for cyclone 2 - cyclone 7.

Energy "udgel of latenl heal content (IRC) tor ,~,"Cncyclones is .hown in Fig.

7.3. II i. seen that U-lC was ma:-:imwn during cyclone 2 whieh "eeured on 16,12.90-

18.12.90. This was because during cyclone 2, I"ere were more incursion of walcr vapor

and lhcn condensed that increased IRe. It was minimum during cyclone 7 which

occmcd on 28.11.96-3,12.96. So, during cyclonc 7 there was less cloud fonnation and

rainfall was low. AVilfagcIRC was also high during cyclonc 2, So, morc rainf.,11occured

during cyclone 2.

Energy budget ofkinctic energy (KE) is shown in Fig. 7..4,From this figure it is

seen thaI .KE was maximum during cyclonc 1 which occurcd on 5.5.911-9.5.90. The

average KE was aha high during cyclone 1 compared 10 Ihe other cyclone. This

ma:-:imum KE significs the high wind speed during cy.clone 1. Kinctic energy was



minimum during cyclone 4 which occured on 29..1..94-3.5.94, It i.~seen thai wind speed

was very low during cyclone 4 compared 10Ihe other cyclone,

Energy budget of Iota] energy is ~hol'o'1lin Fig. 7,5. II is ob,er\-'cd Ihal lolal energy

was ma:dmum during cyclone I whieh oeeured on 5.5.90-9.5.90. This maximum Iolal

energy was due 10Ihe maximum sensible heat, ma\:imum potentia! enCl'g)-'ami ma\:itnum

kinetic ClIergy.Total ClIergy",as minimum during cyclone 2 (which oeeured ()f) 16.12,')()-

18.12.90) and during cyclone 5 (which oceurcd on 21.11,95-25.1 1.95. Hcre it is clear that

total energy was large r"r pre-monsoon cyclones (cyclone 1. cyclone 3 and cyclone 4)

than that of post.monsoon cyclones (cyclOlle 2, cyclone 5. cyclone 6 and cyclone 7).

Energy budget of zonal flux of dry static energy (ZFDSE) for ~c,,"Cncyclones is

shown iT.Fig. 7.6. It is seen Ihat 7.FDSE was maximum during cyclone 1 which oecuTed

on 5,5.9O-9.5.90.Thi~ was because during cyclone 1 ,ensible heat and potenlial energy

was large during cyclone I. This maximum Zl'DSE was also due to the maximum wnal

wind component during cyclone 1 compared 10the olher cyclone. LFnSE was mrnimum

in cyclone 5 which oeelll"Cdon 21.11.95-25.11.95. This IVa>,because during cyclone 5

wind 'peed was very low that reduced ZFDSE. It i, also obselV\:d tlwl in cyclone 5

sensible heat and potential energy was low. So ZFDSE during c),d()n~ 5 waRminimum.

The average ZFDSE was also high during cyclon~ I compared 10lhe olhtr cyclone. From

FIg. 6.6 it il; also obselV\:d tbal for evcT)' cyclone (cyclooe I-cyclone 7) ZFDSE was

positive (eastward) i.e" for ~'Verycyclone zonal wind componenl was weslerly,

Fig, 7,7 show, energy budget of zonal flux of moist Malic "nel'gy (Zl'MSE) for

seven cyclones, Il is seen that ZfMSE was maximum during cyclone 4 which occUl"edon

29.4.94-3,5.94. Because during cyclone 4 sensible heal was maximum and the zonal wind

component was also high. ZFMSE was minimum (negalive and westward) during

cyclone 5 which oceured on 21.11.95-25.11.95. 'This was be~ause during cyclone 5

sensible heal and potential energv was lower and zonal wind component was also low<:r

and negative (westward).

F.ncrgy budgel of meridional flux of dry static energy (MFDSE) for seven

cyclones is shown in Fig. 7.8. From tbis figure it is seen lhat Jl.,IFDSEwas maximum in

cyclone 5 which oeelll"Cdon 21.11.95-25.11.95. Thi~ maximum MFDSE was due to llie

maximum meridional wind componenl in the positive direction durin~ cyclone 5.
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MFDSE was minimum (negative and southward) during cyclone 3 which occuroo on

25.4.91-30.4.91 b<:c<luse of higher meridional wind component in the negative

(soulhward) direction.

Fig. 7.9 shows meridional flux of moist static '-".llergy(MFMSE) for seven

cyclones. It is seen that during cyclone 4 (which occured on 29.4.94-3.5.94) l\.1FI\fSEwas

maximum. .Thiswas because, it is seen that during cyclone 4 sensible heat was maximum

and meridional wind component was also higher in the positive (northward) direction.

MFMSE was minimum (negative and southward) in cyclone 3 which occured on 25.4.91-

30.4.91. This was because during cyclone 3 meridional wind component was higher in

the negative (southward) direction. Average MFMSE was also higher during cyclone 4

due to higher (average) sensible heat and meridional wind component.

Fig. 7.10(a-e) shows comparison of energy budget of sensible heat (SH) be1\veen

Dhaka and Chit/agong stations for five cyclone. From Fig. 7.10(.1) it is seen that during

cyclone 1 (which occurcd on 5.5.90-9.5.90) SH was maximum at Chitlagong (eyc.lc).

This was because at cyclone period atmospheric temp<.-'TatureWas high at ChiUagong.

Sensible heat was minimum at Dhaka (cyc.l) due to low tcmpcralUJ'e at Dhaka compared

to Chillagong. This indicates that cyclone J moved morc northward than nol1hem;tward.
Fig. 7_1O(h)show~ comparison of SH between Chittagong and Dhaka for cyclone

3. From this figure it is seen thai SH wa.~maximum at Chittagong (eye.3c) for cyclone 3

which occured on 25.4.91-30.4.91. This maximum SH was due to the highesl temperature

at Chittagong. JI.1inimumSH was observed at Dhaka (eyc.3) h<x:auseof low lempcralure

compared to Chittagong. This indic.lles that tlie movement of cyclone 3 was similar 10

thaI of cyclone 1.

Comparison of ,~".llsibl~heat (SH) be1ween Chillagong and Dhak.l for cyclone 4

(which occured on 29.4.94-3.5.94) is shown in Fig.7.10(c). Here 5H was maximum at

Dlmka (cye.4) compared to Chittagong (cyc.4c). Here il is S~en lhal during cyclone 4

atmospheric temperature W:lShigh at Dhaka. And it is also seen that SH was minimum al

ChiUagong (cyc.4c). lbis indicstes that cyclone 4 moved northeastward than northward.

Fig. 7.10(d) s1Jowscomparison of SH bclwcen Chi1tagong and Dhaka JOr cyclone

6 which occured on 5.11.96-7.11.96. From this figure it is se~n that SH was maximum at
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Chittagong (eydie) compared to Dhaka (cy~.G). Thi, maximum SH was for higheHI

almo'pherie K1'llperature at Cltinagong. Semible heal ",os atso minimum al Clutlagong

(eye.6e). 'I1Uswas hecau,c for lhe other day of cyclone lemperature \V~,a).<o10\\1at

Chilt~gong.

Comparison of sensible heat between Chittagong and Dhaka f[jr cyclone 7 which

oceured on 28.11.96-3.12.96';. ~hO\'min Fig. 7.10(e). Here SH wa, maximum at Dhaka

(cyc.7) compared to Chitta gong (eyc.7c). Here it is ""cn that for cyclone 7 temperature

was high at Dhaka. Minimum SH observed at Chittagong (eye. 7e) due to low temperatun::

eompared to Dhaka. the movement of cyclone 7 was similar to that of cyclone 4.

Comparison of energy budget on potential energy (PE) hetween Chitlagong and

Dhaka is shov."T1in Fig. 7.1l(a-<:). From Fig. 7.11(.1) it is seen that for cyclone 1 PE was

maximum at Dhaka (eye.!) eompared to Chittagong (eye. Ie) TIns was due to the highest

geopotential height at Dhaka. It is observed that PE was minimum at Chittagong (eye. Ie)

because oflower gcopotential height. Average PE was al>o high in Dhaka (eye. I).

Fig. 7.11(b) shows comparison ofPE h~twcen Chittagong and Dhaka for cyclone

3. It is seen that PE was maximum both at Chittagong (~yc.3e) and Dhaka (eyc.3) and

was almost 'arne. Minimum PE wa~ at Chittagong (cye.3c) because of lo,,,,r geopotential

height. It is also observed that at Dhaka maximum, minimum and average PE was ~ame

due to no change of geopotential height.

Fig. 7.) l(e) shows comparison of PE between Chiltagong and Dhaka for cyclone

4. It is seen that at Chittagong (eye.4-c) PE was maximum. Here in Chitlagong

gcopotential height was higher. Minimum PE was also at Chinagung (eye..1-e).This was

because for another <by of cyclone geopol~lItial height was lower at Chittagong. But

average PE was higher at Dhaka (eye.4)

Comparison of PE between Chitta gong and Dh.lka for ",'done (, is sho"n in Fig.

7.11(d) Here maximum PE was at Chittagong (eye.oc) compared to Dhaka (cye.6).

Minimum PE wa~ also at Chittagon& (cye.6e). Average PE wa~ higher at Dhaka (eye.6).

Fig. 7.1l(e) shows comparison ofPE between Chittagong and Dhaka for cyclone

7. Here it is seen that PE was maximum at Dhaka (cyc.7) compared to Chittagong. llut

PE was minimum at Chittagong (c)"c.7c). Average PE was higher ~t Dhaka (~J'c.7) due 10

high~r geopotential height.
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Chaplet 5 Energy nudger

From the Fig. 7.11(a-e), il i~ seen that for fi,,'Ccyclone, I'E wa~ maximum for

cyclone I and cyclone 7 at Dhaka, Potential energy wa~ maximum for cyclone 4 and

cyclone 6 at Chittagong. And maximum PE was same for cyclone 3 bolh at Chittagong

(eyc.3c) and Dhakl (eye.3) due to lhe same geopotential height. II is also seen that for all

of five cyclones there was a common feature (hal l'E wa~ minimum al Chitta gong

compared to Dhaka and PE was higher a( Dhaka compared to Chitlagong.

Fig. 7.12(a-e) shows comparison oflatenl heat content (LHC) between Chittagong

and Dhaka for five cyclones. From Fig. 6.12(a-d) it i.~oh~ervt:d tb.1tLIIC was maximum

at Chittagong compared 10Dhaka. This wa~ heeause al the initiation of cyclone ocean

surface lemperatllre increases that evaporate water. And al Chittagong there was more

incursion of water vapor then condensed and released latent heat. So out offive cyclones

LHC a( Chinagong was maximum for four cyclone [Fig. 7.12(a-d)]. Rut for cyclone 7

[Fig. 7.12(e)J maximum LHC was almost the same tor bOlh Chittagong {cyc.7c} and

Dhaka (cye.7). For aU fi,e eyclone~ LHe was minimum at Dhak.1 due 10 less cloud

formalion. And aVt,TageLHe was also higher at ChiUagong for all five cyclones. From

Fig. 7.12(a-e) it is seen that at Chiltagong LHC wa~ highest So al Chittagong more cloud

formc(l and heavy rainfall occured compared 10Dhaka.

Comparisen of kinelic Cllcrgy (KE) belween Chitta gong and Dhaka is sho\\TI in

Fig. 7.13{a-e). Herc il is seen that out of these five cyclones Kinetic energy was

maximum at Dhaka for three cyclones I.C., f"r cyclone 1 (cyc.1), c~'clonc 3 (eyc.3) and

cyclone 7 (cyc.7). For c~'elone 4 (cyc.4c) and cyclone G (cyc.6c) KE was maximum at

Chittagong. Il is also observed !hal al Dhaka average KE was also higher for all five

cyclones except cyclone 6 compared to Chittagong. For all fivc cyclones KE was

minimum at Dhaka due to lower wind speed. The wind peed at the right side was slrong

compared to forward.

Comparison of loul energy (TE) between Chi1tagong and Dhaka is sho\\TI in FIg.

7.14(a-e). It is seen that out offive cycloncs total enerb-,),was high for three cyclones i.e.,

for cyclone I (eye. Ie), cyclone 3 (cY';.3c) and cyclone 6 (cyc.Gc) at Chitlagong compared

to Dhaka. for the other lwo cyclones i.e., for cyclone 4 (cyc,4) and cyclone 7 (cye.7) total

energy was high at Dhaka compared to Chil/agong. The effecl of sensible heat is much

more on total em"g)'. We observed that total energy was maximum who~e sensible heat
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Ch.p!e,5 Energy Budget

was higher. From Ftg. 7.14(a-<:) we observed that for most of the cydonc tOLll energy

was higher at Chitlagong. This is becau~e Chittagong is situated ncar the ocean and when

cydone fonned temperature increased that incrca~cd sensible heat and water evaporate

that also increased latent heat content. So total energy was higher at Chittagong for most

of the cyclone.
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CONCLUSIONS

From the ahllve study the following conclusions can be drawn:

i) The sensible heat dcereased with the increase of height. Fllr most of the

cyclones it was large during the cyclone period compared to the other phases.

Ii) The potential energy increased \'vith the increase of height. For most of the

cyclones it was maximum during cyclone period.

iii) There \'as almost no variation observed for lalent heat at different phases at

the lower level. For mOSIof the cyclones latent heal content increased at the

starling of cyclone and after landfalL It was maximum at the middle

tropospherc (500-250 mb).

iv) For all of three phases kinetic energy increased from middle to upper level and

was nearly zero from lower to middle troposphere. For most of the cyclones

kinetic energy was maximum at the initiation of cyclone period and after

landfall. ]t was large at 300-150 mb level.

v) Westward zonal fllJXwas observed up to - 700 mb level. Beyond this level it

was eastward. For most of the cyclones the magnitude of zonal flux was

found large just before starting c}clone pcriod ,md was maximum at 250-150

mb leveL

vi) Meridional flux varied between northward and southward for both before

occurrence and during cyclone period. 1ts magnitude was large during eydllne

period. However, after landfall for most of the cyclones it was slluthward.

vii) The zonal and meridional fluxes were high for pre-monsoon cyclones than

that of post-monsoon cyclones.

viii) The total energy was large for pre-monsoon cyclones compared to that of

post-monsoon cyclones.

from this analysis we may conclude that pre-monsoon cyclone is more severe than,
post"monsoon cyclone. However, to understand the real environmental condition at

different cyclone phases we nced more study On (he tropospheric energy of cyclone using

dense data ne(\'vork and also using remote sensing data.
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